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Seed Blankets

Amturf® Ultra Wildflower Seed Blanket
An environmentally-friendly mixture of 
perennial and annual flower seeds, natural 
fertilizer and mulch.
10sq ft
AMT25325-986 UPC 012783253252
Min. Buy 8 EA Retail $13.29

Lawn Patch

Sun & Shade - 100sq ft Roll
AMT252606-3742 UPC 012783252606
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $49.99

Amturf® Lawn Seed Blanket
A simple-to-use, environmentally-friendly product that results in a 
beautiful, green lawn. Biodegradable mulch blanket with embedded 
grass seed protects seeds from wind, sun and heat damage. Repairs 
bare spots. Provides uniform seed coverage. Holds in moisture and 
keeps seedlings in place during germination. 
Biodegradable, non-toxic product is safe for 
children, pets and the environment.

Sun & Shade - 25sq ft Roll
AMT25250-1181 UPC 012783252507
Min. Buy 20 EA Retail $15.89

Amturf® The Original LawnPatch®
Premium seed, natural fertilizer and mulch all in one package. Produces 
new growth easily and quickly. Revolutionary granulated mulch helps hold 
seeds in place. Seed mixed for fast growth, thick coverage and durability.

Shady - 5lb Bag
AMT34322-935 UPC 012783000078
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $12.59

Sun & Shade - 5lb Bag
AMT34332-935 UPC 012783000177
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $12.59

Sunny - 5lb Bag
AMT34321-935 UPC 012783000061
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $12.59

Amturf® Ultra LawnPatch®
When you’re patching the inevitable bare spots in your lawn, choose 
Ultra’s all-natural products. This safe and biodegradable product 
spreads easier and absorbs moisture faster than 
any other combination product. Safe for kids and 
pets. Premium seed, natural fertilizer and mulch 
all in one package. Produces new growth easily 
and quickly. Revolutionary granulated mulch 
helps hold seeds in place. Seed mixed for fast 
growth, thick coverage and durability.

Sun & Shade - 5lb Bag
AMT45332-1300 UPC 012783453324
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $17.39

Turf Seeds

Bonide® DuraTurf™ Grass Seed - Sun & Shade
Specially formulated improved turf grass varieties for full sun or shade. 
Spreads quickly to repair thin and bare spots. A very versatile mix. 
Contains: 25% Palmer III Perennial Ryegrass, 30% Prelude IV Perennial 
Ryegrass, 15% Arc Kentucky Blue, 10% Chewings Fescue, 10% Epic 
Creeping Red Fescue and 10% Double Time 
Perennial Ryegrass.

3lb
BND60222-1198 UPC 037321602217
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $15.99

7lb
BND60225-2573 UPC 037321602248
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $33.99

Bonide® DuraTurf™ Grass Seed - Full Sun
Specially formulated improved turf grass varieties for full sun. Combines 
fine textured blades with durable heat resistance and spreads quickly 
to repair thin and bare spots. Contains: 25% Palmer III Perennial 
Ryegrass, 20% Falcon IV Tall Fescue, 15% Rockstar Kentucky Blue, 10% 
Double Time Perennial Rye, 10% Arc Kentucky Bluegrass, 10% Ambrose 
Chewings Fescue, 10% Epic Creeping Red Fescue

3lb
BND60202-1198 UPC 037321602019
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $15.99

7lb
BND60205-2539 UPC 037321602040
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $33.99

Bonide® Dense Shade Grass Seed
Specially formulated improved turf grass varieties 
for dense shade. Spreads quickly to repair thin 
and bare spots. Ideal for seeding under tree cover. 
Endophyte enhanced.

3lb
BND60212-1198 UPC 037321602118
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $15.99
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Flower Seeds

Wildflower Mixes
Brighten any landscape with a burst of brilliant, 
colorful flowers. Earth Science makes it easy 
with this 3-in-1 formula that contains natural 
wildflower seed, fertilizers and natural soil 
improvers.

Earth Science® Aromatic 
Wildflower Mix
Highly scented annuals and perennials that 
bloom all season.  
2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121416-711 UPC 681636121415
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Bouquet 
Wildflower Mix
Exclusive All-In-One formula contains 
premium vibrant flowers that make beautiful 
bouquet arrangements. 
2lb- Covers 200sq ft
ENC121396-711 UPC 681636121392
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Butterfly & 
Hummingbird Mix
Beautiful annuals and perennials that bloom 
all season. 

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121386-711 UPC 681636121385
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Daisy Mix
A popular mix of daisies that bloom all season. 

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121436-711 UPC 681636121439
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Deer & Rabbit 
Resistant Wildflower Mix
Beautiful blend of annuals, perennials and herbs 
known to deter deer & rabbits.  

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121356-711 UPC 681636121354
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Perennial 
Wildflower Mix
100% perennial varieties with vibrant blooms for 
years to come. 

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121376-711 UPC 681636121378
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Pollinator 
Wildflower Mix
Beautiful annuals and perennials that attract 
nature’s pollinators.  

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121366-711 UPC 681636121361
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Shady Wildflower 
Mix
Beautiful flowers that thrive in shady condition.  

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121406-711 UPC 681636121408
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99

Earth Science® Zinnia Mix
A vibrant mix of colors that bloom all season.  

2lb - Covers 200sq ft
ENC121426-711 UPC 681636121422
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $9.99
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Grotrax All-in-One Seed Mixture
Grotrax combines exceptional seed 
blends, mulch, and fertilizer between 
two moisture holding Bio Fabric layers 
for fast germination and uniform 
growth. Simply roll, water, and watch 
it grow! Grotrax merges seed science 
with high tech turf technology by 
embedding thousands of seeds into 
a biodegradable, high absorption 
compost fabric that retains water, 
keeping seeds moist and secure, 
leading to grass that grows faster, 
thicker and fuller.

Grotrax™ All-in-One 
Tall Fescue Seed Mixture
Jumbo Roll - 200sq ft, 
Germination Time: 7-21 days
GTX810-5231 UPC 852553008107
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $89.99
Big Roll - 100sq ft, Height Varies up to 36 in
GTX809-2616 UPC 852553008091
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $49.99

Grotrax™ All-in-One 
Year-Round Green Seed Mixture
Jumbo Roll - 200sq ft, 
Bloom Time: 8-12 weeks, Summer-Fall
GTX803-2616 UPC 852553008039
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $49.99
Jumbo Roll - 200sq ft
GTX804-5231 UPC 852553008046
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $89.99
Quick Fix Roll - 50sq ft
GTX802-1570 UPC 852553008022
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.99

Turf Seeds Greenview® Sun & Shade Grass Seed
GreenView Fairway Formula Turf Type Tall Fescue Grass Seed Blend 
contains only top performing fescue grass seeds. A notable benefit 
is that they are brown patch resistant. This blend will thrive in both 
extreme sun and shade environments. This dense growing blend will 
resist drought, insects, disease, heat and heavy 
traffic from children and pets.
3lb
GRV2829332-1464 UPC 088685293320
Min. Buy 8 EA Retail $19.99

7lb
GRV2829313-2621 UPC 088685293139
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $34.99

Greenview® Fairway Formula Sunny 
Grass Seed Mixture
A mix of our top varieties that will excel on any 
lawn.  This mix is similar to those used on athletic 
fields for improved traffic tolerance of people 
and pets.

3lb
GRV2829334-1102 UPC 088685293344
Min. Buy 8 EA Retail $15.99

Greenview® Fairway Formula Sun & 
Shade Grass Seed Mixture
A balanced variety of seed types for optimal 
performance in sun to partial shade, this is our 
most popular mix for established or new lawns.

3lb
GRV2829333-1102 UPC 088685293337
Min. Buy 8 EA Retail $15.99

Greenview® Fairway Formula Dense 
Shade Grass Seed Mixture
Contains grass seed varieties that will excel in 
areas with limited or filtered sunlight.

3lb
GRV2829335-1102 UPC 088685293351
Min. Buy 8 EA Retail $15.99
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Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ 
Dense Shade Mixture Grass Seed
Grows in shady areas and dry soils where other seed mixtures have 
failed. Contains naturally insect resistant turf varieties.
1lb Bag - Covers up to 600sq ft
JOG10622-487 UPC 079545106225
Min. Buy 24 EA Retail $5.99

25lb Bag - Covers up to 15,000sq ft
JOG10610-6468 UPC 079545106102
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $79.99

3lb Bag - Covers up to 1,800sq ft
JOG10600-1215 UPC 079545106003
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $14.99

7lb Bag - Covers up to 4,200sq ft
JOG10620-2738 UPC 079545606206
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $34.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ Fall Magic™
Grass Seed
Custom mixed for successful fall seeding. This 
mixture is great to use on any lawn. Repairs 
summer damage and provides an attractive, 
thicker, greener lawn. Use in sun and shade lawn 
areas.

7lb
JOG10768-2738 UPC 079545107680
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $34.99

3lb Bag - Covers up to 1,500sq ft
JOG10765-1215 UPC 079545107659
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $14.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ 
Original Grass Seed
Improved disease resistance and drought tolerance. Possesses an 
invisible waxy coating, which helps preserve moisture in the leaf and 
wards off stress from heat, cold, wind and disease. With roots that can 
grow up to four feet deep, it will improve any lawn it is seeded into. This 
blend grows well in clay or sandy soils and in full sun or partial shade.

15lb Bag - Covers up to 4,500sq ft
JOG10317-4385 UPC 079545103170
Min. Buy 3 EA Retail $54.99

25lb Bag - Covers up to 7,500sq ft
JOG10315-6387 UPC 079545103156
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $79.99

50lb Bag - Covers up to 15,000sq ft
JOG10316-12147 UPC 079545103163
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $149.99

5lb Bag - Covers up to 1,500sq ft
JOG10318-1616 UPC 079545103187
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $19.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ 
Sun & Shade Grass Seed Mixture
Grows a thick, dark-green lawn in both sun and partial shade areas. 
Wide adaptability and elite varieties make this our most popular grass 
seed mixture. Endophyte enhanced for improved insect resistance.

15lb Bag - Covers up to 11,250sq ft
JOG12004-4975 UPC 079545620042
Min. Buy 3 EA Retail $59.99

1lb Bag - Covers up to 750sq ft
JOG12001-487 UPC 079545120016
Min. Buy 24 EA Retail $5.99

25lb Bag - Covers up to 18,750sq ft
JOG12006-6468 UPC 079545120061
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $79.99

3lb Bag - Covers up to 2,250sq ft
JOG12002-1215 UPC 079545120023
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $14.99
7lb Bag - Covers up to 5,250sq ft
JOG12005-2738 UPC 079545620059
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $34.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ 
Shady Nooks™ Grass Seed Mixture
Especially made to survive in damp or heavily shaded areas. Works 
well under extremely dense trees. Endophyte 
enhanced for improved insect resistance.

3lb Bag - Covers up to 2,250sq ft
JOG11957-1362 UPC 079545619572
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $16.99

7lb Bag - Covers up to 5,250sq ft
JOG11959-2968 UPC 079545119713
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $37.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™
Sunny Grass Seed Mixture
This mixture provides  a long-lasting lawn of the highest quality in stressful, 
sunny growing conditions. Survives on south facing slopes. Naturally 
insect and disease resistant.

1lb Bag - Covers up to 850sq ft
JOG10895-487 UPC 079545608958
Min. Buy 24 EA Retail $5.99

25lb Bag - Covers up to 21,250sq ft
JOG10870-6468 UPC 079545108700
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $79.99

3lb Bag - Covers up to 2,550sq ft
JOG10860-1215 UPC 079545108601
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $14.99

7lb Bag - Covers up to 5,950sq ft
JOG10880-2738 UPC 079545108809
Min. Buy  7EA Retail $34.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ 
Heavy Traffic™ Grass Seed Mixture
A hardy mixture of grasses for areas with hard wear. Use where children 
and pets play.

3lb Bag - Covers up to 1,200sq ft
JOG10970-1218 UPC 079545109707
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $14.99

7lb Bag - Covers up to 2,800sq ft
JOG11000-2745 UPC 079545110000
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $34.99
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Wildgame Wildlife Mix

Brassica Wild Game Turnip - 
Top Choice
100% turnips. Alone = 8lbs per acre, Mixed = 
4lbs per acre

2lb
MSV156047-680 UPC 049961202993
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $9.99

Bucks & Birds Mix - Top Choice
30% Medium Red Clover, 20% Ladino White 
Clover, 20% Chicory, 20% Alfalfa, 10% Crimson 
Clover Alone = 8lbs per acre
2lb
MSV156040-1400 UPC 049961560406
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $18.99
4lb
MSV156041-2575 UPC 049961560413
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $31.99

Chicory Plus Mix - Top Choice
90% Chicory, 10% Medium Red Clover. Plus mix contains wina-100 
perennial forage chicory which is vastly more tender and palatable 
to deer than traditional and imperial whitetail clover for maximum 
attraction, high protein levels, longevity and 
variety. It is extremely cold tolerant and heat, 
drought and disease resistant. Alone = 8lbs per 
acre
2lb
MSV156042-2265 UPC 049961560420
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $28.99
4lb
MSV156043-4225 UPC 049961560437
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $57.99

Mountain View Seeds Top Choice 
Brassica Wildlife Mix
35% Turnips, 35% Hybrid Brassica, 30% Rapeseed. Maximum 
performance food plot seed. Outstanding, high nutrition attraction. 
Excellent antler growing nutrition. Quick 
establishing. Great autumn plot.
2lb - Seeding rate: 8lb per Acre
MSV156044-785 UPC 049961560444
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $10.99

4lb - Seeding Rate: 8lbs per Acre
MSV156045-1410 UPC 049961560451
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $21.49

Turf Seeds

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ Lawn Repair
This unique combination product contains Black 
Beauty® Ultra Grass Seed, Lawn Fertilizer, MAG-I-
CAL, Love Your Soil, and Green-Mulch for quick 
and easy repair of bare spots in lawns.  Use Lawn 
Repair in sun and shade areas.  Provides 20% more 
grass seed and coverage than other brands, along 
with SOIL-enhancing foods that will help the lawn 
withstand environmental stresses.
4.5lb
JOG10449-1493 UPC 079545104498
Min. Buy 10 EA Retail $16.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ Ultra Grass Seed
The best Black Beauty grass seed varieties and the mixture that is 
used by many of the nation’s leading sod growers. Dark green color; 
roots that grow up to 4ft deep; waxy-coating on leaf; disease and 
drought resistant.

1lb Bag - Covers up to 400sq ft
JOG10320-493 UPC 079545103200
Min. Buy 24 EA Retail $6.99

25lb Bag - Covers up to 10,000sq ft
JOG10323-7151 UPC 079545103231
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $89.99

3lb Bag - Covers up to 1,200sq ft
JOG10321-1215 UPC 079545103217
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $16.99

7lb Bag - Covers up to 2,800sq ft
JOG10322-2737 UPC 079545103224
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $37.99

Jonathan Green® Fast Grow Grass Seed Mixture
This is the perfect seed mixture where the fastest results are required. 
Germinates in just 7-14 days!

3lb Bag - Covers up to 1,500sq ft
JOG10820-649 UPC 079545108205
Min. Buy 15 EA Retail $7.99

7lb Bag - Covers up to 3,500sq ft
JOG10840-1456 UPC 079545608408
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $17.99

Jonathan Green® Black Beauty™ Seedroll®
Contains Black Beauty™ Ultra Grass Seed and 
Starter Food. All-in-One seed mat ideal for bare 
spots and hilly areas. Biodegradable. Germinates 
in about 10 to 14 days. Prevents erosion of seed on 
slopes due to heavy rainfalls. Just roll, water, and 
watch grow! Can also be “cut” with scissors to fit a 
bare area of ANY shape.

50sq ft
JOG10410-2082 UPC 079545104108
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $29.99

newnew
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16lb Bag
MSV190906-3285 UPC 049961199064
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $52.49

4lb Bag
MSV190903-940 UPC 049961199033
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $14.99

50lb Bag
MSV190907-8750 UPC 049961909076
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $139.50

8lb Bag
MSV190905-1805 UPC 049961199057
Min. Buy 6 EA Retail $28.89

25lb Bag
WSM177558-4625 UPC 049961175587
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $73.99

MVP Turf-Type Perennial Rye Grass Mix
A blend of 5 top Turf-type Perennial Ryegrasses including NTEP leading 
varieties. This blend is formulated to work in all turf situations including 
residential lawns, golf courses and athletic fields. Fast germination gives 
a quick green up. MVP also offers superior disease and insect resistance.
• 20% Stellar 3GL Perennial Ryegrass
• 20% Fastball RGL Perennial Ryegrass
• 20% Grandslam Perennial Ryegrass
• 20% Apple SGL Perennial Ryegrass
• 20% Academy III Perennial Ryegrass
Spreader Settings
• Earthway Broadcast - New 27, Existing 18
• Earthway Drop - New 19, Existing 14
• Scotts Broadcast - New 13.5, Existing 11
• Scotts Drop - New 14, Existing 10

16lb Bag
MSV190806-3440 UPC 049961198067
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $54.99

4lb Bag
MSV190804-990 UPC 049961198043
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $15.89

50lb Bag
MSV190807-9450 UPC 049961198074
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $149.50

Class Act II Turf-Type Tall Fescue
A blend of 5 top Turf-Type Tall Fescues available today. Using WaterGard® 
and Lateral Spread technology, Class Act II can be depended upon to 
produce a dark, dense turf that is disease resistant and drought tolerant.
• 20% Titanium 2LS
• 20% Firecracker SLS
• 20% Raptor III
• 20% Avenger II Tall Fescue
• 20% SuperSonic
Spreader Settings
• Earthway Broadcast - New 27, Existing 18
• Earthway Drop - New 19, Existing 14
• Scotts Broadcast - New 14.5, Existing 12
• Scotts Drop - New 15, Existing 11

25lb Bag
MSV190896-5040 UPC 049961198968
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $80.59

50lb Bag
MSV190897-9850 UPC 049961908970
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $154.50

Plushtex Lawn Seed
90% Named Varieties of Turf Type Tall Fescue, 10% Named Variety of 
Kentucky Bluegrasses. All varieties are taken from the MD/VA approved 
list. Ideal for areas with full sunlight or partial shade. Exceptional 
disaese resistance including brown patch and red thread. Superior 
durability for high-traffic areas. Excellent heat and drought tollerance. 
Specifically formulated for southern regions. Includes WaterGard® QS®. 
• 30% Avenger II Tall Fescue
• 30% Firecracker SLS Tall Fescue
• 30% Titanium 2LS Tall Fescue
• 10% Kelly Kentucky Bluegrass
Spreader Settings
• Earthway Broadcast - New 27, Existing 18
• Earthway Drop - New 19, Existing 14
• Scotts Broadcast - New 13, Existing 9
• Scotts Drop - New 12, Existing 9 

WaterGard®QS® enhanced with 
Quickstart® Micro Nutrients.

WaterGard® QS® - A unique polymer 
coating that captures, stores and releases 

available soil moisture to the seed.

Seed Varieties coated in the Blue WaterGard® 
QS® coating are highlighted in blue text.

 � Denotes an A-List Variety Seed Type
*NOTE: All Varieties are subject to change without notice based on current availability. 
Comparable or better seed will be substituted.
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 � Denotes an A-List Variety Seed Type
*NOTE: All Varieties are subject to change without notice based on current availability. 
Comparable or better seed will be substituted.

25lb Bag
MSV190416-5510 UPC 049961800069
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $88.19

3lb Bag
MSV190413-875 UPC 049961800045
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $14.59

50lb Bag
MSV190417-10782 UPC 049961800076
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $172.49

7lb Bag
MSV190415-1795 UPC 049961800052
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $29.99

Emerald Park Sun & Shade Mix
A premium blend of Perennial Ryegrass, Kentucky Bluegrasses and 
Fine Fescues. This blend performs well in conditions ranging from full 
sun to moderate shade using patented WaterGard® technology to 
promote better water retention and rapid germination.

25% Apple SGL Perennial Ryegrass
25% Fastball RGL Perennial Ryegrass
10% Navigator II Creeping Red Fescue
20% Radar Chewings Fescue

 •  20% Volt Kentucky Bluegrass
Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 26, Existing 16
 • Earthway Drop - New 18, Existing 13 
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 13.5, Existing 11
 • Scotts Drop - New 14, Existing 10

25lb Bag
MSV190406-5782 UPC 049961800021
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $92.49

3lb Bag
MSV190403-910 UPC 049961800007
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $14.59

50lb Bag
MSV190407-11330 UPC 049961800038
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $181.29

7lb Bag
MSV190405-1875 UPC 049961800014
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $29.99

Emerald Park Sunny Lawn Mix
This mixture is specifically formulated for full sun areas. The mix 
includes a sufficient percentage of Kentucky Bluegrass with Turf-
type Perennial Ryegrass and just enough Fine Fescue along with 
the WaterGard® technology to give a beautiful green turf in sunny 
conditions.

25% Apple SGL Perennial Ryegrass
25% Fastball RGL Perennial Ryegrass
10% Navigator II Creeping Red Fescue
10% Radar Chewings Fescue

 •  10% Merit Kentucky Bluegrass
 •  20% Kelly Kentucky Bluegrass

Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 27, Existing 17
 • Earthway Drop - New 19, Existing 14
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 13, Existing 11
 • Scotts Drop - New 14, Existing 10

25lb Bag
MSV190436-4845 UPC 049961904361
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $77.49

3lb Bag
MSV190433-779 UPC 049961904330
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $12.49

50lb Bag
MSV190437-9455 UPC 049961904378
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $151.29

7lb Bag
MSV190435-1575 UPC 049961800144
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $25.19

Emerald Park Turf-Type Tall Fescue Mix
Using a blend of five quality turf-type tall Fescue’s with Lateral Spread 
and WaterGard® technology to create a plush green lawn that is very 
deep rooted and drought tolerant with disease resistance.

20% Firecracker SLS
20% Titanium 2LS
20% Avenger II

 •  20% Raptor III
20% SuperSonic

Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 27, Existing 17
 • Earthway Drop - New 19, Existing 14 
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 14.5, Existing 12
 • Scotts Drop - New 15, Existing 11

WaterGard®QS® enhanced with 
Quickstart® Micro Nutrients.

WaterGard® QS® - A unique polymer 
coating that captures, stores and releases 

available soil moisture to the seed.

Seed Varieties coated in the Blue WaterGard® 
QS® coating are highlighted in blue text.
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 � Denotes an A-List Variety Seed Type
*NOTE: All Varieties are subject to change without notice based on current availability. 
Comparable or better seed will be substituted.

25lb Bag
MSV190426-5782 UPC 049961800106
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $92.49

3lb Bag
MSV190423-910 UPC 049961800083
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $14.59

50lb Bag
MSV190427-11330 UPC 049961800113
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $181.29

7lb Bag
MSV190425-1875 UPC 049961800090
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $29.99

Emerald Park Shady Lawn Mix
A premium mixture using a blend of high end Fine Fescue’s, Perennial 
Ryegrass and Kentucky Bluegrass geared for growing in moderate 
to dense shade situations. WaterGard® technology included in this 
formula.

20% Radar Chewings Fescue
30% Navigator II Creeping Red Fescue
20% Apple SGL Perennial Ryegrass
10% Stellar 3GL Perennial Ryegrass

 •  20% Kelly Kentucky Bluegrass
Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 26, Existing 16
 • Earthway Drop - New 18, Existing 13
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 13.5, Existing 11.5
 • Scotts Drop - New 15, Existing 11

50lb
MSV190467-7100 UPC 049961194670
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $124.99

25lb
MSV190466-3650 UPC 049961194663
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $62.99

Emerald Park Southern Charm Tall Fescue Mix
A blend of 3 turf-type Tall Fescue’s chosen for the Southern market.
Good drought and disease tolerance to stand up well in this area.

34% Titanium 2LS Tall Fescue
33% Avenger II Tall Fescue
33% Supersonice Tall Fescue

Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 27, Existing 18
 • Earthway Drop - New 19, Existing 14
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 13, Existing 9
 • Scotts Drop - New 12, Existing 9

25lb Bag
MSV190446-5352 UPC 049961800205
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $85.59

3lb Bag
MSV190443-886 UPC 049961800175
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $14.59

50lb Bag
MSV190447-10547 UPC 049961800212
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $168.69

7lb Bag
MSV190445-1780 UPC 049961800199
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $29.99

Emerald Park Landscaper Mix
This an economical lawn mix for general use purpose. Easy to establish 
in sunny or shady areas. Formulated for durability and quick germination 
for a fast green up. Provides a decent  lawn for a great price.

30% Stellar 3GL Perennial Ryegrass
15% Fastball RGL Perennial Ryegrass
15% Apple SGL Perennial Ryegrass
10% Navigator II Creeping Red Fescue
10% Radar Chewings Fescue

 •  20% Volt Kentucky Bluegrass
Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 26, Existing 16
 • Earthway Drop - New 18, Existing 13
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 13, Existing 11
 • Scotts Drop - New 14, Existing 10

7lb Bag
MSV190455-1860 UPC 049961800233
Min. Buy 7 EA Retail $29.29
25lb Bag
MSV190456-5743 UPC 049961800243
Min. Buy 1 EA Retail $91.89

3lb Bag
MSV190453-888 UPC 049961800229
Min. Buy 12 EA Retail $14.59

Emerald Park Pennsylvania State Mix
A fine textured formula specifically formulated for the Pennsylvania 
area. This blend using WaterGard® technology is great for sunny to 
partially shaded situations and can be used for over seeding to help fill 
in existing bare spots and thinning yards.

20% Stellar 3GL Perennial Ryegrass
20% Grandslam GLD Perennial Ryegrass
20% Navigator II Creeping Red Fescue
5% Radar Chewing Fescue

 •  20% Volt Kentucky Bluegrass
 •  15% Kelly Kentucky Bluegrass

Spreader Settings
 • Earthway Broadcast - New 24, Existing 15
 • Earthway Drop - New 17, Existing 12
 • Scotts Broadcast - New 12.5, Existing 9
 • Scotts Drop - New 13, Existing 10
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Seed Rack Displays

Wetsel Floor Displays

“A” Assortment (2 floor racks)

1,250 packets, including 60 -1/2 oz. packets of peas, 
beans, and corn.

CONTAINS 75% VEGETABLES, 25% FLOWERS

WPS010600  RETAIL: $1,890.50

“B” Assortment (2 floor racks)

1,190 packets of flowers and vegetables. Good for 
Northern climate.

CONTAINS 75% VEGETABLES, 25% FLOWERS

WPS010601  RETAIL: $ 1,784.60

“C” Assortment (1 floor racks)

815 packet assortment.  (Does not contain any peas, 
beans, or corn).

CONTAINS 75% VEGETABLES, 25% FLOWERS

WPS010602  RETAIL: $ 1240.35

“F” Assortment (1 floor racks)

820 packet assortment.  
CONTAINS 100% FLOWERS

WPS010603  RETAIL: $1,187.80

600V - Vegetables (1 floor rack)

600 packets of our most popular varieties. 
CONTAINS 100% VEGETABLES

WPS010604  RETAIL: $894.00

#600 Assortment (1 floor rack)

600 packets of our most popular varieties. 
CONTAINS 75% VEGETABLES, 25% FLOWERS

WPS010605  RETAIL: $ 842.10

Single floor display (not including header) 65in H x 22in W x 15in D

Display Details
• Floor racks utilize only 4sq ft of floor space. 
• Full color packets are pre-priced.
• Pre-packed racks assemble in minutes.
• Floor racks can also be wall mounted.
• Refill order form packed with display. 
• Great margins!

Outright and Guaranteed Sales are Available!
Please ask about customizing your own seed rack!
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Retail Seeds

Wetsel Counter Displays

Herb Counter Display

300 packets of assorted herbs. 
100% HERBS

WPS010606  RETAIL: $477.00

Sunflower Counter Display

200 packets of assorted sunflowers. 
100% SUNFLOWERS

WPS010607  RETAIL: $302.00

Flower Counter Display

200 packets of assorted flowers.
100% FLOWERS

WPS010608  RETAIL: $280.50

Organic Counter Display

240 organic packets.  Includes 18 varieties.
100% VEGETABLES & HERBS

WPS010609  RETAIL: $597.60

Heirloom Counter Display

230 packets of traditional, open pollinated 
varieties of  vegetables. Hand drawn illustrated 
vegetables on packets.

100% VEGETABLES

WPS010610  RETAIL: $526.70

W

ETSEL SEED

Seed Rack Displays

Wetsel Floor Displays

Wetsel Revolving Rack Display 4-Panel

2400 packets, including flowers, vegetables, herbs, heirloom, organic vegetables and microgreens.
• Full color packets are pre-priced.
• Pre-packed racks assemble in minutes.
• Refill order form packed with display.
• Great Margin!

FLOWERS, HERBS & VEGETABLES

WPS010615  RETAIL: $4,240.80

Fall Crop Counter Display
180 packet assortments of fall crop vegetables.
WPS010616  RETAIL: $241.20

newnew

Patio Counter Display
180 packets of patio vegetable assortments. 
Varieties perfect for container gardens.
WPS010617  RETAIL: $533.70

newnew

Counter display (not including header) 22in W x 8in  D x 16in H
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Organic Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Beans -  Blue Lake
Nearly fiber-free. Highly productive over a long 
season and has a delicious sweet, juicy and 
tender flavor, fresh or frozen. Good for canning 
and freezing.

7g Pkt
WET40019-125 UPC 049961981645
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Beet -  Detroit Dark Red
An all-purpose sweet and tasty beet that has a 
globe-shaped root with 13-15in tops that make 
good greens.

4g Pkt
WET40029-125 UPC 049961981676
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Broccoli -  Calabrese
Irregular maturity variety which means heads 
don’t mature all at once so it has a consistantly 
long harvest. The smaller 5-6in heads have lots 
of side shoots that can be harvested after the 
main head.

590mg Pkt
WET40039-125 UPC 049961981690
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Cabbage -  Golden Acre
Very early, high quality, very spherical, solid, tightly 
packed heads with light grey-green leaves.  The 
sweet, green leaves are refreshing in salads and 
are perfect for cole slaw and stir fries. Excellent 
storage type.

2g Pkt
WET40049-125 UPC 049961400484
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Cabbage -  Red Acre
An early red variety that produces dense, shocking 
reddish-purple, small globe shaped heads. The 
delicious tasty leaves add bright color to cole-
slaws, salads, and other recipes. Great for storage 
and resistant to yellows and splitting.
2g Pkt
WET40059-125 UPC 049961981720
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Carrot -  Danver
Stocky-topped root that slightly tapered to 
rounded ends with smooth, red-orange skin. The 
fine textured, tender bright orange flesh is rich 
in flavor and very sweet either cooked, raw or 
frozen. A heavy yielding variety that stores well 
and stays crisp.

2.7g Pkt
WET40079-125 UPC 049961981751
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Carrot -  Little Finger
Tiny Nantes baby-type gourmet carrot with deep 
orange roots that do not taper and really are 
the size of your little finger. The almost coreless 
smooth skin and extra sweet, tender, juicy flavor is 
great for serving whole and the crisp consistency 
is ideal for canning or pickling.

2.7g Pkt
WET40089-125 UPC 049961400897
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Cucumber -  Marketmore
A very productive solid performing variety that 
holds up very well in humid and hot conditions. 
The slender fruit is uniform in shape with smooth 
glossy skin is slightly taped at each end and  tend 
to be sweet and mild in flavor. Ideal for slicing 
and if harvested young and small they make 
good pickles.

4g Pkt
WET40109-125 UPC 049961981812
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Cucumber -  Straight 8
Early, vigorous slicing variety that is a very 
productive yielder and named for its perfectly 
straight, 8in long fruit. The fruit has smooth skin 
with a cylindrical shape and rounded blunt ends. 
It has a small seed cavity and crisp, fine-grained 
flesh that is known for its high quality and 
excellent flavor.

4g Pkt
WET40099-125 UPC 049961981775
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Endive -  Batavian
Hardy and cold resistant Italian variety that produces deeply cut dark 
green leaves that have thick, white midribs and are very tufted. As the 
plants grow the outer leaves can be harvested 
leaving the center to continue to grow. The fine 
frilly leaves are succulent and delicious with a 
pleasant, mildly bitter flavor, typically a little more 
bitter than broadleaf varieties. The hearts can 
blanche to creamy white if leaves are tied the 
last 3 weeks of growth. Adds a tasty and unusual 
punch to salads.

4g Pkt
WET40139-125 UPC 049961985971
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

W
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Retail Seeds

Organic Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Kale -  Red Russian
When harvested as microgreens, the small baby 
leaves are flat with deeply cut margins in a deep 
gray-green color with purple veins. The leaves are 
tender mild spinach flavor. Cool temperatures 
enhance the sweetness and color.

4g Pkt
WET40149-125 UPC 049961981874
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Lettuce -  Bibb
Butterhead style variety that matures early as 
small, compact, bunched rosettes with large, 
ruffled outer leaves surrounding a soft, folded, 
blanched heart. Well known for the distinctive 
creamy, sweet flavor and tender, crisp texture. 
Best grown in cooler regions. ideal with almost 
any meal, including salads, sandwiches, soups, 
smoothies and wraps.
3g Pkt
WET40179-125 UPC 049961000000
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Lettuce -  Black Seeded Simpson
Early, dependable, and productive variety. This 
non-heading, upright, compact leaf-type variety 
produces large ruffled leaves with an appealing 
green color and a juicy, tender and delicate flavor. 
Well adapted to a wide range of climates, tolerant 
to heat, drought and frost

3g Pkt
WET40189-125 UPC 049961981935
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Muskmelon -  Hale Best
Early maturing, productive vine that is disease and 
drought-tolerant. Flesh is orange, sweet, fragrant 
and delicious. The fruit has a thick walled yellow-
green rind and firm, sweet, aromatic flesh that has 
exceptional flavor with a small seed cavity. It grows 
and stays sweet in a wide variety of conditions.

2g Pkt
WET40209-125 UPC 049961981966
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Muskmelon -  
Honey Dew Green Fleshed
Vigorous high yielding vines. This variety has 
almost white smooth skin becoming creamy 
yellow when ripe. The thick, juicy and sweet flesh 
has a refreshing flavor and ripens to the rind.

2g Pkt
WET40219-125 UPC 049961985964
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Pea -  Oregon Sugar Pod
Mid season, high yielding bushy plant that 
remain compact frequently producing two pods 
per cluster. The high quality large pods are extra 
sweet, superbly tender and delicious. Tender, 
sweet and crunchy when cooked up and when 
frozen they do not lose color or flavor.

7g Pkt
WET40269-125 UPC 049961985957
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Pepper -  California Wonder
Heavy yielding, vigorous plants produce the 
typical thick-walled and blocky fruit with a crisp, 
mild flavor and terrific sweetness. This popular 
variety has a long growing season and is very 
versatile with a multitude of uses.

900mg Pkt
WET40299-125 UPC 049961982055
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Pepper -  Jalepeno
Very heavy yielding, continuously producing type, 
in the middle of the pack for heat among all the 
Jalapeno varieties. The rounded, thick-walled, 
pungent fruits are ready to pick when dark green 
and are both sweet and hot.

400mg Pkt
WET40289-125 UPC 049961982024
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Pumpkin -  Jack O Lantern
Specifically bred as a carving pumpkin with the 
uniform round to oblong shape, smooth, firm skin 
and nice thick stem that makes a good handle. 
The flesh is orange-yellow, fine grained and very 
good for baking pies and soups.

4g Pkt
WET40339-125 UPC 049961982086
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Pumpkin -  Sugar Pie
Extremely high yielding variety with a round 
shape, flat ends and distinct ribbing on the 
outside. The sweet fine-textured, flesh is thick, 
deep yellow with a deliciously sugar flavor. Easy to 
handle with the petite size and is well known for 
making the best rich pumpkin pies.

4g Pkt
WET40349-125 UPC 049961986008
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49
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Organic Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Spinach -  Bloomsdale
Heavy-yielding hardy variety that is frost tolerant 
and stands well in warm weather without bolting. 
This large, spreading spinach has glossy deep-
green, fleshy, thickly crinkled leaves and a sweet, 
tender, rich flavor. Delicious steamed, fresh in 
salads, and in soups and casseroles.

3g Pkt
WET40459-125 UPC 049961982178
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Squash -  Black Zucchini
Early maturing, high yielding, fast growing 
zucchini variety that is very easy to grow. Will 
continue to generously produce through summer 
if kept picked. The glossy black-green fruits have a 
firm white creamy flesh and excellent flavor that 
can be used in may applications. Freezes well.

3g Pkt
WET40509-125 UPC 049961982208
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Squash -  Butternut Waltham
Late maturing, heavy yielding variety has exceptional quality and grow 
and average of 4-5 squash per plant. The larger fruits have a small seed 
cavities and thick, straight, cylindrical neck with a 
hard creamy buff rind. The rich, orange-colored 
flesh has smooth texture and sweet, nutty flavor 
with no stringiness. It holds its color and cooks up 
sweet and tender, great baked, steamed or boiled. 
Has long-lasting storage ability, even through the 
winter and is at its sweetest at 2 months of storage.

3g Pkt
WET40499-125 UPC 049961982178
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Squash -  Summer Crook
Early maturing, high yielding, fast growing variety 
that can be harvested all summer long. The bright 
yellow fruit has a buttery squash flavor and firm 
flesh, best harvested younger when it is 4 to 5 
inches long and skin is soft. Delicious in may 
cooking applications including steamed or sliced 
and fried.

3g Pkt
WET40519-125 UPC 049961982246
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Radish -  Cherry Belle
Extra-early, high yielding large radish that will not 
become pithy (soft and spongy). The bright cherry 
red colored roots are globe shaped with firm flesh 
is snow white, mild and crisp with a tender, sweet 
and mild flavor. Good packing variety.

4g Pkt
WET40389-125 UPC 049961982116
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Radish -  Sparkler White Tip
Fast and easy to grow classic spring radish variety 
with a shape that looks more like a turnip. The 
delicious white flesh is crisp with a sweet peppery 
flavor. Best when harvested at 1in diameter, will 
get hot and pithy (soft and spongy) if allowed to 
grow much larger.

4g Pkt
WET40399-125 UPC 049961982147
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Radish -  White Icicle
Fast and easy to grow classic spring radish variety 
with a shape that looks more like a turnip. The 
delicious white flesh is crisp with a sweet peppery 
flavor. Best when harvested at 1in diameter, will 
get hot and pithy (soft and spongy) if allowed to 
grow much larger.

4g Pkt
WET40409-125 UPC 049961986046
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49
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Organic Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Swiss Chard -  Fordhook
Heavy yielding variety with and upright growth 
habit. The plant has broad, dark green with heavily 
crumpled white veins  leaves and thick white 
stalks. Produces abundant crops all season and 
even after the first light frosts. Excellent for greens, 
also good for poultry feed.

3g Pkt
WET40719-125 UPC 049961407193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Swiss Chard -  Ruby
Heavy yielding variety with and upright growth 
habit. The plant has broad, wavy and wrinkled 
bronzed green leaves with contrasting crimson 
red leaf stalks. Leaves have the earthy taste of 
a beet green with the salinity of spinach and 
the red stalks are fibrous, often bitter and 
succulent.

3g Pkt
WET40709-125 UPC 049961986015
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Tomato -  Beefsteak
Meaty, classic beefsteak-type tomatoes, typically 
shaped flat and round with deep ribs. The solid, 
meaty flesh is juicy and sweet.

200mg Pkt
WET40639-125 UPC 049961982307
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Tomato -  Roma
Compact plant that produces thick-walled, meaty, 
egg-shaped tomatoes with very few seeds with 
flesh tht is thick, dry and not juicy.

200mg Pkt
WET40609-125 UPC 049961982277
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Turnip -  Golden Globe
Globes are sweet, tender, mild and have a deep 
golden-yellow flesh with very fine flavor. The 
medium-sized cut leaf tops keep well and are 
nice to cook for greens. Roots taste more like a 
rutabaga than an early summer turnip.

4g Pkt
WET40699-125 UPC 049961406998
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Turnip -  Purple Top
A high yielding hardy traditional variety that 
produces attractive roots and semi-erect prolific 
large lobed greens, the most widely grown turnip 
variety world wide. The edible smooth, slightly 
tapered globe shaped roots have tender, fine-
grained flesh with a sweet and mild flavor. Best 
harvested when 3-4 inches in diameter. The top 
greens can also be cooked or used in salads. Good 
for storing, canning and freezing.

4g Pkt
WET40689-125 UPC 049961982338
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Watermelon -  Jubilee
Large, very tasty variety known for its finely-
textured, bright pink-red flesh and deliciously 
sweet taste. The tough rind helps keep the fruit 
from bruising.

4g Pkt
WET40739-125 UPC 049961986022
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Watermelon -  Sugar Baby
The standard of “icebox” melons for years. 
Named “Icebox” because it is small enough to 
fit in the refrigerator. the bright red, firm and 
fine-grained flesh that is super sweet. The thick 
tough rinds resist cracking and when ripe they 
turn almost black.

4g Pkt
WET40759-125 UPC 049961982369
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49
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Heirloom Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Beans -  Blue Lake Bush
Nearly fiber-free. Highly productive over a long 
season and has a delicious sweet, juicy and 
tender flavor, fresh or frozen. Good for canning 
and freezing.

14g Pkt
WET47009-115 UPC 049961470095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Beans -  Lima Fordhook
Heavily producing large bushy variety with 
exceptional heat resistance and the ability to 
thrive in adverse conditions. The heavy foliage 
plants produce large, plump and mealy beans 
about 3in to 4in long in size. Excellent for freezing, 
canning or sold at a fresh market. 

14g Pkt
WET47409-115 UPC 049961474093
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Beet -  Detroit
An all-purpose sweet and tasty beet that has a 
globeshaped root with 13-15in tops that make 
good greens.

4.5g Pkt
WET47089-115 UPC 049961470897
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Cabbage -  Golden Acre
Very early, high quality, spherical, 3-5lb (5-7in) 
solid, tightly packed heads with light grey-green 
leaves. The sweet, green leaves are refreshing 
in salads and are perfect for cole slaw and stir 
fries. Plants are very compact perfect for space 
challenged areas. 

2g Pkt
WET47099-115 UPC 049961470999
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Carrot -  Danver
Stocky-topped root that slightly tapered to 
rounded ends with smooth, red-orange skin. The 
fine textured, tender bright orange flesh is rich 
in flavor and very sweet either cooked, raw or 
frozen. A heavy yielding variety that stores well 
and stays crisp.

2.7g Pkt
WET47139-115 UPC 049961471399
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Carrot -  Little Finger
Tiny Nantes baby-type gourmet carrot with deep 
orange roots that do not taper and really are 
the size of your little finger. The almost coreless 
smooth skin and extra sweet, tender, juicy flavor is 
great for serving whole and the crisp consistency 
is ideal for canning or pickling.

2g Pkt
WET47129-115 UPC 049961471290
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Chard -  Lucullus
Easy to grow and prolific, producing delicious 
leaves and wide, crisp stalks throughout 
summer and fall. Leaves are eaten like spinach 
but are not as fussy about weather and soil. 
Grows well in containers.

3.5g Pkt
WET47719-115 UPC 049961477193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Cucumber -  National Pickling
Heavy yielding variety that produces over a 
long season and was developed by the National 
Pickle Packers Association. The fruit is tender and 
delicious at any age, pick at 2-3in as a gherkin, 4in 
for fresh eating or to mature size to pickle.

4g Pkt
WET47169-115 UPC 049961471696
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Cucumber -  Straight 8
Early, vigorous slicing variety that is a very 
productive yielder and named for its perfectly 
straight, 8in long fruit. The fruit has smooth skin 
with a cylindrical shape and rounded blunt ends. 
It has a small seed cavity and crisp, fine-grained 
flesh that is known for its high quality and 
excellent flavor.

4g Pkt
WET47179-115 UPC 049961471795
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29
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Kale -  Early Siberian
This dwarf, spreading kale is extremely hardy, 
matures quickly in just 55 days, and features large 
green leaves curled on the end.

4g Pkt
WET47309-115 UPC 049961473096
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Kale -  Vates Blue Curled
Compact plants yield tender, blue-green, crinkled 
leaves topped with a rosette of attractive, 
light green, frilly leaves, making an attractive 
ornamental plant too. Very tolerant to cooler 
temperatures. Harvest during the cool weather of 
spring and fall for the tastiest crops. Perfect mixed 
with other greens in salads, as cooked greens, in 
stews or as a garnish.
4g Pkt
WET47319-115 UPC 049961473198
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Heirloom Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Okra -  Clemson Spineless
Very high yielding plant that matures earlier than 
many okra varieties. The plants produce dark 
green, slightly grooved, straight pods without 
spines, making harvest easier. Pods can grow 
much larger but when harvested at 3in to 4in 
long they are tender and have excellent flavor 
and are perfect for soups, stews. frying, roasting 
boiling or canning.
4g Pkt
WET47419-115 UPC 049961474195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Pea -  Dwarf Grey Sugar
This pea variety grows best in cool weather. Young 
pea plants tolerate considerable cold, even light 
frost. Shelled out fresh peas have a sweet, delicate 
flavor. May be frozen or canned.

14g Pkt
WET47429-115 UPC 049961474291
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Pepper -  California Wonder
This sweet pepper variety grows green, turning 
red at full maturity as the flavor sweetens. 
Transplant seedlings started indoors to a sunny 
well-drained location. Great in containers and 
sunny flower beds. Keep soil moist, and to avoid 
injuring plants, carefully cut or snap off fruits with 
a short piece of stalk.

900mg Pkt
WET47489-115 UPC 049961474895
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Pumpkin -  Big Max
Big Max Pumpkins live up to their name, growing 
as large as 100 lbs. in some regions. The skins 
can be 3-4” thick, making them great storage 
pumpkins and the envy of everyone in the 
neighborhood on Halloween. The flesh is perfect 
for homemade pies, canning and freezing.

4.5g Pkt
WET47509-115 UPC 049961475090
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Pumpkin -  Connecticut Field
This huge variety is frequently a prize winner at 
county fairs. Carefully grown, fruits can exceed 
200 lbs. Fruits are evenly ribbed, medium orange, 
and slightly rough. Fine textured orange flesh is 
outstanding for pies, cooking, or freezing. Perfect 
for jack-o-lanterns.

4.5g Pkt
WET47519-115 UPC 049961475199
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Pumpkin -  Jack B Little
This easy to grow variety will bear an average of 8 
miniature pumpkins, approximately 2” tall and 3” 
in diameter. Although edible, they are most often 
used as table decorations and miniature jack-o-
lanterns. Properly cured, pumpkins will last up to 
8 months.

3.5g Pkt
WET47529-115 UPC 049961475298
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Lettuce -  Bi-Seeded Simpson
One of the first lettuce varieties to be declared 
“heirloom”, this looseleaf variety is one the of 
fastest lettuces to mature within 45-60 days. 
Durable and resistant to heat, Black Seeded 
Simpson Lettuce makes a great salad and 
enhances just about any sandwich.

3g Pkt
WET47399-115 UPC 049961473997
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Lettuce -  Buttercrunch
No garden is complete without easy to grow, 
delicious and nutritious loose leaf lettuce. This year 
grow your own crispy, crunchy tossed green salads.

3g Pkt
WET47389-115 UPC 049961473898
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29
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Heirloom Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Spinach -  Bloomsdale
Heavy-yielding hardy variety that is frost tolerant 
and stands well in warm weather without bolting. 
This large, spreading spinach has glossy deep-
green, fleshy, thickly crinkled leaves and a sweet, 
tender, rich flavor. Delicious steamed, fresh in 
salads, and in soups and casseroles.

4g Pkt
WET47609-115 UPC 049961476097
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Spinach -  New Zealand
New Zealand Spinach is not a true spinach but 
the fleshy leaves are similar in flavor and use. 
Unlike spinach, New Zealand Spinach does well in 
hot summer weather.

4g Pkt
WET47619-115 UPC 049961476196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Squash -  Black Zucchini
Zucchini is the most popular type of summer 
squash. And for good reason, as it is easy to grow, 
producing a generous crop of delicately flavored 
fruits all season long. The fruit is delicious when 
baked, boiled, fried, steamed, or raw, and when used 
in a variety of recipes. Zucchini can be frozen.

3.5g Pkt
WET47629-115 UPC 049961476295
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Squash -  Crokneck
This golden yellow summer squash is delicious 
sauteed or roasted; it is easy to grow and very 
prolific. Plant in full sun after the soil has warmed. 
Keep soil moist and fertilize monthly. Pick 
continuously to assure steady supply. Best when 
fruits are 4-6” long and skin is tender and easily 
punctured. Good source of calcium, iron, and 
vitamins A, B, and C.
3.5g Pkt
WET47659-115 UPC 049961476592
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Squash -  Sphagetti
Vining plants produce 12” oblong, bright yellow 
fruits that store well for fall and winter enjoyment. 
Enjoy steamed, boiled, and baked. The cooked 
flesh separates into spaghetti-like strands with a 
mild flavor compatible with many sauces.

3.5g Pkt
WET47669-115 UPC 049961476691
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Squash -  Straightneck
Early maturing, very vigorous, hardy, and 
productive zucchini variety that if frequently 
harvested will continue bearing all season long. 
Best when harvested at 8 to 9 inches long. The 
large, uniform bright yellow squash has excellent 
quality firm flesh that is delicious sliced thin for 
fresh dips or cooked in any number of dishes.

3.5g Pkt
WET47639-115 UPC 049961476394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Squash -  Table Queen
An outstanding winter vegetable, easy to grow, 
and prolific. Flesh is rich orange, thick, sweet, and 
tastes excellent.

1.35g Pkt
WET47679-115 UPC 049961476790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Squash -  White Bush
An outstanding prolific summer vegetable that 
is easy to grow. Tender and attractive fruits are 
produced all summer long and are best when 
picked young and immature. Can be frozen for 
later use.

3.5g Pkt
WET47649-115 UPC 049961476493
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Radish -  Cherry Belle
Crisp and peppery, these radishes will add great 
flavor and crunch to your favorite garden salad. 22 
days to maturity; plant early, as soon as the soil 
can be worked.

4g Pkt
WET47549-115 UPC 049961475496
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Radish -  China Rose
Unique fall-winter Daikon type radish that is very 
hardy. The root resemble a carrot and can reach 
up to eight inches long with white, firm and crisp 
flesh that has a peppery spicy flavor. Excellent 
storage characteristics.

4g Pkt
WET47559-115 UPC 049961475595
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Radish -  Long White Icicle
Cylindrical white roots up to 5” long are crisp yet 
mild. Days to maturity: 27-35.

3.5g Pkt
WET47569-115 UPC 049961475694
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29
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Tomato -  Roma
Compact plant produces thick-walled, meaty, 
eggshaped tomatoes with very few seeds and 
flesh that is thick, dry and not juicy.

140mg Pkt
WET47809-115 UPC 049961478091
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Tomato -  Rutgers
This variety grows well in containers and requires 
little space or effort to produce a big crop of 
tomatoes great for eating fresh as well as canning 
and juicing.

800mg Pkt
WET47819-115 UPC 049961478190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Tomato -  Yellow Pear
Rich in Vitamins A and C. Also supplies some B 
Vitamins, Calcium, Iron, and Potassium.  Grows 
well in containers and requires little space or 
effort to produce a big crop. Stake or cage to save 
space. Water deeply when dry and feed monthly. 
Pick gently when color is fully developed.

140mg Pkt
WET47829-115 UPC 049961478299
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Heirloom Vegetables - Retail Seed Packets

Turnip -  Purple Top
Globe shaped with bright purple crown, white 
root below. Dark green, cut leaves. Attractive, 
smooth roots and prolific greens. A home garden 
standard variety. Keeps well. 50 days; mid maturity

5g Pkt
WET47889-115 UPC 049961478893
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Turnip -  Seven Top
Seven Top Turnip Green does not produce a 
turnip root; all of its resources are used to product 
some of the best turnip greens you will ever eat. 
Nutritious and tasty when steamed, stir-fried, or 
used in salads.

5g Pkt
WET47899-115 UPC 049961478992
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Watermelon -  Crimson
A delicious, early maturing, small fruited “icebox” 
melon developed specifically for home gardens. 
Flesh is sweet and fine textured with few seeds. 
Vines are short, requiring less space than big 
fruited varieties.

4g Pkt
WET47909-115 UPC 049961479098
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Watermelon -  Sugar Baby
This is a delicious, small fruited “icebox” melon 
developed specially for home gardens. Fruits grow 
to 8” across, and weigh about 10 pounds. The flesh 
is bright red, fine grained and very flavorful. Plants 
are small vines producing early enough for short 
season areas.

4g Pkt
WET47919-115 UPC 049961479197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29
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Pumpkin -  Wee Be Little
Wee Be Little weigh 1 pound being small enough 
to hold in your hands.  Their vines are semi-bush 
meaning they don’t need a lot of space in the 
garden to grow.  Ideal for cooking, painting and 
carving. 1999 AAS Winner.

10 Seed Pkt
WET30869-125 UPC 049961000667
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.50

Patio Seeds - Retail Seed Packets

Cucumber -  Peticue
Short vining/bush takes up 1/3 the space of 
standard cucumbers. Harvest at 7in for the best 
tasting, crunchy-sweet cukes.

10 Seed Pkt
WET78259-177 UPC 049961000193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.94

Cucumber -  Salad Bush
Compact tiny 18in vines that yields full-sized, 
full-flavored slicer type fruit. The cylindrical fruit is 
long and uniform in shape with a tender and crisp 
flavor. An excellent variety to grow in containers 
or in small gardens.

10 Seed Pkt
WET24469-286 UPC 049961244696
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $4.20

Pepper -  Aruba Cubanelle
A visual delight due to its earliness, high 
productivity and eye-catching lime-green fruit, 
outstanding vigor, erect plants support large 
sized fruit without overcrowding, extended 
harvest season.

10 Seed Pkt
WET38179-128 UPC 049961000087
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.13

Pepper -  Cheyenne Hot
Compact, with an elegant arching habit is well 
suited for hanging baskets if unstaked. Good 
canopy protects the bright orange fruit. 40,000 
Schoville units.

10 Seed Pkt
WET79569-213 UPC 049961000254
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.54

Pepper -  Liberty Belle
Naturally dwarf plants bear an abundance of very 
sweet bell peppers. Matures green to bright yellow.

10 Seed Pkt
WET78279-252 UPC 049961000315
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $4.20

Peppers -  Rainbow Bell Blend
The Rainbow Bell Blend is an assorted mixture of 
several different bell peppers varieties. Contains 
a collection of green, red, yellow, orange, and 
purple sweet bell peppers. You can see this 
same mixture displayed in farmers markets and 
produce departments.

30 Seed Pkt
WET30609-125 UPC 049961000605
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.50

Pepper -  Redskin Bell
Compact, arching habit works well unstaked 
in hanging baskets or containers for a trailing 
effect. Can be staked. Fruit are 3-4 lobed. Crisp, 
sweet flavor.

10 Seed Pkt
WET79579-213 UPC 049961000377
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.54

New for 2021!
Introducing our new line of patio seeds, specially chosen 
for the unique growing conditions of container gardening. 
A perfect selection for those with small growing spaces 
including apartments, porches, and decks. 
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Patio Seeds - Retail Seed Packets

Squash -  Black Coral F1
A dark black zucchini hybrid with glossy skin.  
Grows to be 7 to 8 inches long with heavy yields 
and taste great.  The open bush habit are great for 
container or small gardens and an ease in picking.

10 Seed Pkt
WET34489-125 UPC 049961000728
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.50

Tomato -  Mountain Man
Produces extra-large fruit with delicious flavor 
that is well-balanced between sweetness and 
acidity. Deep red color internal and external color. 
High yields are supported by strong plants.

10 Seed Pkt
WET78609-149 UPC 049961000131
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Tomato -  Patio Choice Yellow
Compact and developed for small spaces and 
container gardens.  The 18 inch plant produces a 
very large yield of half ounce birght yellow cherry 
tomatoes on short vines.  Good fresh, in the oven, 
or sun dried.

30 Seed Pkt
WET36509-137 UPC 049961000506
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.75

Watermelon -  Cal Sweet Bush
This is a true short internode (the sections 
between the stem joints) watermelon. These 
watermelons have compact, bushy vines and 
still provide enough foliage cover to protect the 
fruits. Each plant yields 2-3 fruits. Cal Sweet Bush 
is a great watermelon choice for gardeners with 
limited space or those wanting a container melon.

10 Seed Pkt
WET37569-125 UPC 049961000841
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.50
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Artichoke - Retail Seed Packets

Green Globe
Can be grown as an annual or perennial. Edible 
flower buds (chokes) are made up of thick 
fleshy scales and solid center (hearts). Chokes 
are medium green in color with a slight purple 
tinge near the base which are tender, nutty and 
flavorful. Also makes a great dried flower.

1.35g Pkt
WET11019-65 UPC 049961110199
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Asparagus - Retail Seed Packets

Mary Washington
An early long straight variety with medium dark 
green spears and tight purpling tip. Plant takes 
2-3 years to mature, but once established it 
comes back year after year. Cutting season can 
last up to 60 days. Excellent tender, thick,delicate 
and delicious flavor.

3g Pkt
WET11049-65 UPC 049961110496
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Beans - Retail Seed Packets

Blue Lake 274 Bush
Nearly fiber-free. Highly productive over a long 
season and has a delicious sweet, juicy and 
tender flavor, fresh or frozen. Good for canning 
and freezing.

14g Pkt
WET1349-80 UPC 049961013490
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Blue Lake Fm1 Pole
Heavy, extended yield. Excellent canning and 
freezing variety with a sweet, juicy and tender 
flavor. Very good fresh, canned, frozen, or delicious 
as baked beans and in soup.

14g Pkt
WET2019-80 UPC 049961020191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Burpee Stringless
Produces entirely stringless, 5in long bean pods. 
Meaty, with a phenomenally fresh taste.

14g Pkt
WET1039-80 UPC 049961010390
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Contender
Early maturing variety with heavy yields of strong, 
distinctively flavored beans. Cooks up tender, 
great for canning and freezing with no loss of 
quality. Tasty fresh out of the garden too.

14g Pkt
WET1069-80 UPC 049961010697
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Kentucky Blue Pole
Vigorous and heavy-yielder for many weeks. 
A cross between Kentucky Wonder and Blue 
Lake Pole producing very tender beans with a 
succulent flavor and texture.

14g Pkt
WET2099-80 UPC 049961020993
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Kentucky Wonder Brown Pole
Early maturing, vigorous climber that produces 
heavy yields of fleshy, tender, meaty pods grown 
in clusters. Delicious fresh, frozen, canned or dried 
for shell beans.
14g Pkt
WET2039-80 UPC 049961020399
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Mtn. White Half Runner
Early maturing, high yielding vine that can be 
grown with or without support. Picked young it 
can make a good snap bean, or growing to full 
maturity and shelled. The rich, sweet flavored 
beans are excellent for baking, soups and any 
other use.

14g Pkt
WET1169-80 UPC 049961011694
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Roma II
Bush type plant that produces an abundance of 
Italian green beans with a distinctive and robust 
flavor. Excellent for eating fresh, cooking, canning 
and freezing.

14g Pkt
WET1199-80 UPC 049961011991
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Royal Burgundy Bush
Eye-catching deep purple beans that grow well 
in cool conditions. The pods will turn green once 
cooked and have a rich, delicious bean flavor. 
Adds color to salads when used raw.
14g Pkt
WET1249-80 UPC 049961012493
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Beans - Retail Seed Packets

Scarlet Runner Pole
Vigorous climbing runner vine variety that is also 
ornamental with its large showy clusters of bright 
scarlet flowers. Pods can be eaten fresh as a snap 
bean, or dried and shelled when mature. 70 days 
for young pods, 115 days for shell beans. Plants 
prefer fairly cool weather.

14g Pkt
WET2079-80 UPC 049961020795
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Slenderette Bush
Bush type variety that produces high yields of 
fresh, crunchy texture yet tender beans that are 
highly desired by chefs for French cuisine. Tasty 
when eaten fresh or cooked.

14g Pkt
WET1179-80 UPC 049961011793
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Taylor Hort Bush
Semi-runner type plant that does well in cool 
climates and matures earlier than other beans 
of this type. Used primarily as a green shell bean 
but good as a snap bean when young. 60 days for 
snap beans, 80 days for shell beans. Has a rich and 
delicious flavor and texture like limas.

14g Pkt
WET1089-80 UPC 049961010895
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Tenderette Bush
High yielding bush variety that produces mild, 
very rich, and always succulent slim uniform sized 
beans. Produces all summer if picked regularly. 
Excellent fresh picked, canned or frozen.

14g Pkt
WET1129-80 UPC 049961011298
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Topcrop Bush
Early maturing, heavy producer of concentrated 
set of beans. Excellent for canning, freezing and 
delicious eaten fresh from the garden.

14g Pkt
WET1149-80 UPC 049961011496
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Topnotch Golden Wax
Very productive, upright compact bush variety of 
waxed bean. Pods are ready for picking as early 
as 50 days, and continue to appear on the plants 
until frost. Has a mild, buttery-sweet taste when 
cooked and taste delicious as dry shell bean also. 
Great for canning or freezing.

14g Pkt
WET3019-80 UPC 049961030190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Beets - Retail Seed Packets

Chiogga
Sometimes known as “Candy Cane Beet”. Is very 
tender, mild and sweet flavor in a round red 
globe shaped root with a unique red and white 
striped interior.

4g Pkt
WET12029-94 UPC 049961120297
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.89

Crosby Egyptian
Older variety with deep red, flattened shape roots 
with a dark red interior and tops that grow up to 
16in. A delicious beet ideal for pickling, boiling or 
baking. Days to Maturity - 55 Days

4.5g Pkt
WET12059-80 UPC 049961120594
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Cylindra
Also known as “Butter Slicer”. A unique beet that 
grows long, cylindrical roots with a sweet and 
tender flavor. Excellent for slicing and makes a 
great pickling beet. Days to Maturity - 55 Days

4.5g Pkt
WET12009-65 UPC 049961120099
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Detroit Dark Red
An all-purpose sweet and tasty beet that has a 
globe-shaped root with 13-15in tops that make 
good greens. Days to Maturity - 58 Days

4.5g Pkt
WET12019-65 UPC 049961120198
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Golden Detroit
Older variety with a rich, golden-yellow round root 
that has a very sweet mild flavor and tasty green 
tops. Will not “bleed” or stain like some red beets.

4g Pkt
WET12099-94 UPC 049961120990
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.89

Lutz
Older variety half long, deep purple roots with 
tops up to 30in long. Will retain sweetness and 
remains tender through the growing season, has 
a long harvest time and is excellent for winter 
storage. Days to Maturity - 80 Days

4.5g Pkt
WET12079-65 UPC 049961120792
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Red Ace
A hybrid beet with round, smooth, deep scarlet 
roots grow rapidly and uniformly. Sweet and tender, 
even when older. Days to Maturity - 55-60 Days

3g Pkt
WET12089-90 UPC 049961120891
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

White Detroit
Dusky white roots with tops that grow up to 18in 
tall. A bonus if you wish to avoid the red “staining”. 
Very tender and mild and retains their sweet 
flavor during cooking.

4g Pkt
WET12109-94 UPC 049961121096
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.89
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Broccoli - Retail Seed Packets

Calabrese
Irregular maturity variety which means heads 
don’t mature all at once so it has a consistantly 
long harvest. The smaller 5-6in heads have lots of 
side shoots that can be harvested after the main 
head. Days to Maturity - 70-80 Days
590mg Pkt
WET13019-65 UPC 049961130197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Castle Dome
This early variety with its tight dome and fine 
bead size has excellent adaptability and good 
cold vigor.

280mg Pkt
WET13109-154 UPC 049961131095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Green Magic
A mid-early maturity class hybrid variety that 
offers a uniform harvest of semi-domed tight 
heads. A good commercial variety.

280mg Pkt
WET13099-154 UPC 049661130999
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Gypsy
Performs well under moderately warm 
conditions.  Medium-green hybrid that yields 
overall uniformity.  Strong root system and downy 
mildew resistant.  Smooth dome-shaped heads 
with medium-small beads.
280mg Pkt
WET13039-154 UPC 049961130395
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Waltham
A mid-early mid maturity class with 4-8in heads, 
some with side shoots. Grows well in cool 
climates. Days to Maturity - 85 Days

590mg Pkt
WET13079-65 UPC 049961130791
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Brussel Sprouts - Retail Seed Packets

Jade Cross
Vigorous, high yeilding and extra early variety. 
Prroduces good sized, deep green, medium firm 
sprouts that are borne all the way up the stalk. 
Has a crisp texture and sweet, mild flavor. Hybrid 
- 1959 AAS Winner

280mg Pkt
WET14019-115 UPC 049961140196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Long Island
Compact semi-dwarf upright plants are packed 
with dark-green tender sprouts with tight heads 
and a sweet and mild flavor. Each plant yields 50-
100 sprouts over a season.

590mg Pkt
WET14039-65 UPC 049961140394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Cabbage - Retail Seed Packets

Charleston Wakefield
Mid-season cabbage with a dark-green, compact, 
pointed heads with sweet tasting hearts. Stores 
extremely well.

2g Pkt
WET15029-65 UPC 049961150294
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Chinese Pak Choi
A Chinese cabbage with tiny bunches of crisp 
white stalks with tender dark green leaves 
that looks more like a squat celery. The flavor is 
somewhere between mild cabbage and spinach.

590mg Pkt
WET15069-90 UPC 049961150690
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Danish Ballhead
A late fall and storage variety with medium-size 
tight heads that are round and blue-green in 
color. Has a sweet, mild flavor and texture, ideal 
for boiling, slaw and kraut. Excellent for storage.

2g Pkt
WET15019-65 UPC 049961150195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Early Flat Dutch
Early season cabbage with solid flattened oval 
heads. The high quality, giant heads have a 
delicious flavor perfect for making sauerkraut. 
Good for storage.

2g Pkt
WET15039-65 UPC 049961150393
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Early Jersey Wakefield
An early variety with elongated shaped, large, 
dense, tightly folded heads. The delicous sweet 
flavor is ideal for salads, slaws, cooking and 
pickling. Heads have a small core and good 
protective wrapper leaves so are good for storage.

2g Pkt
WET15059-65 UPC 049961150591
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Early Round Dutch
A slow-to-bolt early season variety with solid, oval 
heads and a short core with good wrapper leaves. 
This high yielding variety is somewhere between 
a drumhead and ballhead type. The crinkled dark 
blue-green, cup-shaped leaves are perfect for 
stuffing and fillings.

2g Pkt
WET15089-65 UPC 049961150898
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Golden Acre
Very early, high quality, very spherical, solid, tightly 
packed heads with light grey-green leaves.  The 
sweet, green leaves are refreshing in salads and 
are perfect for cole slaw and stir fries. Excellent 
storage type.

2g Pkt
WET15079-65 UPC 049961150799
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Late Flat Dutch
A late season variety with big, solid, flattened 
oval, blue-green heads that have a short core 
and excellent wrapper leaves. The leaves have 
excellent flavor and are sweet enough for any 
cabbage dish. Perfect size for cabbage rolls. Stores 
well too.

2g Pkt
WET15099-65 UPC 049961150997
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Michihli Chinese
A soft, loose leaf variety of Chinese Cabbage 
with a cylinder shape, looking more like a large 
romaine lettuce. The dense, narrow outer leaves 
are dark green with lighter green to almost 
white interior leaves. Has a crisp, subtle and 
pleasant flavor.

2g Pkt
WET15139-65 UPC 049961151499
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Red Acre
An early red variety that produces dense, shocking 
reddish-purple, small globe shaped heads. The 
delicious tasty leaves add bright color to cole-
slaws, salads, and other recipes. Great for storage 
and resistant to yellows and splitting.

2g Pkt
WET15149-80 UPC 049961151499
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Savoy Ace
Savoy cabbage is also called curly cabbage. An 
early variety that has a nearly round, firm, yellow-
green head with wrinkled leaves with a waffle-like 
texture. Can be grown as a baby cabbage. The 
delicate texture and a flavor of the crisp, crinkled 
yellow-green leaves is superior to smooth leaved 
cabbage. The sweet flavor is perfect for cole-slaw, 
kraut, or cooking. Hybrid - 1977 AAS Winner

590mg Pkt
WET15179-90 UPC 049961151796
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79
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Cabbage - Retail Seed Packets

Stonehead
Early season variety that produces rock-solid, 
densely packed, medium sized, grey-green round 
heads with short-cored, creamy white hearts 
in a lovely crisp texture. The fine savoy leaves 
have a rich flavor. Plants may form smaller side-
heads after the main head is harvested. These are 
delicious too. Resist yellow, black rot and splitting. 
Hybrid - 1969 AAS Winner
590mg Pkt
WET15199-115 UPC 049961151994
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Wisconsin All Season
An all-purpose variety made up of a blend of 
early, mid and late maturing cabbage types, so 
it is suitable for spring, summer and fall harvests. 
Plant produces fine-flavored heads that are very 
hard and solid, round and flattened on the top. 
Resistant to Yellow.

2g Pkt
WET15219-65 UPC 049961152199
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Carrot - Retail Seed Packets

Chantenay
A short, thick, stump-rooted carrot with a deep red-
orange center and smooth and subtle in shape. The 
sweet flavor is great for juicing or fresh eating.

2.7g Pkt
WET16019-65 UPC 049961160194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Danver Half Long
Stocky-topped root that slightly tapered to rounded 
ends with smooth, red-orange skin. The fine 
textured, tender bright orange flesh is rich in flavor 
and very sweet either cooked, raw or frozen. A heavy 
yielding variety that stores well and stays crisp.

2.7g Pkt
WET16039-65 UPC 049961160392
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Imperator
Vigorous growing variety that produces high 
quality, slightly tapered, slender, dark orange 
roots with rounded ends, narrow shoulders and 
smooth skin. The orange-red flesh is coreless, 
crisp, sweet and tender with great flavor. Perfect 
for taking to market, eating raw or adding to 
salads. AAS Winner

2.7g Pkt
WET16079-65 UPC 049961160798
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Little Finger
Tiny Nantes baby-type gourmet carrot with deep 
orange roots that do not taper and really are 
the size of your little finger. The almost coreless 
smooth skin and extra sweet, tender, juicy flavor is 
great for serving whole and the crisp consistency 
is ideal for canning or pickling.

2g Pkt
WET16099-80 UPC 049961160996
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Rainbow Blend
The Rainbow Bell Blend is an assorted mixture of 
several different bell peppers varieties. Contains 
a collection of green, red, yellow, orange, and 
purple sweet bell peppers. You can see this 
same mixture displayed in farmers markets and 
produce departments.

2g Pkt
WET16059-80 UPC 049961000544
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Tendersweet
Known for its sweetness this carrot has a uniform, 
thin, deep orange, smooth skinned, root that is 
nearly coreless and tapers to a point. The deep 
orange-red flesh won’t fade and holds color during 
cooking and when eaten fresh it has a very sweet, 
tasty crisp flavor. Also a great choice for freezing.

2.7g Pkt
WET16119-65 UPC 049961161191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Cauliflower - Retail Seed Packets

Snow Crown
Early maturing variety with quick growth, strong vigor and long harvest. 
The semi-dome, rounded white heads have long wrappers that provide 
excellent protection. Possibly may show a pink 
blush coloration on the undersides of the heads 
when grown under stressful conditions. The 
heads have an exceptional firmness with a mild 
and sweet flavor that can be eaten raw, cooked, 
pickled or frozen. Holds its eating quality for up to 
10 days in the garden.

560mg Pkt
WET17049-115 UPC 049961170490
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Snowball
Early maturing hybrid with vigorous, rapid growth 
and long harvest. The plants produces tasty, 
dense, solid clusters of smooth curd pristine white 
heads. Large silvery-green leaves curl around the 
cauliflower head to protect it from the sun as it 
matures. This heavy-yielding variety can be used 
for fall and winter harvest and for both fresh 
market and freezing.
470mg Pkt
WET17069-70 UPC 049961170698
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.39

Celery - Retail Seed Packets

Golden Self Blanching
A dwarf variety that produces naturally cream-
colored, thick, deeply ribbed, aromatic stalks of 
celery with solid hearts. The stalks have a crisp, 
crunchy texture and juicy, mild flavor with no 
bitterness or strings.

560mg Pkt
WET18059-65 UPC 049961180598
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Collards - Retail Seed Packets

Champion
Medium, upright plant. Dark green, smooth 
leaves. Slow to bolt; extremely winter hardy. 
Consistent performance and yields.

4g Pkt
WET20029-65 UPC 049961200296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Georgia
Plant tolerates heat, cold, poor soil and is slow 
to bolt. Produces tender, juicy, sweet, cabbage-
like flavored, ruffled blue-green leaves that will 
withstand light frost. Leaves taste best when young 
and flavor actually improves with a light frost.

4g Pkt
WET20019-65 UPC 049961200197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Morris Heading
Fast growing plant that is tolerant to heat and cold, is slow to bolt, and 
produces heavy heads on short stems. Leaves are 
broad, waxy, wavy and vary in color from green 
to blue-green with a moderately tight head. Many 
plants will form loose, leafy heads late in the 
growing season. The leaves have a mild cabbage 
like flavor, are tender and very delicious. Leaves 
taste sweeter after a few frosts.

4g Pkt
WET20049-65 UPC 049961200494
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Vates
Plants tolerant of both hot and cold temperatures 
and frost makes the leaves taste sweeter. This 
variety has a compact growth habit and is non-
heading and very slow to bolt, known for its lack 
of purpling. The leaves are a large, slick, crumpled, 
dark blue-green and tasty with a mild cabbage like 
flavor, ideal for boiling, canning and freezing.

4g Pkt
WET20039-65 UPC 049961200395
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Retail Seeds

Corn - Retail Seed Packets

Ambrosia
Early vigor variety that produces sugar-enhanced 
plump, sweet, tender-crisp, juicy, white and 
yellow checkered kernals. Each ear is filled with 16 
rows of kernels.

14g Pkt
WET10019-90 UPC 049961100190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Bodacious Sweet
Moderate growth rate variety that produces high 
yields of sugar enhanced, large, bright yellow 
ears that are bursting with sweet flavor. Each ear 
is packed with 18 rows of creamy, juicy, tender, 
sweet flavored kernels. Retains its sweetness 
for up to 10 days after harvest. Holds up well to 
cooler weather conditions compared to other 
sweet corns.
14g Pkt
WET10109-80 UPC 049961101098
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Early Sunglow
Extra-early, vigorous variety that yields two large 
regular sweet type ears on very short attractive 
red stalks. Each ear is very uniform, slightly 
tapered and neatly filled with 12 rows of plump, 
tender, kernels. Performs well in areas where the 
growing season is short or the springs especially 
cool. Stays sweet long after harvest.

14g Pkt
WET10039-80 UPC 049961100398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Extra Sweet 82
High sugar, early yellow shrunken (sh2) hybrid sweet 
corn. This is an improved variety of Early Xtra Sweet 
with more consistent germination and quality.

14g Pkt
WET10089-80 UPC 049961100893
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Golden Queen
Moderate to late growth rate variety that 
produces a good yield of regular sweet type ears 
on tall stalks. Each ear is large and packed with 
14 to 16 rows of crisp, tender, sweet, light yellow 
kernels that are covered to the tip with sweetness. 
Excellent freezer variety. The Golden Queen is 
identical to Silver Queen variety in all respects 
except kernel color.
14g Pkt
WET10059-80 UPC 049961100596
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Honey
Early maturing variety with big yield of super 
sweets large  white and yellow ears. Each ear has a 
cylindrical shape and is tightly packed with 16 to 18 
rows of plump, tender, honey-sweet, pearly kernels 
filled well to the tip. The tigh husks keep the harvest 
fresh and pest free and the elevated sugar type 
retains its exceptional sweet flavor on the stalk and 
after harvest.
14g Pkt
WET10269-80 UPC 049961102699
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Illini Extra Sweet
Midseason maturing abundant variety that 
produce 2 or more ears per plant. The super 
sweets large yellow ears have 14-18 rows of crisp, 
tender and deliciously flavored kernels that holds 
the ‘supersweet’ qualities for 48 hours or more 
after picking. Great for canning and freezing

14g Pkt
WET10419-80 UPC 049961104198
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Incredible
Midseason maturing gourmet homozygous 
sweet variety that is widely adaptible and valued 
for its large ears and sweet, tender kernels. Each 
ear has 16-18 rows of yellow, sweet kernals with  
superb eating quality. This variety has good husk 
protection, heavy cropping and is an all around 
reliable main season sweet corn.

14g Pkt
WET10189-80 UPC 049961101890
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Iochief
Mid to late season variety that is high yielding, 
producing two ears per stalk. Each ear has 14-18 
rows of large, golden yellow, sweet kernals with 
great flavor. This variety holds well and is drought 
resistant. Great for freezing or canning.

14g Pkt
WET10079-80 UPC 049961100794
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Kandy
Late season variety with good seedling vigor. 
Each ear is filled with 14 to 16 rows of super sweet, 
juicy, tender, creamy textured kernels. This variety 
hold its excellent quality for up to 2 weeks and is 
known for its burgundy colored stalks and red and 
green husks.

14g Pkt
WET10239-80 UPC 049961102392
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Corn - Retail Seed Packets

Peaches & Cream
Early season variety produces delicious gourmet 
bicolor sweet corn with two different sweet 
flavors in every bite. Each ear is filled tip to tip with 
18 to 20 rows of tender, buttery, yellow and white 
kernels with a great tasting sweet flavor and a a 
creamy texture that is succulent and tender. Will 
stay sweet and tender for 9-14 days after reaching 
maturity and has a good shelf life.

14g Pkt
WET10129-80 UPC 049961101296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Silver Queen
Moderate to late growth rate variety that produces 
a good yield of regular sweet type ears on tall 
stalks. Each ear is large and packed with 14 to 16 
rows of crisp, tender, sweet, white kernels that are 
covered to the tip with sweetness. Excellent freezer 
variety. The Silver Queen is identical to Golden 
Queen variety in all respects except kernel color.

14g Pkt
WET10119-80 UPC 049961101197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Cress - Retail Seed Packets

Upland
Slower to start but, once established it is easy to 
grow. The edible, sharp tasting leaves are small 
with 6-8in rounded glossy dark green rosettes, 
looking and tasting very much like watercress 
only with a stronger peppery flavor. The plants are 
long standing and slow bolting. Use cress leaves 
in salads or in herb mixes.

3.5g Pkt
WET21019-65 UPC 049961210196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Cucumber - Retail Seed Packets

Boston Pickling
Produces high and constant yields of thin skinned 
fruits, perfect for pickling. The smooth, blunt-
ended cucumbers can also be used in salads!

4g Pkt
WET24039-65 UPC 049961240391
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Burpless #26
Vigorous vines that produce heavy yields of 
slender straight fruits. The smooth, thin-skinned 
fruit has a crisp, juicy flavor with no bitterness 
perfect for slicing and eating in salads.

700mg Pkt
WET24079-105 UPC 049961240797
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Ornamental
Also known as Indian corn that produces hard, 
multicolored ears of corn that are used for fall 
decorating in dried displays, wreaths, swags, or 
table arrangements. The strong stalks can also be 
used for fall decorating. Not for eating.

14g Pkt
WET10259-90 UPC 049661102590
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79
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Retail Seeds

Bush Crop
Dwarf plant that grows short vines, only 1-2ft 
long, making this the perfect variety to grow in 
small gardens or containers. Produced generous 
amounts of fruit that are slightly tapered with a 
tender, crisp flavor. Good for slicing and makes 
excellent dill and sweet-style pickles.

700mg Pkt
WET24099-105 UPC 049961240995
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Bush Pickle
An abundantly yielding, small, compact bush 
variety that grows to 24-48in with no vines, 
perfect for container growing. The straight, 
cylindrical shape fruit has a cool,  crisp, tender and 
mild flavor that is perfect for pickling.

700mg Pkt
WET24089-105 UPC 049961240896
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Cucumber - Retail Seed Packets

Improved Long Green
A vigorous and dependable variety that grows 
very large, straight and thick fruit. The fruit is 
tapered a little toward the stem end and has 
glossy, warted skin and flesh that is white, very 
solid, tender, crisp with great flavor. Ideal as a slicer 
and a pickling cucumber.

4g Pkt
WET24239-65 UPC 049961242395
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Marketmore
Good yielding mid season variety that produces 
over a longer period than most and holds well in 
humid and hot conditions. The straight long fruit 
is slender, smooth and uniform in shape with a 
excellent mild flavor. Perfect for slicing and salads 
and displaying at the market.

4g Pkt
wet24289-65 UPC 049961242890
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

National Pickling
Heavy yielding variety that produces over a long season and was 
developed by the National Pickle Packers 
Association. The fruit is tender and delicious at any 
age, pick at 2-3in as a gherkin, 4in for fresh eating 
or to mature size to pickle. The crispy, symmetrical, 
square-ended shape makes them perfect for 
pickling and the thin-skin allows pickling spices 
to be received and captured easily. Also excellent 
for salads.
4g Pkt
WET24319-65 UPC 049961243194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Poinsett 76
An improved slicing type with a remarkable yield. 
With varieties like this around there’s no need for 
hybrids. The fruit has a glossy skin and is blocky, 
straight and long with slight tapered ends. The 
flesh is juicy, crunchy, sweet, white and tender, 
perfect for slicing and salads.

4g Pkt
WET24379-65 UPC 049961243798
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

SMR58
Vigorous all purpose pickling type that produces 
good quality and big yields over a long season. The 
crisp and sweet fruit is nearly cylindrical shaped 
and uniform in size with a mild flavor that is perfect 
for soaking up spices when making pickles.

4g Pkt
WET24159-65 UPC 049961241596
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Straight Eight
Early, vigorous slicing variety that is a very 
productive yielder and named for its perfectly 
straight, 8in long fruit. The fruit has smooth skin 
with a cylindrical shape and rounded blunt ends. 
It has a small seed cavity and crisp, fine-grained 
flesh that is known for its high quality and 
excellent flavor.

4g Pkt
WET24409-65 UPC 049961244092
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

White Spine
Vigorous slicing variety that tends to bloom in late spring and produces 
a high yeild of blocky oblong fruit with tender 
smooth skin. The fruit is straight and symmetrical 
with small spines that brush off easily. The flesh 
has a small seed cavity, is very crispy and solid with 
good flavor for excellent eating. May use fresh 
in salads, but this variety was bred for making 
homemade pickles. 1.5in long for tiny sweets or 
5-6in for robust dills and spears.
4g Pkt
WET24499-65 UPC 049961244993
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

White Wonder
Vigorous variety that produces high yields of 
unique white fruit on plants that tolerates heat 
well. The fruit is mild-tasting with an exceptionally 
crisp texture, making for excellent fresh eating, 
tasty pickles, salads or gourmet dishes.

4g Pkt
WET24529-65 UPC 049961245297
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Eggplant - Retail Seed Packets

Black Beauty
Fast growing plant that is tolerant to heat and 
cold, is slow to bolt, and produces heavy heads 
on short stems. Leaves are broad, waxy, wavy 
and vary in color from green to blue-green with 
a moderately tight head. Many plants will form 
loose, leafy heads

400mg Pkt
WET26029-80 UPC 049961260290
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Endive - Retail Seed Packets

Broad Leaf Batavian
Escarole type with broad, slightly twisted outer leaves that form around 
10-12in, tight-packed heads. The heads have a very deep heart that is 
well blanched, creamy-white, and buttery. Broad 
leaf endive varieties tend to be less bitter than the 
curly leaf endive varieties. Perfect eaten fresh as 
part of a salad, or sauteed or chopped and added 
into soups and stews. Makes an excellent garnish 
as well.

4g Pkt
WET26319-65 UPC 049961263192
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Green Curled Ruffic
Hardy and cold resistant Italian variety that produces deeply cut dark 
green leaves that have thick, white midribs and are very tufted. As the 
plants grow the outer leaves can be harvested 
leaving the center to continue to grow. The fine 
frilly leaves are succulent and delicious with a 
pleasant, mildly bitter flavor, typically a little more 
bitter than broadleaf varieties. The hearts can 
blanche to creamy white if leaves are tied the 
last 3 weeks of growth. Adds a tasty and unusual 
punch to salads.
4g Pkt
WET26339-65 UPC 049961263390
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Gourds - Retail Seed Packets

Birdhouse
Heavy bearing, easy to grow plant that produces 
smooth-skinned, nicely-rounded green gourds. 
Harvest when the smooth, greenish rind turns 
white or starts to brown. Dry for crafting into 
durable bottles, birdhouses or other craft ideas.

3g Pkt
WET26559-80 UPC 049961265592
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Dipper Long Handle
Extremely vigorous and easy to grow plant that 
produces long, skinny, curving neck gourds with 
a round bulbous end. Harvest before the first 
frost and when the stems dry and turn brown. 
Traditionally dried and cut to use as a ladle or 
dipper.

3g Pkt
WET26519-80 UPC 049961265196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Luffa
An extremely vigorous vine that spreads up to 12ft, without a trellis, 
vines will quickly overrun the garden. Primarily grown for the fibrous 
inside flesh that is used as a natural bath sponge, 
but young fruits can also be cooked and eaten 
as squash. Harvest at 2in long for delectable 
baby vegetables or up to 7in long for drying into 
sponges. Once dried on the vine, harvest gourds 
and peel off the outer layer for a cylinder shaped 
luffa sponge.

3g Pkt
WET26579-80 UPC 049961265790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Mixed Large Small
A mix of many types of gourds on rapid growing vines. 
The heavy yielding vines produce a wide range of 
hard shelled inedible gourds in various sizes, shapes, 
textures and colors. Perfect for fall decorations.
3g Pkt
WET26539-80 UPC 049961265394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Retail Seeds

Kale - Retail Seed Packets

Early Curled Siberian
A high yielding dwarf variety that grows rapidly 
and matures early. Leaves are blue-green with 
attractive white stems and ruffled edges that are 
tender and sweet with a mild flavor perfect for 
salads. Light frost improves the tenderness and 
flavor. Very hardy but not as resistant to cold as 
some other varieties.

4g Pkt
WET27019-65 UPC 049961270190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hanover Salad
Extra early and fast growing rape variety that 
produces heavy crops of large smooth blue green 
leaves that form a rosette. The leaves have a strong 
but good flavor when eaten fresh in salads and 
a mild flavor when steamed, boiled or stir fried. 
Harvest when leaves are young and tender. The 
leaves are sweet, tender and crunchy especially 
when harvested after cool frosty weather.
4g Pkt
WET27039-65 UPC 049961270398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Premier
Also known as Early Hanover Kale. An early, 
upright and compact, high yielding variety with 
flavorful and nutritional dark green, smooth 
leaves with scalloped edges. Extremely flavorful, 
perfect for juicing and healthy smoothies, salads, 
soups and stews. A hardy crop that can resist cold 
weather and can be planted spring or fall.

4g Pkt
WET27089-80 UPC 049961270893
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Tall Spring
Extra early and fast growing rape variety that 
produces heavy crops of large smooth blue green 
leaves that form a rosette. The leaves have a strong 
but good flavor when eaten fresh in salads and 
a mild flavor when steamed, boiled or stir fried. 
Harvest when leaves are young and tender. The 
leaves are sweet, tender and crunchy especially 
when harvested after cool frosty weather.

4g Pkt
WET27079-65 UPC 049961270794
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Vates Blue Curled Scotch
Compact plants yield tender, blue-green, crinkled 
leaves topped with a rosette of attractive, 
light green, frilly leaves, making an attractive 
ornamental plant too. Very tolerant to cooler 
temperatures. Harvest during the cool weather of 
spring and fall for the tastiest crops. Perfect mixed 
with other greens in salads, as cooked greens in 
stews, or as a garnish.
4g Pkt
WET27099-65 UPC 049961270992
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Early White Vienna
Plants that grow round, smooth globe bulbs with 
tender and delicate flesh. The enlarged stems are 
mild, sweet and turnip-like with a tasty cabbage-
like flavor. The crisp texture is perfect when 
slice up and eaten raw. Can also be frozen and 
is popular grown as a baby leaf / micro green to 
add a bit of color and variety to salads and fresh 
green mixes.
3g Pkt
WET27209-65 UPC 049961272095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Kohlrabi - Retail Seed Packets

Purple Vienna
Plants that grow round, smooth globe bulbs with 
tender and delicate flesh. The enlarged stems are 
mild, sweet and turnip-like with a tasty cabbage-
like flavor. The crisp texture is perfect when 
slice up and eaten raw. Can also be frozen and 
is popular grown as a baby leaf / micro green to 
add a bit of color and variety to salads and fresh 
green mixes.
3g Pkt
WET27219-70 UPC 049961272194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.39

Leek - Retail Seed Packets

American Flag
Also known as “Giant Musselburh” or “Scotch Flag”. 
A very hardy “overwintering” variety onion relative 
that produces a tasty pearl-white bulb with huge 
green leaves and forms appealing white stems 
which have a creamy yellow heart. Stems grow 
10-15in long and about 2-3in in diameter. The 
delicate onion flavor makes them perfect for 
soups, stews and salads.

2g Pkt
WET27309-65 UPC 049961273092
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Lettuce - Retail Seed Packets

Bibb
Butterhead style variety that mature early as small, 
compact, bunched rosettes with large, ruffled 
outer leaves surrounding a soft, folded, blanched 
heart. Well known for the distinctive creamy, 
sweet flavor and tender, crisp texture. Best grown 
in cooler regions. ideal with almost any meal, 
including salads, sandwiches, soups, smoothies 
and wraps.
3g Pkt
WET28029-65 UPC 049961280298
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Black Seeded Simpson
Early, dependable, and productive variety. This 
non-heading, upright, compact leaf-type variety 
produces large ruffled leaves with an appealing 
green color and a juicy, tender and delicate flavor. 
Well adapted to a wide range of climates, tolerant 
to heat, drought and frost.

3g Pkt
WET28049-65 UPC 049961280496
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Buttercrunch
Vigorous growing butterhead variety that 
performs from spring to fall and is very heat 
tolerant. The soft head has very dark green leaves 
that are slightly crumpled and thicker than most 
with a crisp texture and a creamy yellow inside 
that forms a small 6in rosette. Soft, buttery-
textured loosely held leaves enclose a crisp, juicy, 
sweet-tasting mild buttery flavored center.

3g Pkt
WET28069-65 UPC 049961280694
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Grand Rapids
Very vigorous variety that produces a medium to 
large lettuce head. Exterior leaves which are wavy, 
frilled, deeply cut and curled at the edges with a 
crisp, tender and tasty flavor. Great variety to start 
or grow in cold frames or green houses. Excellent 
in salads or as a garnish.

3g Pkt
WET28109-65 UPC 049961281097
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Great Lakes Premier
Consistently produces excellent early spring and 
late fall lettuce. The good-sized, round lettuce 
heads have large, crinkled, exterior tasty leaves 
which form a dense, crisp head in the center. 
Excellent variety for salads and sandwiches and 
has very good storage ability if kept refrigerated.

3g Pkt
WET28129-65 UPC 049961281295
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Green Ice
Moderately fast growing and one of the earliest maturing varieties 
that lasts well into summer. Bred as a cross between ‘Grand Rapids’ 
and ‘Fordhook,’ Green Ice varieties, combining 
the large, ruffled look of a looseleaf with the 
crunchiness of a crisphead lettuce. The large 
clusters of glossy, ruffled loose leaves are juicy 
and extra crisp with a crunchy texture. Tends to 
be tighter, more compact and flavorful than other 
loose head types.

3g Pkt
WET28139-65 UPC 049961281394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hanson
Good yielding crisphead variety also known as 
‘Ewing’s Excelsior’, ‘Gardener’s Favorite’ and ‘King 
of the Market.’ The exterior leaves are somewhat 
crumpled and frilled at edge with very distinctive 
midrib wrapped around a delicious very lightly 
colored heart. This variety is always sweet, never 
bitter with a very crisp and sweet flavor. Perfect for 
sandwiches, salads and garnishes.

3g Pkt
WET28149-65 UPC 049961281493
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Iceberg
Large late maturing variety that is by far the most 
popular lettuce in the stores. The tightly formed, 
compact crisp firm leaves on the outside are 
fringed and heavily ruffled giving way to large solid 
hearts that are blanched to silvery white color. The 
sweetest leaves are in the center. The mild flavored 
and crunchy texture of the tasty exterior leaves 
and heart are perfect for salads, sandwiches or as 
a garnish.
3g Pkt
WET28169-65 UPC 049961281691
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Ithaca
Good yielding with a medium growth rate that 
extends the season, as it is slow to form seed 
stalks. Produces a quality ball-head, well-wrapped 
crisp lettuce head with frilly outer leaves in a 
beautiful glossy green color with inner leaves that 
are greenish-white. The crisp and succulent flavor 
is perfect for sandwiches, salads and garnishes.

3g Pkt
WET28159-104 UPC 049961281592
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Mesclun Salad Mix
A salad mix of assorted small, young salad green leaves, pre-mixed 
to grow together for easy cutting. This blend 
contains 8 varieties of lettuce, 1 variety of spinach, 
1 variety of Swiss chard and 1 herb arugula. (BFG 
reserves the right to alter the variety mix based 
on market availability). Contents may vary but are 
always blended to create a balance of sweet and 
bitter greens with delicious tastes, textures and 
pretty colors.

3g Pkt
WET28179-80 UPC 049961281790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Lettuce - Retail Seed Packets

Oakleaf
Very hardy, compact type of butter lettuce with leaves that are deeply 
lobed and shaped like oak trees leaves. The 
delicate leaves which grow from a central stalk 
and produce nice tight attractive rosettes. Leaves 
remain tender and sweet without the bitterness. 
Generally picked at baby-leaf stage it can also 
be grown for full-size heads. Used as a garnish, 
cooked, stuffed, or served as mature hearts.

3g Pkt
WET28189-65 UPC 049961281899
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Paris White Romaine
Distinctive variety of lettuce with elongated heads 
that are largest at the top and taper towards the 
roots. The crisp, sweet flavor is shared throughout 
the compact rosette of tall, slightly curly upright 
leaves, to the very juicy midribs and into the 
creamy yellow heart. Can be harvested around 
21 days for leaves, and around 75 for the head. 
Known for use in Caesar Salads.

3g Pkt
WET28209-65 UPC 049961282094
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Red Sails
Matures quickly and has an especially long season. 
Grown for its beauty as well as flavor. The large, 
erect open head of loose leaves are a deep red 
at the crinkled and deeply fringed tips, blending 
into a pinkish bronze and ending at the base with 
a bright green color. The delicious soft texture and 
buttery flavor will not become bitter.

3g Pkt
WET28219-90 UPC 049961282193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Salad Bowl
Early maturing, fast growing lettuce that grows 
well all season. The big rosettes of deeply-lobed, 
finely divided, delicate oak-like leaves have a crisp, 
tender, with sweet and spicy tones and will not 
turn bitter. Harvested as baby greens about 25 
days, and 55 days for mature heads. This is a Salad 
Bowl version of the Red Salad Bowl variety.

3g Pkt
WET28229-65 UPC 049961282292
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Microgreens - Retail Seed Packets

Bull’s Blood Beet
When harvested as microgreens, the small baby 
leaves have a remarkably sweet, earthy beet-like 
flavor. Use to enhance the flavors of beef, lamb, 
fish and pork and the vibrant red color can add 
highlights to salads or garnishes.
4g Pkt
WET12069-115 UPC 049961120696
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Mizuna
When harvested as microgreens, the small baby 
leaves that are dark green with a lacy texture and 
jagged edges like a dandelion leaf. The tender 
leaves have a mild mustardy flavor.

4g Pkt
WET29029-115 UPC 049961290290
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Daikon
Very easy and quick growing microgreen, at their peak of crunchiness 
in 5 or 6 days. The leaves are green and white stems and have a crisp, 
spicy, intense radish flavor. Will lose their crunch once they grow larger 
and get more leafy.

4g Pkt
WET31229-80 UPC 049961312296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Red Giant Mustard
When harvested as microgreens, the very hardy 
small baby leaves are maroon in color with light 
green midribs. The leaves adds a nice hot tasty 
flavor to salad mixes while adding attractive color.

4g Pkt
WET29069-115 UPC 049961290696
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Red Russian Kale
When harvested as microgreens, the small baby 
leaves are flat with deeply cut margins in a deep 
gray-green color with purple veins. The leaves are 
tender mild spinach flavor. Cool temperatures 
enhance the sweetness and color.

4g Pkt
WET27029-115 UPC 049961270292
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Tatsoi
When harvested as microgreens, the small baby 
leaves are dark green and shiny with a round, 
spoon-shape. Grown to full maturity it has an 
open leafy habit.  The flavor has a pleasant zest 
like that of arugula. Good for salads or stir-fries.

4g Pkt
WET15119-115 UPC 049961151195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Limas - Retail Seed Packets

Burpee
Uniformly upright growth habit with a mid to 
early maturity. The vigorous growing plants 
produce heavy yeilds of pods in clusters grown 
well away from the stalk for easy picking. Easy to 
shell for storage.
14g Pkt
WET7019-80 UPC 049961070196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Fordhook 242
Heavily producing large bushy variety with 
exceptionl heat resistance and the ability to thrive 
in adverse conditions. The heavy foliage plants 
produce large, plump and mealy beans, excellent 
for freezing, canning or sold at a fresh market.

14g Pkt
WET7079-80 UPC 049961070790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

King Of Garden Pole
The largest of all Lima beans varieties. Each vine 
produces huge yields of good-quality, large 
clusters of plump pods right up to the first frost. 
Generally been used as a dry bean crop

14g Pkt
WET8039-80 UPC 049961080393
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

White Seeded Henderson
Original dwarf butter bean, early yet sets pods up to 
frost. Dry for winter use. 65 Days and 16-18in high.
14g Pkt
WET7089-80 UPC 049961070899
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Muskmelon - Retail Seed Packets

Ambrosia
Vigorous vines that produce a very abundant 
amount of melons. The luscious salmon-red flesh 
is juicy, tender with an extra-sweet flavor. The 
center seed cavity is very small providing more 
flavorful flesh.
360mg Pkt
WET28509-154 UPC 049961285095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Aphrodite
Very manageable! Shorter vines fit easier in 
smaller garden spaces such as 4.8ft raised beds 
or spilllng over 1/2 barrel containers. Sweet and 
aromatic. Smooth, creamy texture with a hint of 
honey flavor.

360mg Pkt
WET28689-154 UPC 499613086891
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Aspire F1
These personal size melons are extra sweet and 
extremely early. Remember that this type of 
melon can not be shipped to stores but are best 
enjoyed by home and market gardeners. The 
vines are semi compact only 28-30 inches long 
and can fit in any garden even a large container. 
100 Day to Maturity.

360mg Pkt
WET28529-129 UPC 049961285293
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.59

Burpee
Vigorous high yielding vine that produces well in 
northern regions. The excellent quality of the fruit 
has a thick rind which envelopes the sweet, firm 
and juicy flavored flesh.
360mg Pkt
WET28549-154 UPC 049961285491
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Earli
Vigorous high yielding vines. This Honeydew 
variety has creamy yellow smooth skin with very 
sweet green flesh. A great honeydew for shorter 
growing seasons, marturing 7-10 days earlier 
than other varieties. Also well suited for the 
northern regions.

700mg Pkt
WET28589-154 UPC 049961285897
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Hales Best Jumbo
Early maturing, productive vine that is disease and 
drought-tolerant. Flesh is orange, sweet, fragrant 
and delicious. The fruit has a thick walled yellow-
green rind and firm, sweet, aromatic flesh that 
has exceptional flavor with a small seed cavity. 
It grows and stays sweet in a wide variety of 
conditions.

2g Pkt
WET28679-65 UPC 049961286795
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hearts Of Gold
Vigorous, prolific vine that produces high quality 
fruit that can be grown in short season climates. 
The rinds are thin and have luscious, delicious, 
thick flesh that is sweet, juicy and fragrant with a 
small seed cavity.

2g Pkt
WET28699-65 UPC 049961286993
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Honey Dew
Vigorous high yielding vines. This variety has 
almost white smooth skin becoming creamy 
yellow when ripe. The thick, juicy and sweet flesh 
has a refreshing flavor and ripens to the rind.

2g Pkt
WET28729-65 UPC 049961287297
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Honey Rock
High yeilding vines that are incredibly vigorous, 
producing 4-7 melons per vine. Occasionally fruits 
can weigh up to 7lbs. The high quality fruit has 
thick, sweet, firm flesh that is very fragrant and juicy.

2g Pkt
WET28749-65 UPC 049961287495
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Minnesota Midget
3ft compact vines produce large crops of 4in 
melons with thick meaty gold yellow flesh. The 
high quality melons have a unique flavor with a 
high sugar content and are edible to the rind. Rind 
has fine dense netting. 60-100 Days to Maturity.

1g Pkt
WET28819-80 UPC 049961288195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Rocky Ford Green Flesh
Vigorous high yielding vines set a load of fruits. 
This unusual muskmelon has green flesh with a 
gold lining much like a honeydew. However the 
flavor is nothing like a honeydew, but instead has 
a fine-grained texture and sweet tasty flavor with 
an aroma that hints of nutmeg.

2g Pkt
WET28659-65 UPC 049961286597
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Mustard - Retail Seed Packets

Florida Broadleaf
Extremely vigorous bush that rapidly produces 
large quanities of big, broad, rich green leaves. The 
leaves have a mild-flavor that can be harvested as 
small leaves for baby greens and added fresh to 
salads or mature large leaves that can be steamed, 
boiled or braised.

4g Pkt
WET29019-65 UPC 049961290198
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Old Fashion
Quick growing bush that produces good yields, 
however it does bolt early. This variety makes up 
for that with its amazing flavor, regarded by many 
as the tastiest mustard around. The long, narrow, 
deeply cut, and ruffled leaves are delicious either 
steamed or sauteed, or eaten raw in a salad.

4g Pkt
WET29039-65 UPC 049961290396
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Southern Giant Curled
Large, upright, vigorous and fast-growing bushes 
that have good resistance to bolting. The big 
crumpled leaves have frilled edges and deliver 
a mild, mustardy flavor. The cooler the weather, 
the milder the flavor. Delicious lightly stir-fried 
or sauteed. Harvest around 50 days  and served 
raw as microgreens, very tasty in salads. Great for 
freezing or canning too.

4g Pkt
WET29059-65 UPC 049961290594
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Tendergreen
A heavy producing Japanese variety that grows 
quickly and is heat and drought resistant. 
Tendergreen is a cross between mustard and 
spinach because of its thick, smooth upright 
leaves that have a much milder flavor than regular 
mustard greens. The glossy green leaves have 
a tasty, slightly spicy flavor, perfect great for stir-
frying or salads.
4g Pkt
WET29079-65 UPC 049961290792
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Burgundy
As ornamental as it is edible. The plants have stunning magenta pods, 
stems, branches and leaf ribs contrasting attractively with emerald 
colored foliage. Under perfect conditions the 
plant can reach 4-5ft tall. This variety produces 
high numbers of tender 6-8in pods that are 
slender and elegant with 5 points. For the best 
sweet, mild flavor and texture, harvest when the 
pods are young, about 3in long. Use fresh as a 
striking garnish, deep fry, stuff them, or add into 
soups, stews and gumbos.
4g Pkt
WET29159-90 UPC 049961291591
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Okra - Retail Seed Packets

Clemson Spineless
Very high yielding plant that matures earlier than 
many okra varieties. The plants produce dark 
green, slightly grooved, straight pods without 
spines, making harvest easier. The tender pods 
have excellent flavor and are perfect for soups, 
stews, frying, roasting, boiling or canning.

4g Pkt
WET29109-65 UPC 049961291096
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Long Pod Green
Early maturing, vigourous, heavy yielding sturdy 
dwarf bush that produce an abundance of long, 
lightly ribbed, dark green spineless pods. Pods 
are fleshy and still tender up to 6in long. Does 
well in shorter season areas, including northern 
gardens. Pods can be used boiled, fried, used in 
soups or frozen.

4g Pkt
WET29129-65 UPC 049961291294
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Perkins Long Pod
Vigorous and a highly productive variety with 
long pods borne on strong bushy plants. The very 
green, extra large pods are tender and delicious, 
perfect for canning, pickling and cutting up for 
gumbo or stews.

4g Pkt
WET29149-65 UPC 049961291492
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Onion - Retail Seed Packets

Japanese Bunching
A vigorous and quick to mature green bunching 
onion variety that does not bulb but forms 
clusters of long silvery white stalks. It is a 
perennial that is cold, hardy, and very adaptable 
to various climates. It has a mild, sweet flavor 
much like a scallion. Perfect in both Asian and 
American cuisines.

2g Pkt
WET29319-80 UPC 049961293199
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

White Sweet Spanish
A high yielding globe shaped variety that 
produces large sweet onions, sometimes 
weighing in more than a pound each. The white 
onions tend to have a sharper and more pungent 
flavor than yellow onions. They also tend to be 
more tender and have a thinner, more papery 
skin. Tolerates even hard frosts.

2g Pkt
WET29368-80 UPC 049961293687
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Yellow Sweet Spanish
A high yielding globe shaped variety that 
produces large sweet onions, sometimes 
weighing in more than a pound each. The golden 
brown skin protects the crisp, firm flesh. Yellow 
onions tend to be slightly sweeter with a more 
delicate flavor than the white onions. Tolerates 
even hard frosts.

2g Pkt
WET29369-80 UPC 049961293694
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Parsnips - Retail Seed Packets

Harris Model
A root vegetable related to the carrot. This variety 
has a straight, long, slim shape, smooth skin and 
does not produce many side shoots, making 
them easy to harvest. The flesh is tender and fine 
grained with a sweetish-nutty, buttery, slightly 
spicy, sweet flavor. Can be substituted for carrots 
in many recipes. Also great boiled, fried,  peeled 
and mashed like a potato or grated into salads.

2g Pkt
WET29519-65 UPC 049961295193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hollow Crown
A root vegetable related to the carrot. This variety 
has a long thin tapered shape, smooth skin and 
relatively free of side roots, making them easy to 
harvest. The flesh is tender and fine grained with 
a sweet flavor. Can be substituted for carrots in 
many recipes. Also great boiled, fried,  peeled 
and mashed like a potato or grated into salads. 
Excellent storage variety.

2g Pkt
WET29529-65 UPC 049961295292
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Pea - Retail Seed Packets

Dwarf Grey Sugar
Mid season, dwarf, self supporting vine snow pea 
variety that has excellent quality, but is rather 
late, and only yields moderately. This variety 
produces stingless flat pods and also green 
foliage and pretty lavender-red flowers that are 
both tasty in salads. The pods are slightly curved, 
plump, fleshy, sweet, crisp and very tender when 
harvested young.
14g Pkt
WET4059-80 UPC 049961040595
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Laxton Progress #9
Early maturing, hardy, vigorous and productive 
vine, an improved variety of the old ‘Thomas 
Laxton’. The pods are borne singely on the vine 
and well-filled with large wrinkled, sweet and 
plump peas perfect for canning and freezing.

14g Pkt
WET4099-80 UPC 049961040991
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Little Marvel
Mid season, vigorous semi-dwarf vine that 
produces huge yields of small, nearly round, 
square-ended pods. The pods are packed full 
of wrinkled, dark green peas that have a sweet, 
luscious, sugary flavor that stay tender and sweet, 
even when fully ripe. Excellent for freezing.

14g Pkt
WET4109-80 UPC 049961041097
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Snak Hero
2020 AAS Winner. Looks like a green bean, tastes 
like a snap pea! Succulent, slender 4in long 
pods are super-sweet. Plants exhibit good stress 
tolerance. High yielding.

14g Pkt
WET4559-100 UPC 049961000421
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.67

Sugar Anne Snap
Early maturity, dwarf, high yielding, compact vine 
(not a bush). Nearly identical to the original Sugar 
Snap variety but is earlier by 10 to 14 days and 
much smaller in size. The vines are loaded with 
sweet, crisp, plump edible pods that are stingless, 
juicy and sweet. Eat them raw in salads. If cooked 
they do not lose their color or flavor. Yields well in 
both hot and cold weather.
14g Pkt
WET4209-80 UPC 049961040294
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sugar Snap
Mid to Early maturity, high yielding vine (not a 
bush). Nearly identical to the Sugar Anne Snap 
variety but is later by 10 to 14 days and is taller 
and pods are bigger. The vines are loaded with 
sweet, crisp, plump edible pods that are stringless, 
juicy and sweet. Eat them raw in salads.

14g Pkt
WET4139-80 UPC 049961041394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Wando
Mid to early maturing, high yielding, versatile 
bush that grows well in hot or cold weather, but 
is especially resilient against heat. Bred by crossing 
‘Laxton’s Progress’ and ‘Perfection’ varieties. Not as 
sweet as some other varieties, but consistently 
performs, producing blunt, dark green pods that 
are deliciously sweet. Great fresh, frozen or canned.

14g Pkt
WET4129-80 UPC 049961041295
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Pepper - Retail Seed Packets

Big Bertha
Heavy yielding plant that produces extra large, 
thick walled bell peppers. The giant long shaped 
green peppers with 3 to 4 lobes will mature to a red 
over time. Versatile variety with a multitude of uses.
175mg Pkt
WET30049-154 UPC 049961300491
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

California Wonder
Heavy yielding, vigorous plants produce the 
typical thick-walled and blocky fruit with a crisp, 
mild flavor and terrific sweetness. This popular 
variety has a long growing season and if very 
versatile with a multitude of uses.

900mg Pkt
WET30109-80 UPC 049961301092
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Emerald Fire
Heavy yielding vigorous growing compact plant, 
perfect to grow in patio containers, that produces 
large Jalapeno style peppers. These extra-large, 
thick-walled, crack-resistant peppers are cylinder 
shaped and are plump and delicious.

75mg Pkt
WET30029-154 UPC 049961300296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Golden Cal Wonder
Heavy yielding , sturdy, upright plants produce 
blocky and blunt-ended thick-walled, 4 lobed 
sweet peppers. Similar to California Wonder, 
except fruits ripen to a golden yellow. The smooth 
and glossy variety is very sweet, mild and well 
flavored. Versatile variety with a multitude of uses.

900mg Pkt
WET30169-80 UPC 049961301696
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Habanero Orange
Very hot chili pepper variety, 100 times hotter than the average Jalapeno. 
So spicy you should always wear gloves when handling these hot little 
peppers. A shrubby plant grown for its edible 
fruit but also grown for its ornamental value. The 
fruit matures from silvery-green to bright orange 
and is 1in to 2in long when fully grown. Its skin is 
thin and waxy with slight exterior wrinkling and a 
lantern-like shape. They are known for their great 
flavor, intense and pungent extreme heat and a 
subtle apricot aroma. 

280mg Pkt
WET30309-125 UPC 049961303096
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Hot Sunset 75
High yielding, vining plant that produces 15 to 
20 colorful and easy to grow peppers per plant. 
Peppers are moderately hot but still has a spicy 
bite, great for frying due to it’s thick skin. Performs 
especially well in the southeast, the heartland, 
and the Great Lakes regions.

75mg Pkt
WET30039-154 UPC 049961300395
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Hungarian Hot Wax
High yielding, hot pepper that tapers to a 
rounded point. Usually harvested before maturity 
when still light yellow for a tangy, medium to very 
hot spicy twist. Although similar in appearance 
to the milder banana peppers when immature, 
it has much more bite. Very popular for pickling 
and canning.

900mg Pkt
WET30229-80 UPC 049961302297
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Jalapeno M
Very heavy yielding, continuously producing type, 
in the middle of the pack for heat among all the 
Jalapeno varieties. The rounded, thick-walled, 
pungent fruits are ready to pick when dark green 
and are both sweet and hot.

400mg Pkt
WET30259-80 UPC 049961302594
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Keystone Giant #3
Heavy yielding, vigorous plant that produces 
large, thick walled blocky bell peppers. The green 
peppers have 4 lobes and will mature to a red over 
time. Versatile variety with a multitude of uses.

900mg Pkt
WET30289-80 UPC 049961302891
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Long Red Cayenne
Heavy yielding, vigorous plant that has a upright 
growth habit and is covered with long, thin 
peppers that pack plenty of heat. The very 
wrinkled thin flesh straight and curly fruits are 
commonly used in hot sauces or dried and 
ground for cayenne pepper. Great also for 
seasoning pickles and salsa.

400mg Pkt
WET30319-80 UPC 049961303195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Popcorn - Retail Seed Packets

Perdue 305 White
Stalks produce well-filled ears of corn with rice-
shaped kernel that when popped is shaped like 
a butterfly. The white kernels are tender, large 
and fluffy with a delicious flavor and hull less 
when popped.

14g Pkt
WET10319-80 UPC 049961103191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Perdue 410
Stalks produces well-filled ears of corn with pearl-
shaped kernel that when popped is shaped like 
a butterfly. The yellow kernels turn snow white, 
tender, large and fluffy with a delicious flavor and 
hull less when popped.

14g Pkt
WET10209-80 UPC 049961102095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Red Strawberry
Stalk produces little ears of corn that look 
like pinecones or big strawberries in a deep 
burgundy-red color. Each stalk has 2-4 ears. When 
popped the red kernels turn fluffy white with 
good flavor that does not need to be enhanced 
and is shaped like a mushroom. This variety is also 
highly ornamental, used for fall decorations.

14g Pkt
WET10329-80 UPC 049961103290
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

South American
High yielding variety with stalks that produce up 
to 2-3 splendid orangish colored kernelled ears 
of corn. The kernels produce large fluffy white, 
buttery tasting when popped that are shaped like 
a mushroom.

14g Pkt
WET10449-80 UPC 049961104495
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Pepper - Retail Seed Packets

Super Chili
Heavy yielding, extremely vigorous plant bred 
for increased yields and its ornamental value. The 
semi-compact plant is loaded with small thin 
peppers that are considered one of the hottest 
chili peppers available. Perfect plant to grow in a 
patio container

175mg Pkt
WET30389-154 UPC 049961303898
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Sweet Banana
High yielding, vining plant that produces 25 to 30 
colorful and easy to grow peppers per plant. This 
variety bears sweet, mild peppers that are shaped 
like a banana, perfect for pickling.

900mg Pkt
WET30379-80 UPC 049961303799
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Yolo Wonder
Heavy yielding, vigorous variety that is an 
improved strain of the California Wonder, being 
larger and more Mosaic resistant. Still produces 
the typical blocky thick walled green bell pepper 
with a thick skin that holds up well for baking or 
stuffing and is good cut up into salads.

900mg Pkt
WET30409-80 UPC 049961304093
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Pimento
Heavy yielding sweet, large, heart-shaped chili 
pepper variety. The peppers have super thick 
flesh and a very mildly hot, sweet flavor. Excellent 
for canning. Used to flavor pimiento cheese and 
stuffed in the center of green olives.

900mg Pkt
WET30349-80 UPC 049961303492
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Pumpkin - Retail Seed Packets

Atlantic Giant
This rough-skinned and beautifully ribbed 
pumpkin is the largest growing variety available 
on the market. It is common for this variety to 
reach 400-500lbs, but with special care they 
have been known to reach up to 2,323.7lbs a 
2014 record.

1.7g Pkt
WET30689-105 UPC 049961306899
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Baby Pam
Moderate yielding variety that produces an 
average of 4-5 fruits per plant. The smooth, 
tough skin has an excellent canvas for painting or 
carving and each pumpkin has a thick, long, well 
rooted, tan handle. The dry, sweet flesh is the best 
of all the varieties for baking pies.

4g Pkt
WET30879-80 UPC 049961308794
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Big Max
A squash-type variety that produces huge 
pumpkins that can exceed 100lbs. The nearly 
round shape has skin that is very thick with bright 
orange, fine-grained flesh and 2-3in solid stems. 
Great variety for pies, canning, freezing and 
entering into the county fairs.

4.5g  Pkt
WET30719-80 UPC 049961307193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Connecticut Field
Dependable yielding large field pumpkin that 
is the perfect variety for carving and decorating 
with it’s smooth, slightly ribbed exterior and 
flattened bottom so they don’t tip over. Sweet, dry 
flesh is good for canning as well as baking pies.
4.5g  Pkt
WET30739-80 UPC 049961307391
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Green Striped Cushaw
Technically this variety is a winter squash. The 
uniquely shaped bulbous bottom with curved-
neck pumpkin averages 2-4 fruits per vine. The 
flesh is light-yellow, meaty in texture and fibrous 
with a mild and slightly sweet flavor. Excellent for 
pumpkin pies and canning.

4.5g  Pkt
WET30729-80 UPC 049961307292
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Howden
Moderate yielding variety that produces an 
average of 1-2 fruits per plant. The fruits vary in 
shape and weight, have defined ribs and a slightly 
bumpy texture with sturdy handles. The thick, 
solid flesh is perfect for pies and the uniform 
shape makes excellent jack-o’-lanterns.

4.5g  Pkt
WET30899-80 UPC 049961308992
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Jack-B-Little
Technically this variety is a type of squash. The 
very high yielding vines that can produce up to 
20 fruits per plant. The tiny, cute pumpkin has 
smooth skin and are flat and ribbed, small enough 
to fit in the palm of your hand. While the flesh is 
good to eat, these little pumpkins are usually 
grown for decoration.

1g Pkt
WET30779-90 UPC 049961307797
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Jack-O-Lantern
Specifically bred as a carving pumpkin with the 
uniform round to oblong shape, smooth, firm skin 
and nice thick stem that makes a good handle. 
The flesh is orange-yellow, fine grained and very 
good for baking pies and soups.

4.5g Pkt
WET30769-80 UPC 049961307698
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Lumina White
Vigorous growing vines that produce beautiful 
novelty pumpkins perfect for painting and 
carving. The very attractive exterior color is snowy 
white with a shiny finish and the fine-grained 
flesh is a pretty contrasting bright orange. They 
vary in size and come in very uniform globe to 
flattened globe shapes.

2g Pkt
WET30889-105 UPC 049961308893
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Mammoth Gold
Very large pumpkin with a nice smooth surface 
and slightly grooved ribs and thick, deep yellow, 
coarse flesh. This variety averages 60lbs but has 
been know to grow up to 100lbs. Primarily grown 
for carving and decorating.
4.5g Pkt
WET30839-105 UPC 049961308398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Small Sugar Pie
Extremely high yielding variety with a round 
shape, flat ends and distinct ribbing on the 
outside. The sweet, fine-textured, flesh is thick, 
deep yellow with a deliciously sugar flavor. Easy to 
handle with the petite size and is well known for 
making the best rich pumpkin pies.

4.5g Pkt
WET30829-80 UPC 049961308299
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Radish - Retail Seed Packets

Rhubarb - Retail Seed Packets

Champion
High yielding large radish that is slow to become 
pithy (soft and spongy) and mature very fast. The 
scarlet smooth, round globes have white, mild, 
firm and crisp flesh that remains tender, sweet 
and mild, even at a silver-dollar size.
4g Pkt
WET31039-65 UPC 049961310391
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Cherry Belle
Extra-early, high yielding large radish that will not 
become pithy (soft and spongy). The bright cherry 
red colored roots are globe shaped with firm flesh 
that is snow white, mild and crisp with a tender, 
sweet and mild flavor. Good packing variety.

4g Pkt
WET31059-65 UPC 049961310599
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

China Rose Winter
Unique fall-winter Daikon type radish that is very 
hardy. The root resemble a carrot and can reach 
up to eight inches long with white, firm and crisp 
flesh that has a peppery spicy flavor. Excellent 
storage characteristics.
4g Pkt
WET31179-65 UPC 049961311794
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Early Scarlet Globe
High yielding radish that is slow to become pithy 
(soft and spongy) and mature very fast. Very 
similar to Champion radish, but with a shorter top 
and slightly more round shaped root. The scarlet 
smooth, round globes have white, mild, firm and 
crisp flesh that remains tender, sweet and mild.

4g Pkt
WET31079-65 UPC 049961310797
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Easter Egg
A spring radish that grows in very attractive 
multicolor clumps. They emerge rapidly and grow 
quickly. The pretty radishes will stay crisp and 
mild with a spicy bite even when the size of a half 
dollar, but will get hot and pithy (soft and spongy) 
if allowed to grow much larger.

4g Pkt
WET31099-80 UPC 049961310995
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

French Breakfast
A fast and easy to grow fall radish. The bullet 
shaped root has white flesh that is crisp and 
mildly pungent when young with a mild spicy 
flavor. Best when harvested at 3-4in long, will get 
hot and pithy (soft and spongy) if allowed to grow 
much larger.

4g Pkt
WET31119-65 UPC 049961311190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Long White Icicle
Fast and easy to grow spring Daikon radish 
variety that forms long pure snow-white roots 
that resemble carrots.  The white flesh is crisp 
and mild and less pungent than that of the round 
varieties, yet they have a pleasant spicy flavor 
without a bite.

4g Pkt
WET31159-65 UPC 049961311596
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sparkler White Tip
Fast and easy to grow classic spring radish variety 
with a shape that looks more like a turnip. The 
delicious white flesh is crisp with a sweet peppery 
flavor. Best when harvested at 1in diameter, will 
get hot and pithy (soft and spongy) if allowed to 
grow much larger.

4g Pkt
WET31199-65 UPC 049961311992
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

White Chinese Celestial
Winter variety Daikon type radish that resembles 
a large white carrot. The flesh is firm, crisp and 
pungent and one of the mildest-flavored winter 
radishes around, quality is better if harvested 
when not quite mature, becoming pithy (soft and 
spongy) and stringy when mature

4g Pkt
WET31219-65 UPC 049961312197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Victoria
Rhubarb will not be ready for harvest until 
the second season after planting, but once 
established it will produce a heavy crop, year after 
year. Best cooking rhubarb, noticeably sweeter 
and milder than other varieties. Used in pies and 
cobblers but only use the stalks as the leaves are 
toxic and should never be eaten.

2.7g Pkt
WET31439-80 UPC 049961314399
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Retail Seeds

Rutabaga - Retail Seed Packets

American Purple Top
A root vegetable in the Turnip family, Rutabaga look similar to turnips 
with their purple and white globes. Plants produce large, smooth, 
globe-shaped roots with deep reddish purple 
tops blending into a pale yellow on the lower half. 
The sweet yellow flesh is finely grained and turns 
a brilliant orange when cooked. Develop the best 
flavor when harvested during cool weather. The 
sweet, mellow flavor is great mashed like potatoes 
or chunked and added to soups and stews.

4g Pkt
WET31309-65 UPC 049961313095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Salsify - Retail Seed Packets

Mammoth Island
Also known as “Vegetable Oyster”. A non-sweet 
parsnip-like root that is long and tapered like a 
carrot. The upright plants look like grass and have 
purple flowers the second summer. The creamy 
white tapered roots have white flesh and have a 
subtle oyster-like flavor. Tasty when peeled and 
used in soups,  stews or cooked alone.

2.7g Pkt
WET32019-65 UPC 049961320192
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Spinach - Retail Seed Packets

Bloomsdale Long Standing
Heavy-yielding hardy variety that is frost tolerant 
and stands well in warm weather without bolting. 
This large, spreading spinach has glossy deep-
green, fleshy, thickly crinkled leaves and a sweet, 
tender, rich flavor. Delicious steamed, fresh in 
salads, and in soups and casseroles.

4g Pkt
WET33019-65 UPC 049961330191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Early Hybrid #7
Early, fast-growing variety that produces heavy 
yields. The vigorous growing plant produces 
very large, dark green, semi-savoyed and slightly 
sprawling leaves. The thick leaves  are full of flavor 
and perfect for salads, steamed or boiled. Winter 
hardy and does well for over wintering.

4g Pkt
WET33039-80 UPC 049961330399
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

New Zealand
Variety that is not related to true spinach, but has a similar and even 
better taste than spinach leaves. The plant is a low-growing, weak-
stemmed leafy plant that can grow to one foot 
tall and spread several feet wide, does not bolt in 
hot weather and typically will not turn bitter. The 
leaves are smaller and fuzzier than regular spinach 
leaves. Seeds are slow to germinate because of 
it’s hard seed coating. Heat-resistant and can be 
grown as a perennial in warmer climates.

4g Pkt
WET33059-80 UPC 049961330597
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Viroflay
Plants grow up to 2ft in diameter with large dark 
green crisp and smooth leaves that can grow up 
to 10in long and 8in wide at the base. 40-50 days 
to maturity.

4g Pkt
WET33079-80 UPC 049961330795
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Squash - Retail Seed Packets

Bennings Green Tint
High yielding and easy to grow. Similar to the 
Early White Bush squash. The squash is pale 
green but changes to a smooth white when left 
on the plant. Harvest small when you can still 
see the green tint. Enjoy the fine texture with 
a slight sweetness which is delicious in many 
cooking applications.

3.5g Pkt
WET34069-80 UPC 049961340695
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Black Beauty
Early maturing, high yielding, fast growing 
zucchini variety that is very easy to grow. Will 
continue to generously produce through summer 
if kept picked. The glossy black-green fruits have a 
firm white creamy flesh and excellent flavor that 
can be used in may applications. Freezes well.

1.3g Pkt
WET34079-80 UPC 049961340794
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Black Zucchini
Early maturing, high yielding, fast growing 
zucchini variety that is very easy to grow. Will 
continue to generously produce through summer 
if kept picked. The glossy black-green fruits have a 
firm white creamy flesh and excellent flavor that 
can be used in may applications. Freezes well.

3.5g Pkt
WET34109-80 UPC 049961341098
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Bossa Nova
Very early maturing, compact zucchini variety 
that has a long and prolific harvest time frame. 
The smooth texture and succulent flesh have a 
sweet, mild taste and terrific flavor with no trace of 
bitterness. Can be used in may cooking applications.

2g Pkt
WET34019-154 UPC 049961340193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Burgess Buttercup
Late maturing good maritime variety that 
produces on average 3 to 5 fruits per plant, 
sometimes up to 10 in perfect conditions. The 
super sweet deep-orange stingless flesh is rich in 
flavor and great when baked, steamed and can 
even be substitute for mashed sweet potatoes.

3.5g Pkt
WET34089-80 UPC 049961340893
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Butternut Waltham
Late maturing, heavy yielding variety has exceptional quality and grow 
an average of 4-5 squash per plant. The larger fruits have a small seed 
cavities and thick, straight, cylindrical neck with a 
hard creamy buff rind. The rich, orange-colored 
flesh has smooth texture and sweet, nutty flavor 
with no stringiness. It holds its color and cooks up 
sweet and tender, great baked, steamed or boiled. 
Has long-lasting storage ability, even through the 
winter and is at its sweetest at 2 months of storage.

3.5g Pkt
WET34129-80 UPC 049961341296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Commander
Early maturing, vigorous, excellent producing 
zucchini variety that bears over a long harvest 
period. The compact, upright, single stemmed, 
open bush allows for easy, fast picking. The glossy, 
dark green fruits have creamy-white, tasty flesh 
has superior flavor and can be used is many 
cooking applications.

1.35g Pkt
WET34149-154 UPC 049961341494
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Early Butternut
Substantially earlier than other butternut winter 
squash varieties. These compact, semi-bush 
plants produce excellent yields of medium-sized 
fruit averaging 10in to 12in in size that are tan in 
color and have a blocky shape, with sweet, dark 
orange flesh. Highly uniform and well suited for 
fresh market.

1.35g Pkt
WET34189-154 UPC 049961341890
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Early Cocozelle
Early maturing, vigorous growing zucchini style 
squash that if picked often will extend harvest to 
all season long. Very heat and drought-resistant. 
The showy pin striped fruit has a small seed cavity 
and outstanding flavor and texture. Best picked 
when 6-8in long and is excellent sliced, fried, 
steamed, grilled, and even stuffed. Also does well 
canned and frozen.
3.5g Pkt
WET34179-80 UPC 049961341791
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Early White Bush
Early maturing, high yielding and easy to grow. 
Similar to the Benning’s Green Tint squash. The 
squash has a smooth creamy white exterior with 
milky-white flesh that is firm and tender with a mild 
and sweet flavor. Harvest small for the best flavor. 
Can be used in many different cooking applications.

3.5g Pkt
WET34219-80 UPC 049961342194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Gold Rush
Early maturing, vigorous, excellent producing 
zucchini variety that bears over a long harvest 
period. Best when harvested when the fruits are 
just a few inches long. The compact, upright, open 
bush allows for easy, fast picking. The uniform 
sized fruit has a waxy bright skin and flesh that 
is white, succulent and tender, perfect for many 
different cooking applictions.
1.35g Pkt
WET34269-154 UPC 049961342699
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09
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Retail Seeds

Squash - Retail Seed Packets

Imp Green Hubbard
Also known as  “Green Pumpkin”. Late maturing 
vigorous growing vines that produce enormous 
fruit that average 10-12lbs and can get up to 
20lbs. The outer shell is  extremely hard protects 
the sweet orange-golden flesh that has a very fine 
textured and outstanding delicious flavor. Great 
for pies, baking, and for soup.

3.5g Pkt
WET34289-80 UPC 049961342897
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Straightneck
Early maturing, very vigorous, hardy, and 
productive zucchini variety that if frequently 
harvested will continue bearing all season long. 
Best when harvested at 8 to 9 inches long. The 
large, uniform bright yellow squash has excellent 
quality firm flesh that is delicious sliced thin for 
fresh dips or cooked in any number of dishes.

3.5g Pkt
WET34369-80 UPC 049961343696
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Summer Crookneck
Early maturing, high yielding, fast growing variety 
that can be harvested all summer long. The bright 
yellow fruit has a buttery squash flavor and firm 
flesh, best harvested younger when it is 4 to 5 
inches long and skin is soft. Delicious in many 
cooking applications including steamed or sliced 
and fried.

3.5g Pkt
WET34169-80 UPC 049961341692
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Table Queen Acorn
High yielding variety that has sweet golden 
yellow flesh that turns more orange in storage. 
Long shelf life after harvest and tasty when cut in 
half and baked.

3.5g Pkt
WET34029-80 UPC 049961340299
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Taybelle
Mid season maturing, semi-bush type which is a 
compact, bushy plant with short vines providing 
the opportunity for higher density planting and 
increased yield potential. The dark green exterior 
turns to jet black as it matures and the orange flesh 
has a sweet taste that is perfect for baking. Last up 
to 2-3 months when stored in a cool, dark area.

1.35g Pkt
WET34399-154 UPC 049961343993
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Turks Turban
Late season maturing, high yielding, very unique 
variety that is related to pumpkins, squash and 
gourd families. The exterior shape and colors are 
very decorative and the orange fine, thick flesh 
has a fair eating quality. Can be roasted, baked, 
steamed, put in soups, or grilled. Many times it is 
grown just for it’s ornamental value.

1.35g Pkt
WET34449-80 UPC 049961344495
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Veg Spaghetti
Late maturing unique variety of squash that 
grows 5 - 7 fruits per vine and can be stored 
several months in a cool, dry area. The outside 
has a hard smooth finish and the very pale yellow 
flesh has an uncanny resemblance to spaghetti 
strands when cooked. The mild taste is similar 
to pasta and can be added to a variety of dishes, 
such as soups and stews. Much lower in calories 
when eaten as spaghetti instead of pasta.
1.35g Pkt
WET34419-80 UPC 049961344198
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Tomato - Retail Seed Packets

Swiss Chard - Retail Seed Packets

Beefmaster
Meaty, classic beefsteak-type tomatoes with a 
mild and sweet flavor. Fruit is tolerant of cracking. 
Widely adapted to many growing climates.

140mg Pkt
WET36089-154 UPC 049961360891
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Beefsteak
Meaty, classic beefsteak-type tomatoes, typically 
shaped flat and round with deep ribs. The solid, 
meaty flesh is juicy and sweet.

800mg Pkt
WET36029-80 UPC 049961360297
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Better Boy
Uniform smooth skin fruits that are succulent, 
juicy yet meaty.

140mg Pkt
WET36119-154 UPC 049961361195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Big Beef
Meaty beefsteak-type tomato, uniform sized and 
mostly blemish-free with an excellent old-time 
tomato flavor. Compared to other beefsteak 
types, Big Beef is early and will set fruit reliably 
even in cool, wet weather and produces twice the 
yields of other giant beefstakes.

140mg Pkt
WET36039-154 UPC 049961360396
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09
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Lucullus
Heavy yielding variety with an upright growth 
habit that never bolts. This varity produces 
wonderful, heavily crumpled green leaves on 
pale ivory celery-like stalks. The white stems 
when cooked are deliciously succulent and taste 
amazing when served with butter. Stands up to 
hot weather well and will grow until frost.

3.5g Pkt
WET35039-80 UPC 049961350397
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Northern Lights
Heavy yielding blend of colorful Swiss Chard 
varieties. The vibrant stalk colors of deep gold, 
snow white, deep red and magenta are beautiful 
and ornamental. The stalks are all topped with 
shiny, medium green colored leaves. The leaves are 
smoother when picked young and change light to 
heavily savoyed when matured. Harvest 28 days for 
microgreens and 55 days as mature bunching.
3.5g Pkt
WET35079-80 UPC 049961350796
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Red
Heavy yielding variety with an upright growth 
habit. The plant has broad, wavy and wrinkled 
bronzed green leaves with contrasting crimson 
red leaf stalks. Leaves have the earthiness taste of 
a beet green with the salinity of spinach and the 
red stalks are fibrous, often bitter and succulent.

3.5g Pkt
WET35059-80 UPC 049961350595
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Retail Seeds

Tomato - Retail Seed Packets

Celebrity
Meaty fruit with exceptional flavor. Celebrity 
is sometimes considered a semi-determinate 
tomato plant, because it grows to a shorter height 
yet continues to produce fruit all season until frost.

140mg Pkt
WET36139-154 UPC 049961361393
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Chef’s Choice Orange
An early maturing orange hybrid derived from the 
popular heirloom ‘Amana Orange’. This variety has 
a wonderful bright, almost neon, internal color 
and superior flesh taste and texture. Excellent 
for soups and sauces because the intense color 
does not fade or discolor when cooked. Great for  
cooking as well as eating fresh. 2014 AAS winning 
variety. 75 Days to Maturity.
100mg Pkt
WET36179-129 UPC 049961361799
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.59

Cherokee Purple
This variety has a relatively short indeterminite 
vine that produces 10-12 oz fruits that are a 
purple-brown color when ripe. Very flavorful.

100mg Pkt
WET36159-114 UPC 049961361591
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Early Girl
Plant reaches maturity very early, as the name 
implies and the fruit is very flavorful and aromatic.

75mg Pkt
WET36199-154 UPC 049961361997
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Golden Jubilee
Slightly flattened globe-shaped fruits with very 
meaty, thick-walled interiors  and very few seeds. 
The golden-orange color, mild flavor and low acid 
make this a very popular variety.

800mg Pkt
WET36339-80 UPC 049961363397
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Hillbilly Potato Leaf
Originating from West Virginia this vareity grows 
4-6 in flattened irregular shaped fruits that are up 
to a pound each. Yellow flesh streaked with Red.

100mg Pkt
WET36559-114 UPC 049961365599
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29

Lemon Boy
A deep globe fruit with a sweet, tangy flavor, 
definitely not bland. The unusual color is very 
yellow, not golden.

140mg Pkt
WET36359-154 UPC 049961363595
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Marglobe
A variety that served as a parent for many hybrids. 
Fruits are a uniform red globe-shaped with tasty, 
smooth, firm, sweet flesh. Grows well in hot and 
humid climates.

800mg Pkt
WET36399-80 UPC 049961363991
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Oxheart
A heart-shaped fruit, smooth, tender with a 
delicious mild flavor. The fruit is almost seedless, 
frequently showing two inches thick without a 
seed cavity.

800mg Pkt
WET36419-80 UPC 049961364196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Big Boy
Smooth, bright red fruit with a rich, excellent 
flavor and wonderful aroma. The thick walled skin 
is resistant to cracking.

140mg Pkt
WET36049-154 UPC 049961360495
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Brandywine Pink
An old Amish Heirloom prized for it’s excellent 
flavor. 8-16 oz fruits are perfect sliced up for a 
tomato sandwich.

100mg Pkt
WET36129-114 UPC 049961361294
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29
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Turnip - Retail Seed Packets

Golden Ball
Slightly more mild in taste than traditional turnips, 
Golden Ball turnip grows a 3-4 in golden yellow to 
amber globed-shaped roots.

4g Pkt
VEG37099-65 UPC 049961370999
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Purple Top White Globe
A high yielding hardy traditional variety that produces attractive roots 
and semi-erect prolific large lobed greens, the most 
widely grown turnip variety world wide. The edible 
smooth, slightly tapered globe shaped roots have 
tender, fine-grained flesh with a sweet and mild 
flavor. Best harvested when 3-4 inches in diameter. 
The top greens can also be cooked or used in 
salads. Good for storing, canning and freezing.

4g Pkt
WET37059-65 UPC 049961370593
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Seven Top
A unique winter greens turnip variety that is 
not grown for the root but for the tasty greens 
instead. The roots are basically inedible, tough, 
woody and strong flavored. The flavorful greens 
leaves grow 18-22in tall, but should be harvested 
at about 6-10in when young and tender. Used 
fresh in salads like mustards and kales, or steamed.

4g Pkt
WET37079-65 UPC 049961370791
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

White Lady
Easy to grow, uniform, vigorous, and quick-
maturing white turnip grown for both its tender 
greens and smooth crisp and sweet globe shaped 
root. Flavor stays strong and texture firm, even 
when the roots are harvested late but best when 
picked at 2.5in diameter.

1.75g Pkt
WET37149-80 UPC 049961371491
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Tomato - Retail Seed Packets

Rutgers
Slightly flattened. round fruit with thick flesh with 
superior flavor that seldom has problems with 
cracking. Used as a parent in the breeding of 
many other hybrids.

800mg Pkt
WET36539-80 UPC 049961365391
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Super Sweet 100
Round shaped cherry tomato, deliciously sweet 
and high in sugar and vitamin C. Easy to pick 
as they grow in clusters of 15 to 25 and will 
produce all season until frost. Widly adapted to 
many regions.

140mg Pkt
WET36619-154 UPC 049961366190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Yellow Pear
Pear-shaped cherry tomatoes that are mild and 
deliciously tangy in flavor. The vines produce 
seemingly endless supplies of the bite-sized fruit, 
all grown in clusters making them easy to harvest.

140mg Pkt
WET36729-80 UPC 049961367296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Red Cherry
Delicious, juicy red cherry tomatoes that begin 
ripening early and keep producing in clusters all 
summer in both warm and cold climates.

140mg Pkt
WET36499-80 UPC 049961364998
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Roma
Compact plant produces thick-walled, meaty, 
egg-shaped tomatoes with very few seeds with 
flesh tht is thick, dry and not juicy.

140mg Pkt
WET36519-80 UPC 049961365193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Pink Girl
Smooth, attractive deep-oblate fruits with a 
sweet, Juicy and mild flavor. Fruits are extremely 
crack-resistant and low in acid.

140mg Pkt
WET36449-154 UPC 049961364493
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09
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Patio
A dwarf strong, compact plant, ideal for small 
spaces or containers. Deep oblate fruits that are 
smooth, firm and flavorful. Easy to grow.

140mg Pkt
WET36439-154 UPC 049961364394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09
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Retail Seeds

Watermelon - Retail Seed Packets

Charleston Grey
Large, juicy, sweet fruits with fiber-free flesh and a 
tough, medium-thick gray-green rind often used 
for making watermelon rind pickles.

4g Pkt
WET37519-65 UPC 049961375192
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Congo
Large, deep red flesh is very sweet and firm with 
one of the highest sugar contents of any melon. 
The rind is very tough thick, protecting the fruit 
from bruising.

4g Pkt
WET37539-65 UPC 049961375390
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Crimson Swt
Medium sized melon with sweet and mild, crisp 
deep crimson red flesh known for its high sugar 
content and great flavor. This variety has good 
keeping ability with its tough rind.

4g Pkt
WET37549-65 UPC 049961375499
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Dixie Queen
Large, firm and solid, crisp and exceptionally 
sweet melon with a fine flavor. The thin but tough 
rind is a light greenish ivory color and is uniform 
in shape, size, color and quality.

4g Pkt
WET37559-65 UPC 049961375594
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Florida Giant
Very large melons, in perfect conditions it has 
been known to weigh over 200lbs. The flesh is 
juicy and sweet tasting and the rind is thick and 
tough making it a good shipping variety.

4g Pkt
WET37599-65 UPC 049961375994
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Jubilee
Large, very tasty variety known for its finely-
textured, bright pink-red flesh and deliciously 
sweet taste. The tough rind helps keep the fruit 
from bruising.

4g Pkt
WET37609-65 UPC 049961376090
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sugar Baby
The standard of “icebox” melons for years. 
Named “Icebox” because it is small enough to 
fit in the refrigerator. the bright red, firm and 
fine-grained flesh that is super sweet. The thick 
tough rinds resist cracking and when ripe they 
turn almost black.

4g Pkt
WET37739-65 UPC 049961377394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Yellow Doll
Very small “icebox” variety with unique bright 
yellow flesh that is crisp and extra sweet and 
thin rinds. The compact vines are ideal for small 
gardens.

590mg Pkt
WET37779-154 UPC 049961377790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09
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Organic Herbs - Retail Seed Packets

Herbs - Retail Seed Packets

Amaranth -  Red
Mild flavor. Elevate dishes with this unique, 
fuchsia-colored micro. Organically grown.

800mg Pkt
WET45299-80 UPC 049661452995
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Arugula
Also known as “rocket”, and “Italian cress”, this 
Mediterranean native herb has been grown as a 
vegetable since the Roman era. Low in calories as 
well as a good source of vitamins A and C, Arugula 
is eaten raw in salads or on sandwiches and is 
excellent when steamed or sauteed in olive oil.

800mg Pkt
WET40119-125 UPC 049961985988
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Coriander
Use pungent leaves (cilantro) in Asian and 
Mexican dishes. Seeds (coriander) used to make 
curry powder. We searched the world to find the 
best organic seed

400mg Pkt
WET40129-125 UPC 049961981843
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Dill -  Mammoth
Plants grow between 4 to 6 feet depending on 
soil fertility. Dill plants like a nice loamy, sandy soil 
with good drainage.

1.35g Pkt
WET40069-125 UPC 049961986053
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Parsley -  Moss Curled
Vigorous, productive and compact plant. The 
finely cut, deeply curled leaves grow so thickly 
curled that the plant resembles a bunch of 
moss. High yielding strain, very uniform, subtly 
flavored seasoning.
2g Pkt
WET40259-125 UPC 049961981997
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.49

Anise
Aromatic seeds that produce a pungent flavored 
herb that resembles fennel and licorice. Used for 
both medicinal and culinary purposes. Anise is 
a great plant to attract butterflies and bees to 
your garden.

560mg Pkt
WET45019-80 UPC 049961450196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Arugula -  Rocket
Provides a fabulously peppery addition to salads 
and sandwiches. A very attractive lush green 
arugula with serrated leaves.

800mg Pkt
WET45029-80 UPC 049961450295
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Basil -  Large Leaf Italian
Fragrant, flavorful, extra-large leaves. Rich in oils 
and so aromatic you will smell it long before you 
see it in the garden.

280mg Pkt
WET45239-80 UPC 049961452398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Basil -  Lemon
A woody, branching plant that grows very fast 
in warm weather conditions. The attractive, 
spreading silver-green plant has a lemony aroma 
and flavor that is great for potpourris, tea and herb 
vinegars. The stems can grow to 24in tall and have 
pretty white flowers in late summer to early fall. 
Also as a added bonus, this variety is said to be a 
repellent to mosquitos. 
800mg Pkt
WET45269-104 UPC 049961452695
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Basil -  Purple Ruffles
A variety of basil that is both a distinctive 
ornamental and a delectable herb. The strikingly 
beautiful aromatic leaves can be used fresh, 
frozen, or dried, to flavor vinegar, soups, stews, 
salads and Italian recipes. Provides a striking 
contrast for the flower border and herb garden.

175mg Pkt
WET45229-80 UPC 049961452299
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Basil -  Sweet
Ideal for tomato sauces, pestos and salads. Plant 
in some pots and place on the patio as a natural 
fly repellent.

1.35g Pkt
WET45159-80 UPC 049961451599
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Basil -  Thai
A cultivated type of basil bred specifically for 
its ability to handle the sustained high heats of 
cooking. Highly ornamental basil with 3in leaves, 
purple stems and purple blossoms. The distinctive 
flavor combine the clove-mint of basil with sweet 
spices of the East. This variety has a hint of licorice 
flavor and is a stronger flavored basil than sweet 
basil. It is also a great attractor for bees. 
800mg Pkt
WET45259-80 UPC 049961452599
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Borage
Plants produce hundreds of small edible flowers 
and has a long harvest period. Add the flowers to 
salads or use to garnish cold drinks and desserts. 
Flowers have a mild cucumber flavor. Borage 
flowers also attract bees and butterflies.

1.35g Pkt
WET45039-80 UPC 049961450394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Caraway
A flavorful and aromatic herb. The caraway seed is 
the most used part of the plant and can be used 
in baking, soups, stews and other foods but all 
parts of the plant are edible.

1.35g Pkt
WET45049-80 UPC 049961450493
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Catnip
Vibrant green leaves of catnip are not only 
attractive to cats but are popular in tea as well. 
Flowers are very attractive to bees.

800mg Pkt
WET45059-80 UPC 049961450592
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Chamomile -  German or Annual
Used in brewing tea, making perfumes or hair 
rinses. Also used to medically calm frayed 
nerves, to treat stomach problems, to relieve 
muscle spasms, and to treat skin conditions and 
mild infections.

560mg Pkt
WET45249-80 UPC 049961452497
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Chives
Cut leaves for salads, potatoes, soups. They impart 
a light onion flavor in any dish and can be used 
interchangeably in recipes calling for onions. Chives 
are also known to attract bees and repel deer.

1.35g Pkt
WET45069-80 UPC 049961450691
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Coriander
Coriander is a double duty herb. Its seeds are 
known as coriander while its leaves are known as 
cilantro, Both the leaves and the seeds are used 
in the culinary arts. Fresh coriander leaves are 
frequently used as a garnish for salsas and spicy 
soups. Coriander seed, which are actually the 
dried fruit of the coriander plant, is used as a spice. 
Typically used ground, coriander seed has a spicy, 
citrus flavor.
700mg Pkt
WET45079-80 UPC 049961450790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Dill -  Long Island
An attractive, tall plant with a lovely aroma. The 
leaves, immature flower tops and mature seeds 
are an essential pickling spice. This easy-to-grow 
productive herb will reseed itself if allowed. 
Beyond its pungent flavor and culinary versatility, 
dill has a long history of medicinal use.

1.35g Pkt
WET25019-80 UPC 049961250192
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Fennel -  Sweet
Annual. Used in salads, eaten raw or boiled. 8,000 
seeds per ounce.

700mg Pkt
WET45169-80 UPC 049961451698
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Garlic Chives
Flat, grass-like leaves with mild, part onion-part 
garlic flavor.

1.35g Pkt
WET45089-80 UPC 049961450899
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Dill -  Long Island
Easy to grow and attractive annual with aromatic 
seeds. Young branches are used to flavor salads, 
pickles, vinegar, sauces, soups, stews, and many 
other dishes. Grows 3-4’ tall.

1.35g Pkt
WET47209-115 UPC 049961472099
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.29
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Lavender -  English True
Munstead Strain. The most popular of all pleasant 
scented herbs. The long-lasting, fragrant leaves 
and blossoms of this tender perennial are used 
to perfume soaps, potpourri, sachets, flower 
arrangements, pillows, bath and toliet waters, and 
even stuffing in chairs. Makes an ideal fragrant 
hedge or edging. Height 2-3’.

280mg Pkt
WET45099-80 UPC 049961450998
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Marjoram -  Sweet
It has a delicate sweet-flavor, and subtle pungent 
(spicy) taste. Aroma is similar to oregano, but 
sweeter and more balsam-like.

175mg Pkt
WET45179-80 UPC 049961451797
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Oregano -  Vulgare
Its taste is zesty and strong and is commonly used 
in Italian dishes. Oregano is a hardy plant and 
makes a good ground cover. It has a pungent, 
spicy, slightly bitter flavor pairs well with almost 
any vegetable preparation.

175mg Pkt
WET45219-80 UPC 049961452190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Parsley -  Hamburg Rooted
Fleshy white tapered parsnip like roots with dark green, flat pain, deeply 
cut leaves. 8-10in x 2in Diam. 85-95 Days to Maturity.

1.35g Pkt
WET29659-74 UPC 049961296596
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.49

Parsley -  Plain
Flat-leaved variety used in salad dressings, poultry, 
soups and as an ingredient of pesto. Flavor is 
much more pronounced than that of the more 
familiar curled type.

1.35g Pkt
WET29639-65 UPC 049961296398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Parsley -  Triple Curled
Moss curled has a milder flavor than the flat leaf 
type. Parsley makes an attractive garnish. Eat as 
a natural breath freshener. Multiple cuttings per 
season are possible from one planting. It is a very 
nutritious herb (vitamins A, B, C), and does a great 
job of blending food flavors.

1.35g Pkt
WET29619-65 UPC 049961296190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Peppermint -  Mint
Plants are easy to grow and are as beautiful as they are functional. At 
first, mints develop into well-behaved–looking, bushy, upright clumps, 
but they quickly spread and unless blocked will advance repidly. 
They are shallow-rooted and easy to pull out, so there’s no reason to 
worry. The delightful saw-toothed leaves and delicate flowers are very 
attractive and a spicy fragrance released when the leaves are crushed 
between your fingers. Leaves are often used as a 
tea or flavor extract but can also can be used for 
its medical benefits. It is an excellent digestive aid 
that can be used for morning sickness, motion 
sickness, and stomach aches. It also helps get rid 
of gas, indigestion and heartburn and is good 
for relaxing nerves and improving circulation. 
Naturally repels mice and ants.
200mg Pkt
WET45279-104 UPC 049961452793
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09
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Rosemary
A woody, perennial herb with fragrant, evergreen, 
needle-like leaves. Used as a decorative plant in 
gardens where it may have pest control effects. 
The leaves are used to flavor various foods, such 
as stuffing and roast meats.

175mg Pkt
WET45109-105 UPC 049961451094
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Sage
A soft, yet sweet savory flavor. Flat-leaved, used in 
salad dressings, poultry, soups and as an ingredient 
of pesto. Flavor is much more pronounced than 
that of the more familiar curled type.

1.35g Pkt
WET45119-80 UPC 049961451193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sorrel
A hardy perennial that can also be grown as an 
annual. The tender, fresh green leaves have an 
intense lemony flavor. Sorrel is sometimes dried 
and used in medicinal teas.

800mg Pkt
WET45129-80 UPC 049961451292
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Summer Savory
Is an annual, but otherwise is similar in use and flavor to the perennial 
winter savory. It is used more often than winter savory, which has a 
slightly more bitter flavor. It has a delicate, piney-
pepper flavor is likened to thyme in culinary 
dishes. Its sweet-spicy flavor adds just the right 
touch to eggs, fish, green beans, poultry, meats as 
well as being used as an “antiseptic” for the entire 
digestive tract. Blooms attract bees and other 
beneficial insects to the garden,

700mg Pkt
WET45149-80 UPC 049961451490
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Tarragon
Used to flavor vinegars, herbal butter, shellfish, 
pork, beef, poultry, leeks, potatoes, tomatoes, 
carrots, onions, asparagus, mushrooms, broccoli, 
peas, and rice. Use the fresh leaves in salads, tartar 
sauce, and French dressing.

175mg Pkt
WET45199-105 UPC 049961451995
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $2.09

Thyme
Aromatic, dusty grey-green leaves and small, pale 
pink flowers in late summer that are attractive 
to bees. Used in cooking to flavor stews, sauces, 
soups, cottage cheese, meat loaf, sausages, 
marinades, fish cakes, vinegars and oils. Also has 
some medicinal uses as an antiseptic.

175mg Pkt
WET45189-80 UPC 049961451896
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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2021 Indoor Growing Catalog Now Available

Contact us to receive a copy today!

A full catalog of products collected to
fit the specific needs of

indoor growing!
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Ageratum -  Blue Mink
Known commonly as a floss flower. Grows in a petite 
and compact form with soft, round, fluffy flowers. 
Attracts butterflies and has a spicy fragrance. 
Perfect for adding texture and color to bedding, 
borders and containers. Grows best in well-drained 
soil with 20-30% clay growing substrate.

175mg Pkt
WET53019-65 UPC 049961530195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Alyssum -  Carpet Of Snow
Honey fragrant flower with lots of crisp white 
blooms. Grows with a ground cover-like habit. 
Attracts butterflies. Alyssum is one of the easiest 
flowers to grow from seed being almost totally 
free of pest and diseases. Perfect choice for 
ground cover, edging, or container growing.

280mg Pkt
WET54039-80 UPC 049961540392
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Alyssum -  Royal Carpet
Honey fragrant flower with drifts of vibrant purple 
color blooms. Grows with a mound-forming habit. 
Attracts butterflies. Great for borders, containers, 
and rock gardens. Alyssum is one of the easiest 
flowers to grow from seed being almost totally 
free of pest and diseases. This variety is a taller and 
more colorful strain of its close cousin – Alyssum 
“Carpet of Snow”.
280mg Pkt
WET54029-80 UPC 049961540293
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Alyssum -  Saxatile Yellow
Know commonly as “Basket-of-Gold” and “Dwarf 
Goldentuft.” This variety has a mass of gold blooms 
when the clusters of buds open into small yellow 
heavily scented flowers. It has a spreading habit 
and re-seeds itself readily and spreads to form a 
dense mat, making it an effective ground cover. 
Ideal flower for sunny rock gardens or rock walls

280mg Pkt
WET54049-80 UPC 049961540491
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Aster -  Crego Mixed
Also known as a China Aster. This variety has big shaggy daisy-like 
flowers with flat petals in brilliant purples, reds, 
whites and pinks. Plants are tall and full, fragrant 
and attractive to butterflies. They will grow in 
the poorest of soils and can take over a garden 
patch if you let them. Great for honey beekeepers 
and attracts beneficial insects. Excellent for 
background plantings. Provides beautiful, long 
lasting cut flowers as well.

470mg Pkt
WET52079-65 UPC 049961520790
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Aster -  Powderpuff
Also known as a China Aster. Plants provides large, 
full and long lasting blooms with extra long stems 
ideal for cut flowers. The blossoms resemble 
chrysanthemum flowers and come in a mix of 
colors with creamy yellow centers. Plants are 
tall and full, fragrant and attractive to butterflies. 
Excellent for background plantings.

470mg Pkt
WET52119-65 UPC 049961521193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Bachelor’s Button
Also known as a cornflower, Bachelor’s Button 
“Blue Boy”. Plant has an upright habit and produces 
abundant papery flowers with intense sky blue 
blooms atop tall stems. Although the plant is 
an annual, it usually reseeds itself for a repeat 
appearance year after year. Blooms are great for 
cutting and keep their color when dried. Has edible 
flowers that have a bland and mildly floral flavor.

1.35g Pkt
WET54099-65 UPC 049961540996
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Balsam -  Camelia Flower Mix
Also called Touch-Me-Nots because the end of season pods burst at the 
slightest touch. Plants have an short bushy upright growth habit with 
somewhat tropical-looking leaves and clusters 
of richly colored, double flowers that resemble 
mini roses or camellias with the thickly spaced 
petals and tones. They are attractive to bees, 
butterflies. Excellent in pots, as edgings, and as 
a groundcover. Plants often reseed and produce 
new plants the following year.

1g Pkt
WET56409-65 UPC 049961564091
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Bells Of Ireland
Also called Shellflowers or Moducella Balms. The 
stately plants have tall, green spires and the stalks 
have thorns. Grown for its showy, bell-shaped 
bright apple-green calyxes more than for its tiny, 
fragrant white flowers. Excellent cut or dried 
flowers and good for containers. Easy to grow and 
require only a minimum of care to provide a very 
long flowering season.
560mg Pkt
WET58019-65 UPC 049961580190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Calendula -  Pacifa Beauty Mix
Also known as “Pot Marigold”. Lovely semi-double 
to fully double flowers in shades of yellow, gold, 
orange and cream on sturdy well branched plants. 
When dried, the petals of Calendula flowers 
provide a culinary substitute for saffron and lend 
beauty to many dishes as edible flowers. Easy to 
grow and attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds 
and borders and cut flowers.
560mg Pkt
WET59529-65 UPC 049961595293
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Candytuft -  Dwarf Fairy Mix
Also known as Globe Candytuft. Plants are short, compact and hardy 
with tufted, mounded flower clusters that appear early, are highly 
fragrant. Blooms are candy-colored shades of 
red, pink, lavender and white, and after flowering 
leave behind exquisite seed heads perfect for 
flower arrangements. Both the leaves and flowers 
of candytuft can be eaten raw and have a taste 
similar to that of a sweet broccoli. Ideal for mass 
planting, planting with taller flowers, and for 
edging beds and borders.
470mg Pkt
WET60139-65 UPC 049961601390
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Canterbury Bells
Biennial plants form a low rosette of green leaves in the first year. The 
following summer, tall upright stems will bloom with lots of large 
dangling bells, hanging from extra petals that 
form the saucer. The tall bellflower will produce 
single or double flowers in white, blue, or pink. 
Mature plants will self-seed readily. Attractive to 
butterflies and bees. Ideal for borders and cutting 
for flower arranging or an excellent backdrop for 
shorter annuals and perennials.

470mg Pkt
WET59709-80 UPC 049961597099
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Carnations -  Mixed
This Dianthus Carnation variety is grown as a 
perennial in frost free zones, or grown as an 
annual where winters are cold. The foliage is 
clump-forming and blue-green in color with tall, 
double, fringed lovely spicy scented flowers in a 
rainbow colors.

800mg Pkt
WET61059-65 UPC 049961610590
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Cleome -  Rose Queen
A fast growing plant that produces dramatic 
huge balls of sweet smelling pink flowers that 
fade to a pale pink as they mature. Attractive to 
butterflies, hummingbirds and birds too. Also 
called a spider plant.   

280mg Pkt
WET65019-80 UPC 049961650190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Columbine Mix
Hybrid perennial with gray green, distinctly lobed, very attractive 
foliage resembling maidenhair fern, and unusual nectar spurs that 
attract hummingbirds and butterflies. The flowers with long graceful 
spurs and buttercup shaped flowers that are 3-4in 
across are brightly-colored in combinations of 
white, pink, blue, yellow, pink, pale-blue, purple 
and scarlet, with crisp colored outer petals, and 
cream/white coloured inner petals. Excellent for 
rock gardens, beds, borders, wildflower areas and 
cut flowers

470mg Pkt
WET66199-65 UPC 049961661998
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Coneflower -  Purple
Robust, drought-tolerant perennial, clump style 
stately plants with coarse, deep green serrated 
leaves. Flowers have a prominent, copper-
orange central cone surrounded by rose-purple, 
5in across big daisy-like blooms with slightly 
drooping petals. Blooms profusely for up to two 
months in summer. Attracts butterflies. Excellent 
in beds and borders and for cut flower.
470mg Pkt
WET66229-65 UPC 049961662292
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Coreopsis -  Sunburst
Also known as Tickseed. Plants form a low mound 
of leathery green leaves. The narrow, lance-
shaped leaves are mostly located in a tuft near 
the base of the plant. The blooms feature fluffy, 
yellow, semi-double, daisy-like flowers with 
yellow rays and darker yellow center disks atop 
slender, erect stems. Attracts butterflies. Great for 
beds and borders.

470mg Pkt
WET66309-65 UPC 049961663091
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Cosmos -  Bright Light
Upright uniform growing plants with delicate 
foliage with a feathery green look that give an 
airy touch to the garden. A profusion of intense, 
semi-double flowers in brilliant shades of orange, 
yellow and flame-red bloom throughout the 
summer. Attracts butterflies. Great for beds, 
borders and cutting for arrangements.

1.35g Pkt
WET66509-80 UPC 049961665095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Cosmos -  Early Sensation
Large, tall bushy plants with delicate and feathery 
foliage. The plants are smothered with huge 
single airy, daisy-like blossoms of bright crimson, 
deep rose, pink and white with yellow center. 
Flowers are held well above attractive finely cut 
foliage, growing tall which creates a beautiful 
array when mass planted. Attractive to butterflies. 
Excellent in large beds as well as for cutting.
1.35g Pkt
WET66519-80 UPC 049961665194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Dahlia -  Unwins Mix
A “dwarf” variety that is still over a foot tall. The 
clump forming plant has beautiful green foliage 
that is adorned with showy flowers. The cheerfully 
bright flowers are single to semi-double and 
come in a wide variety of colors and the petals 
surround a small golden yellow center. Superb in 
beds, border and cut flowers.

590mg Pkt
WET68019-80 UPC 049961680197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Daisy -  African Auran Mix
Plants are easy to grow and bushy, producing their 
lovely flowers on long, strong stems. Flowers are 
large with colorful blossoms in oranges, yellows 
and cream with distinctive dark centers. Attracts 
bees and butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders, 
containers & cut flowers.

280mg Pkt
WET69219-65 UPC 049961692190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Daisy -  Gloriosa Sgl.
Plants have an erect growth habit with fuzzy fern green foliage. Flowers 
have single, bright, golden-orange, red and yellow flowers with dark 
centers. These vibrant daisies will brighten any 
garden from early summer until late fall. It is 
considered an annual at the coldest end of the 
spectrum, biennial in the middle and perennial in 
the warmest zone and freely self-seeds. Attracts 
butterflies and bees. Ideal for beds, borders, 
containers and cut flowers.

280mg Pkt
WET69069-65 UPC 049961690691
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Daisy -  Rudbeckia Hirta
Commonly known as Back-Eyed-Susan, State 
flower of Maryland. Plants have a clumping 
growth habit with 2ft tall mounds of foliage. 
Leaves are alternate and covered by coarse hair, 
with stout branching stems. Flowers have deep 
golden petals that radiate from chocolate centers. 
Deer resistant and drought tolerant. Ideal for 
beds, borders, containers and cut flowers.
280mg Pkt
WET69119-65 UPC 049961691193
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Daisy -  Shasta Sgl.
One of the oldest and most popular garden plant. 
It has a clumping growth habit with glossy, deep 
green foliage which contrasts perfectly with 
bursts of pure white daisy petals that radiate 
from the soft yellow disk florets that blooms for 
months. Ideal for beds, borders, containers and 
cut flowers.
280mg Pkt
WET69039-80 UPC 049961690394
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Dusty Miller -  Silverdust
Known for its attractive silvery-gray foliage and mounding form. The 
lacy, lobed and deeply cut leaves make a fantastic accent plant with 
its silvery-white, oak-shaped foliage covered 
with a very soft, dense fuzz. It will produce small 
white flowers in the summer and while the small 
blooms are somewhat attractive, they are usually 
trimmed because the plant is normally grown as 
foliage. Makes a lovely accent and texture plant 
that pops against bright green or bright colored 
flowers in beds, borders or containers.
280mg Pkt
WET70069-80 UPC 049961700697
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Evening Primrose
Many consider this flower a wildflower. The plants have slender leafy, 
hairy branched stems, often purple-tinged. The lance shaped leaves 
are 2-3in long and progress singly (alternate) up the stem. As the 
name suggests, the flowers open wide at twilight and close by noon. 
The saucer shaped, canary-yellow, four-petaled flowers are up to 2in 
across and have a lemon-scented fragrance. The plant takes 2 years to 
complete its life cycle, with basal leaves becoming 
established the first year, and flowering occurring 
the second. It is considered to have a wide array of 
medicinal uses from relieving headaches, inducing 
labor, curing baldness, weight loss, upset stomach, 
hemorrhoids, treat bruises and as a treatment for 
laziness. Ideal for beds and borders.

280mg Pkt
WET91089-65 UPC  049961910898
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Four O’Clock -  Peru Marvel
Also known as Beauty-of-the-Night. Plants are lush and bushy with 
bright green oval leaves on short leafstalks with stems that are swollen 
at the joints. The fragrant, trumpet-shaped flowers 
are bright and attractive and bloom in iridescent 
purplish-red, white, pink, yellow and lavender. The 
flowers open in late afternoon, stay open all night 
and close up in the morning sun. Their blooms 
range in color from pink to white to purplish-red, 
to lavender to yellow. Ideal as a background plant 
or containers.
2.7g Pkt
WET70509-80 UPC 049961705098
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Foxglove -  Foxy Annual
Compact growth and free flowering habit with low-growing foliage. 
Dense spikes of trumpet flowers with vivid colors of creamy-white, 
mauve and pink flowers with spotted throats 
bolt out of the rosette of leaves. Each plant bears 
up to 9 dense spikes. The tall spires provide 
striking color and are particularly effective 
in front of tall wall or shrubs. Also provides 
extraordinary cut flowers, but beware, Foxglove 
is poisonous if eaten.

280mg Pkt
WET71019-80 UPC 049961710191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Gaillardia -  Mixed
Also known as Blanket Flowers. Plant has a clump 
growth habit with hairy, narrow, gray-green 
leaves. The daisy-like flowers have petals banded 
in combinations shades of red or orange with 
yellow adding sizzle to the garden and attracting 
nectar-seeking butterflies. Excellent for beds, 
borders and cut flowers.

590mg Pkt
WET73019-80 UPC 049961730199
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Flowers - Retail Seed Packets

Gypsophila -  Covent Gardens
Commonly known as Baby’s Breath. Plants are 
narrow and sickle-shaped, linear to triangular 
with stems that separate into many branches. 
Each stem has hundreds of tiny white flowers on 
wire-thin branches, giving an airy, soft impression. 
Ideal for borders, cut flowers and makes a great 
dried flower.

280mg Pkt
WET76019-65 UPC 049961760196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Helichrysum -  Tall Double Mix
Also known as “Strawflower”. Strong stems have 
petals in the center of each flower and they are 
surrounded by colorful, straw-like bracts. The 
pompom-like flowers fill the plant with large 
papery textured everlasting flowers. Colors of red, 
pink, salmon, yellow and more.

280mg Pkt
WET91619-65 UPC 049961916197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hollyhock -  Chaters Mix
Plant has a erect growth habit with tall, sturdy spikes that support tufts 
of ruffled, fully double flowers. The flowers open from the bottom up 
over a long period in summer. The leaves are deeply lobed in classic 
alcea form. Peony-form double flowers that are 
nearly pom-pom in appearance come in different 
colors of white, pink, yellow, apricot, red, lavender-
blue and purple. Highly attractive to butterflies 
and bees. Excellent flower for screening unsightly 
areas and for planting behind shorter flowers in 
beds and borders. Also Excellent as a cut flower.

470mg Pkt
WET78069-65 UPC 049961780699
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hollyhock -  Indian Spring
Plant has a erect growth habit with tall, sturdy 
spikes that support tufts of old-fashioned single 
flowers in wonderful shades of  white, soft to 
medium pinks, to pinky-red. This variety blooms 
the first year. Highly attractive to butterflies and 
bees. Excellent flower for screening unsightly 
areas and for planting behind shorter flowers in 
beds and borders. Also excellent as a cut flower.
470mg Pkt
WET78089-65 UPC 049961975958
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Hollyhock -  Summer Carnival
Plant has a erect growth habit with light green foliage on tall, sturdy 
spikes that support tufts of big powderpuff blossoms in every shade 
of pink, rose, red, and yellow. The satiny, crepe-
textured flowers begin low on the stalk for even 
more color on every plant. Highly attractive to 
butterflies and bees. Excellent flower for screening 
unsightly areas and for planting behind shorter 
flowers in beds and borders. Also excellent as a 
cut flower.

280mg Pkt
WET78079-80 UPC 049961780798
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Honey Bee Flower Mix
Wildflower mix specially made up of 18 different 
annuals and perennials to attract honey bees. The 
mix is formulated with approximately 65% annuals 
that will bring color right away and 35% perennials 
to bring permanent color that increase over the 
years. and help keep the honey bees happy.

1g Pkt
WET56609-154 UPC 049661566098
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Larkspur -  Blue Spire
Plant has a erect growth habit with medium green foliage making these 
tall, stately additions to gardens. Each plant has numerous spikes of rich 
blooms that are 1in across in a stunning shade 
of deep blue with occasional pink renegades. 
Beware that all parts of this plant are poisonous. 
Excellent for planting in front of a fence or behind 
lower growing plants in beds and borders. Also 
wonderful to use as a cut flower and they dry 
nicely for dried arrangements.

590mg Pkt
WET82029-80 UPC 049961820296
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Larkspur -  Giant Mixed
Plant has an erect growth habit with medium 
green foliage making these tall, stately addition 
to gardens. Are covered with lovely feathery 
flowers in colors of pink, blue, rose, lavender, and 
white blooms. Beware that all parts of this plant 
are poisonous.

590mg Pkt
WET82019-80 UPC 049961820197
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Lobelia -  Crystal Palace
Low growing neat globes of foliage that form 
very dwarf, compact plants. The attractive bronze-
green foliage is smothered by small, dainty, 
deep-blue flowers. Ideal to plant in border, beds, 
containers, or use as a ground cover, as an edging 
plant or even tucked into rock gardens.

175mg Pkt
WET85019-80 UPC 049961850194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Lobelia -  White Lady
Low growing neat globes of foliage that form very 
dwarf, compact mounding plants. The attractive 
bronze-green foliage is smothered by small 
glistening white flowers. Ideal to plant in border, 
beds, containers, or use as a ground cover, as an 
edging plant or even tucked into rock gardens. 

175mg Pkt
WET85049-80 UPC 049961850491
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Lupine -  Russells Mix
The plants are bushy mats of shiny medium green palm shaped leaves 
with stems that are stiff and erect with spikes that are densely covered 
with ½ inch pea-like flowers. The tall spikes are 
strong and able to withstand wind and rain. They 
are covered in beautiful flowers in shades of pink, 
red, peach, blue, burgundy, and brown in both 
solids and bi-colors which attracts butterflies, bees 
and hummingbirds. Beware that all parts of the 
plant are poisonous. Excellent for planting in front 
of a fence or behind lower growing plants. 

1.35g Pkt
WET91109-65 UPC 049961911093
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Marigolds -  Crackerjack Mix
Tall plant that has a mound-forming habit with long, sturdy stems 
growing to a height of approximately 3ft. The majestic 3-4in flowers, 
borne well above the foliage, are in shades of tangerine orange, rich 
gold, and lemony yellow. This variety is a very 
early bloomer and free flowering strain with an 
abundance large carnation-like, puffy flowers 
with big double blooms. Only down side is that 
they have a rotting, moldy smell. Perfect flower for 
the back of the flowerbed or to add to a meadow, 
the color will remain all summer long.

280mg Pkt
WET90159-65 UPC 049961901599
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Marigolds -  Dwarf French
Dwarf plant with neat, compact growth habit and elegant dark green 
foliage. This variety produces an abundance of 2in blooms that perch 
atop 10-12in tall plants. The blossoms are frilly, 
ruffled double flowers in shades of rust, yellow, 
orange, red and bicolors. They are just the right 
height for edging flowerbeds and borders. All 
Marigolds have a scent that is strong and effective 
in repelling many garden pests yet attractive to 
beneficial insects.

280mg Pkt
WET90179-65 UPC 049961901797
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Marigolds -  Lemon Drop
Dwarf plant with small, compact growth habit and low mounds of lacy 
foliage with a strong citrusy scent. The leaves are edible and can be 
used as salad greens or garnish. The Lemon Drop variety is known for its 
small compact size, averaging a height of about 5.85in. If planted in the 
vegetable garden, it takes up little room, attracts beneficial insects and 
bees to help pollinate your veggies. The blossoms 
produce an abundance display of adorable, sunny 
yellow, petite flower with canary yellow petals 
and a crested center that has a little orange to it. 
These little gems will add bright spots of color to 
the front of bed and borders, in containers or even 
as an annual groundcover.

280mg Pkt
WET90239-65 UPC 049961902398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Marigolds -  Petite Mix
Dwarf, uniform plants with a compact growth habit. The leaves usually 
appear in dark olive green color. The “Petite Mix” variety grows only 6 to 
8 inches tall is known for growing with a ground cover-like habit. The 
blossoms produce an abundance of double flowers 
in a range of warm hues in cheerful shades of 
yellow, gold, orange and red. The flower petals are 
edible and can be enjoyed in salads and teas and 
attract butterflies and beneficial insects while the 
roots repel nematodes. A perfect choice for borders, 
beds and for groundcover and edging sidewalks.

280mg Pkt
WET90189-65 UPC 049961901896
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Marigolds -  Petite Yellow
Dwarf, uniform plants with a compact growth 
habit. The blossoms produce an abundance of 
double flowers in a cheerful, bright yellow. The 
flower petals are edible and can be enjoyed 
in salads and teas. Attracts butterflies and 
beneficial insects.

280mg Pkt
WET90199-65 UPC 049961901995
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Milkweed -  Butterfly
Also known as a Butterfly Weed or Asclepias. This bushy plant was 
originally a wildflower but is now prized as a garden perennial also. 
The abundance of stiff, lance-shaped foliage provides a dark-green 
backdrop for the showy flower heads. The leaves are mostly alternate, 
1.5-2.25in long, pointed, and smooth on the edge. 
The large 2–5in, flat-topped clusters of bright-
orange flowers sit on top of the flowering stem. 
The brilliant orange blooms light up meadows 
dramatically, and of course attract butterflies. 
Once established, is a tough, dependable color 
maker that creates delightful cut flower.

1g Pkt
WET90609-155 UPC 049961906092
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $3.09

Moon Flower -  White
Moonflowers are nocturnal bloomers unlike all 
the other Morning Glory varieties. After sunset, 
the huge white flowers bloom and glow all night 
in the moonlight. Then, as the sun rises, they close 
their fragrant blooms. As evening falls, you can 
actually watch them open. The large trumpet-
shape flowers are fragrant with giant pure white 
5-6in blooms. Beware, it’s quite poisonous, 
especially the seeds. 

2.2g Pkt
WET90709-65 UPC 049961907096
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Morning Glory -  Flying Saucer
This fast growing vine will shoot up to 15ft and 
it has huge 5in funnel shaped blossoms of 
pure white with unique periwinkle blue stripes 
and sometimes flecks. The flowers open in the 
morning and close in the evening. Attractive to 
butterflies and bees. 

1.5g Pkt
WET90779-80 UPC 049961907799
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Morning Glory -  Grandpa Ott
 This fast growing vine will shoot up to 15ft and it 
has 3in funnel shaped blossoms that are a striking 
deep purple with magenta stars in the throats. 
The flowers open in the morning and close in the 
evening. Attractive to butterflies and bees. This 
variety was once an endangered heirloom but 
is now available again. It is also said that this is 
probably the easiest variety to grow, and it will self 
sow even in cold climates.
1.5g Pkt
WET90789-90 UPC 049961907898
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Morning Glory -  Heavenly Blue
This fast growing vine will shoot up to 13ft and it 
has huge 4-6in funnel shaped blossoms of bright 
azure-blue with creamy white throats. The flowers 
open in the morning and close in the evening. 
Attractive to butterflies and bees. 
1.5g Pkt
WET90759-65 UPC 049961907591
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Morning Glory -  Scarlet Ohara
This fast growing vine will shoot up to 10ft and 
it has huge 5in funnel shaped blossoms of 
dazzling wine red, some with tiny white centers. 
The flowers open in the morning and close in the 
evening. Attractive to butterflies and bees. 
1.5g Pkt
WET90769-65 UPC 049961907690
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Myosotis -  Forget Me Not
Also known as scorpion grass due to the spiraling curve of its stem. 
State flower of Alaska. Plants are low growing mounds of delicate 
gray-green foliage with thumb-shaped, alternate 
leaves that send up 6-12in tall hairy stems. The 
charming light-blue flowers are tiny but exquisite 
with five-petals. The flowers are each only about 
1/4in across, but there are lots of them. From a 
short distance they look like small puffs of soft 
color. Ideal for edging, borders, ground cover or 
beneath shrubs.
280mg Pkt
WET87059-80 UPC 049961870598
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Nasturtium -  Jewel Mix
Also known as Indian Cress. Extremely vigorous low-growing bushy 
plants with a mound-forming habit and round green leaves. An 
abundance of 2-3in double spurred flowers 
bloom in a harmony of color of yellow, red, orange, 
mahogany, and are held above light green foliage. 
Flowers (and leaves) are edible and taste similar to 
watercress. The peppery-flavored foliage is makes 
a lightly spicy garnish. Attracts hummingbirds, 
butterflies, and beneficial insects. Perfect for beds, 
borders and containers.
5.5g Pkt
WET88039-65 UPC 049961880399
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Nemophila -  Baby Blue Eyes
Also known as California Blue Bells. A low spreading 
shrub-like plant that has succulent stems and 
masses of flowers with six curved petals in 
romantic, soft hues of blue. Attractive to butterflies 
and bees. Perfect in beds, borders, containers, rock 
gardens or as an annual groundcover.

175mg Pkt
WET88059-80 UPC 049961880597
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Pansy -  Swiss Giant Mix
Low, bushy, compact plants that are quick to grow 
and bloom, producing showy, large velvety flowers 
in early spring. Plants thrives in cool weather. The 
large, velvety blooms have radiant colors of rose, 
red, crimson, blue, purple and yellow with dark 
blotches at petal bases and are mildly fragrant. 
Flowers reach 2-3in or more across and are perfect 
as beds, borders, edging and in containers.
175mg Pkt
WET89039-80 UPC 049961890398
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  Blue Frost
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming 
habit. Foliage has a velvety fuzzy texture. Flowers 
are a solid deep violet blue color ringed with a 
ruffled white outer halo that is very striking and 
eyecatching. Attractive to bees, hummingbirds 
and butterflies. Ideal for window boxes, 
containers, beds, borders, edges, rock ridges and 
hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET50739-80 UPC 049961507395
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  Bonanza Mix
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming habit. 
This variety combines the beauty of double flowers 
with prolific flowering of multifloras. The blooms 
are a striking blend of brilliant red, rose, pink, red 
and white bicolor and rose and white bicolor.  
Attractive to bees, hummingbirds and butterflies. 
Ideal for window boxes, containers, beds, borders, 
edges, rock ridges and hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET50119-80 UPC 049961501195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  Orchid Daddy
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming habit. The medium to 
fine, linear, green leaves and stems are fuzzy, sticky to the touch and 
strongly scented and the foliage tends to stay dense right to the 
ground. The “Daddy Series” are a vigorous spreading type petunia 
and feature extra-large ruffled flowers with prominent veins. They are 
well-known for earliness, uniformity and weather 
tolerance. The large flowers on this variety bloom 
early in masses of stunning pink with a unique 
purple veined pattern on trumpet-shaped flowers 
at the ends of the stems. Attractive to bees, 
hummingbirds and butterflies. Ideal for window 
boxes, containers, beds, borders, edges, rock 
ridges and hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET49839-80 UPC 049961498396
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  Pink Supercascade
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming habit. The medium to 
fine, linear, green leaves and stems are fuzzy, sticky to the touch and 
strongly scented and the foliage tends to stay dense right to the ground. 
The “Super Cascade” series is popular because 
they produce extra large blossoms on the long, 
pendulous stems that can overflow hanging 
baskets or drip from balcony containers. The large 
flowers bloom early in masses of stunning pink. 
Attractive to bees, hummingbirds and butterflies. 
Ideal for window boxes, containers, beds, borders, 
edges, rock ridges and hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET50379-80 UPC 049961503793
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  Purplepirouett
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming habit. The medium to 
fine, linear, green leaves and stems are fuzzy, sticky to the touch and 
strongly scented and the foliage tends to stay 
dense right to the ground. The large flowers 
bloom early in masses of petal-packed, fully 
double, carnation-flowered velvety-purple 
with a pure white picotee. Attractive to bees, 
hummingbirds and butterflies. Ideal for window 
boxes, containers, beds, borders, edges, rock 
ridges and hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET50979-80 UPC 049961509795
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  Red Super Cascade
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming habit. The medium to 
fine, linear, green leaves and stems are fuzzy, sticky to the touch and 
strongly scented and the foliage tends to stay dense right to the ground. 
The “Super Cascade” series is popular because 
they produce extra large blossoms on the long, 
pendulous stems that can overflow hanging 
baskets or drip from balcony containers. The large 
flowers bloom early in masses of stunning red. 
Attractive to bees, hummingbirds and butterflies. 
Ideal for window boxes, containers, beds, borders, 
edges, rock ridges and hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET50429-80 UPC 049961504295
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Petunia -  White Supercascade
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-forming habit. The medium to fine, 
linear, green leaves and stems are fuzzy, sticky to the touch and strongly 
scented and the foliage tends to stay dense right to the ground. The “Super 
Cascade” series is popular because they produce 
extra large blossoms on the long, pendulous 
stems that can overflow hanging baskets or drip 
from balcony containers. The large flowers bloom 
early in masses of brilliant snow white. Attractive 
to bees, hummingbirds and butterflies. Ideal for 
window boxes, containers, beds, borders, edges, 
rock ridges and hanging baskets.
30 Seed Pkt
WET50549-80 UPC 049961505490
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Phlox -  Drummondi
This native showy annual hails from hot, dry 
Texas, but is extremely adaptable and will grow 
anywhere. A much-branched, patch-forming plant 
that is low-growing with leaves that are soft, hairy 
and sticky. The bright lipstick red blossoms bloom 
in tight clusters at the ends of stems. This low-
growing annual masses beautifully and is ideal for 
beds and low borders or edges along walkways.
470mg Pkt
WET88209-80 UPC 049961882096
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Poppies -  California Orange
Stunning orange flower that blooms in cooler 
seasons. State flower of California. Great in wild 
looking beds. Easy to grow.

175mg Pkt
WET88369-80 UPC 049961883697
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Poppies -  Iceland
Plants form a low tuft of light green leaves with delicate foliage and tall, 
leafless hairy stems that dance in the breeze. The showy blossoms are 
large satiny cup shaped with a texture like crepe 
paper and are lightly fragrant. The colors range in 
subdued pastel colors of apricot, gold, tangerine, 
and white. The flowers attract birds, butterflies 
and bees. All parts of the plant are mildly toxic, 
but acrid enough that animals will not eat them. 
Perfect for beds, borders and excellent for cutting, 
if picked just as the buds begin to open.
175mg Pkt
WET88349-80 UPC 049961883499
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Poppies -  Oriental
Plants form a low tuft of light green leaves with delicate foliage and tall, 
leafless hairy stems that dance in the breeze. The showy blossoms are 
large satiny cup shaped with a texture like crepe paper and are lightly 
fragrant. A charming Asian variety with large 
glowing red-orange flowers with a black eye. 
Flowers can be more than 6in across on stems to 
3ft in height. The flowers attract birds, butterflies 
and bees. All parts of the plant are mildly toxic, 
but acrid enough that animals will not eat them. 
Perfect for beds, borders and excellent for cutting, 
if picked just as the buds begin to open.
175mg Pkt
WET88339-80 UPC 049961883390
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Portulaca -   Grandiflora Double Mix
Also known as Moss Rose. A semi-succulent, small, fast-growing ground 
hugging plant with red stems and cylindrical, bright green leaves. Leaves 
resemble thick fleshy spruce needles. The large showy colorful cactus-
like flowers which look like crumpled silk cup shaped, double flowers 
in striking shades of scarlet, violet, orange, pink, 
white, and yellow. The flowers bloom profusely 
forming a lovely floral carpet which open in full 
sunshine and closes by late afternoon. Very easy 
to grow, requiring almost no attention, spreads 
itself very quickly. Makes a beautiful border or rock 
garden, plants form a dense carpet of color. Also 
great in containers on patios and decks.
175mg Pkt
WET91019-80 UPC 049961910195
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Salvia -  Blue Bedder
Also known as Mealycup Sage. The plants are compact, bushy with a 
upright habit. The leaves are lance-shaped, gray-green with white hairs 
on the underside and the stems are mealy white 
with hairs with the blooms held above the foliage. 
The blossoms are intense violet/blue spikes 
composed of small, two-lipped flowers which are 
displayed in succession up the stem. Attractive 
to bees, butterflies and hummingbirds, Ideal for 
beds, borders, edgings, containers and for cut 
flowers and drying.
470mg Pkt
WET91229-80 UPC 049961912298
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Salvia -  Bonfire
The plants are compact, bushy with a upright 
habit. The leaves are lance-shaped, handsome 
gray-deep forest green with blooms held above 
the foliage. The blossoms are brilliant spikes of 
scarlet composed of small, two-lipped flowers 
which are displayed in succession up the stem. 
Attractive to bees, butterflies and hummingbirds, 
Ideal for beds, borders, edgings, containers and 
for cut flowers and drying.
470mg Pkt
WET91269-80 UPC 049961912694
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Salvia -  St. John’s Fire
The plants are compact, bushy with a upright habit. This dwarf 
variety is one of the earliest bloomers. The leaves are lance-shaped, 
handsome grey-deep forest green with blooms held above the foliage. 
The blossoms are an incandescent flame red 
composed of small, two-lipped flowers which are 
displayed in succession up the stem. Attractive to 
bees, butterflies and hummingbirds. The brilliant 
red color is perfect for mass plantings, or grown as 
a short “hedge” in the front of borders. Also ideal 
for beds, edgings, containers and for cut flowers 
and drying.
470mg Pkt
WET91219-80 UPC 049961912199
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Snapdragon -  Magic Carpet
Miniature, bushy, ball shaped plant that hugs the 
ground in a carpet-like habit that grows ankle-
high and is tightly packed with vivid blossoms 
in a wide range of colors in exciting blends of 
reds, pinks, yellows and whites. Excellent grown 
in masses as bedding plants or in rock gardens, 
borders, window boxes or as a groundcover.

20mg Pkt
WET51219-80 UPC 049961512191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Snapdragon -  Rocket Mix
Vigorous very tall, sturdy erect plant that reach a uniform height and 
a clump-forming habit with medium green, lance-shaped leaves. 
Commonly grown as an annual, snapdragon is actually a short-lived 
perennial. The numerous blossoms are big, densely-packed plumes in 
shades of rose, cherry, pink, orchid, red, golden, lemon, and white. The 
upright spikes have distinctly lipped flowers that 
snap open and shut when squeezed, hence the 
name “snapdragon.” The blooms open from the 
bottom up on long spikes, so the lower blooms 
are in full flower when the tip of the spike is still 
tightly budded. The flowers emit a rich, spicy scent. 
Perfect for beds or planted behind lower growing 
plants. Excellent as long-lasting cut flowers.
20mg Pkt
WET51119-80 UPC 049961511194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Statice -  Mixed
Also called Sea Lavender. Plants have a compact, uniform habit with 
many branched stems. The leaves are produced in a dense basal rosette, 
with the flowering stems bearing only small brown scale-leaves. The 
flowers are on sturdy stems and are tiny funnel-
shaped with a delicate, airy, hazy appearance. 
The dense, papery flowerheads cover the plant 
in beautiful open clusters of dainty blossoms of 
white, yellow, rose, blue and lavender. Attracts 
butterflies and are ideal for beds, borders, cut 
flowers and when dried they holds their rich color 
for years.
280mg Pkt
WET91319-80 UPC 049961913196
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Stock Giant Imperial Mix
Plants are bush-like with greyish green foliage and 
spiked branches of mixture of double and single 
flowers. The blossoms are tall spikes of elegant, 
tightly packed showy fragrant flowers on erect 
stems. This flower is very popular for its sweet, rich, 
clove-like scent and has eye-catching bright colors 
in shades of crimson, purple, white, yellow, pink 
and lavender. Good for beds, borders, containers 
and as a cut flower.
700mg Pkt
WET91439-65 UPC 049961914391
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Strawflower -  Semi
Also known as “Strawflower”. Strong stems have 
petals in the center of each flower and they are 
surrounded by colorful, straw-like bracts. The 
pompom-like flowers fill the plant with large 
papery textured everlasting flowers. Colors of 
crimson, yellow, bronze, pink, and white shades.

280mg Pkt
WET91609-65 UPC 049961916098
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sunflower -  Autumn Beauty
Plants produces many multi-branching strong stems with lengths 
between 15-44in. Flowers average 6-8in in 
diameter and are highly decorative, with small 
centers and petals in shades of gold, brilliant red, 
yellow, rust and burgundy. Blooms over a long 
period. Attracts butterflies, hummingbirds, wildlife 
and good for bee forage. Makes a wonderful 
display in beds as a background to any flower and 
perfect for cut flowers.
4g Pkt
WET91729-80 UPC 049961917293
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Big Smile
Extra dwarf plant variety with a compact growth 
habit. This early-blooming sunflower produce a 
single, long-lasting 5in flower on a single stem. 
Each flower has bright yellow petals with soft 
brown centers. Good for beds, small containers or 
massed in low borders.

590mg Pkt
WET91749-80 UPC 049961917491
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.79

Sunflower -  Incredible Dwarf
Dwarf plant that has a compact growth habit 
with short sturdy stems. The flower heads average 
a large 8-10in across on plants that are just 15-
20in tall. The blossoms are a showy bright yellow 
with an unusual greenish brown center. Attractive 
to bees and butterflies. These giant flowers on 
small plants are well suited to containers, patio 
gardening as well as beds and borders.
2g Pkt
WET91829-80 UPC 049961918290
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Indian Blanket
Plants produces many multi-branching strong stems. Flowers average 
4-6in in diameter with many of them displaying fluffy petals on the 
inner disc, making them almost semi-double. They come in bicolor 
shades of rich reds, deep golds, mellow yellows 
and rusty rusts. Flowers have an exceptionally 
long blooming season and flower heads that are 
known for holding their petals and color long 
after they’re cut. Attracts bees, butterflies, and 
birds. Great in beds as a background to shorter 
plants and perfect for cut flowers.

2g Pkt
WET91819-80 UPC 049961918191
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Sunflower -  Lemon Queen
A prolific sunflower, with unique pointed petals 
in lemon-yellow with chocolate brown centers. 
The flowers have a double row of petals and a 
light and refreshing color and is so pretty they 
almost look fake. They are paler in color than most 
sunflowers but just as bold in attitude making 
them perfect for beds, borders and cut flowers.

4g Pkt
WET91789-80 UPC 049961917897
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Mardi Gras Blend
Beautifully blended mixture of the following 
Sunflower mixes: 1/2 Autumn Beauty, 1/4 Lemon 
Queen and 1/4 Velvet Queen. Produces both 
multi-headed and single stemmed sunflower with 
flower petals ranging in color from pale yellow to 
a deep reddish-brown. Attracts bees, butterflies, 
and birds. Great in beds as a background to 
shorter plants and perfect for cut flowers.
2g Pkt
WET91769-80 UPC 049961917699
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Mexican
Plants have big, lush foliage and smaller but still 
very showy flowers. Plant normally reaches no 
more than 7ft and often remains at just 3-4ft tall. 
The individual, single, daisy-like flowers in radiant, 
bright scarlet-orange colors attracts a lot of 
attention including hummingbirds, bumblebees 
and butterflies, especially Monarchs. Excellent in 
beds, borders as an accent bush, or as cut flowers.
1g Pkt
WET91739-80 UPC 049961917392
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Red Sun
Plants produces many multi-branching strong stems. the flowers 
average 5in and have stunning crimson red petals 
that are offset by dark centers. A bold change from 
the traditional sunny yellow sunflowers. Attracts 
bees, butterflies, and birds. This variety makes a 
beautiful cut flower, often lasting up to 10 days. 
Also perfect to plant in back of shorter plants in 
beds or borders or to grow along fences or walls.

2g Pkt
WET91809-80 UPC 049961918092
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Russian Mammoth
Plants are huge with upright heavy, tall stalk that are a good 3-4in in 
diameter. These giant sized sunflowers are stunning not just because 
they grow an average of 8-10ft but their flower head size has a diameter 
that can reach and amazing 12-14in. The tall stalks support bright, yellow 
single lush flowers with umbrella-like leaves that 
surround huge centers that are filled literally with 
up to one thousand with seeds. Sometimes the 
heads get so large that the stalk begins to bend but 
quite often they grow up straight and tall. Seeds 
are very attractive to birds. The flowers towering 
over the garden making a perfect growing screen 
or background for any shorter plants.
4g Pkt
WET91709-65 UPC 049961917095
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sunflower -  Sungold Dwarf
Dwarf sunflower variety also known as “Teddy Bear” only growing 
on sturdy stems to average of 24in tall. The compact plant is topped 
unbelievably frilly, bushy, soft looking flowers. The 
massive flower heads measure 10in in diameter 
with double blooms that are stuffed with tiny, 
densely-packed petals of rich golden yellow, all 
the way to the center. Attractive to hummingbirds 
and butterflies. Perfect for beds and borders and 
makes great cut flowers.

4g Pkt
WET91719-80 UPC 049961917194
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Sunflower -  Sunspot Dwarf
Sunspot Dwarf grows 24in tall with a 12in flower. 
Heads have edible seeds that attract birds to your 
garden. Can also be grown in large containers.

4g Pkt
WET91839-94 UPC 499619018399
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.89

Sunflower -  Velvet Queen
Plants have an upright erect growth habit that grows to an average 
height of 6ft. The flowers have a stunning unique color of deep velvet 
red to copper with a dark center, a nice option 
besides the average yellow sunflowers. The large 
deep mahogany red flowers are between 4-6in 
in diameter and filled with seeds that can be 
collected for eating or left on the stalks to attract 
birds. Perfect for adding height and color to beds, 
border and for cut flowers.

4g Pkt
WET91779-80 UPC 049961917798
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Sweet Pea Knee High Mix
A “bushy” semi-dwarf plant with a compact, non-climbing, border-
type habit with shorter vines, growing only 2-3ft at the most, needing 
little or no support. A perfect alternative for smaller spaces with 
limited “climbing” access. A heavy bloomer of fragrant flowers offers 
a symphony of colors that are multiple florets of 
pea-like blossoms that averaging 1-2in in shades 
of purple, pink, fuchsia, white and red. The long 
lasting blooms have a wonderful scent and 
beauty that are a perfect addition to cut flower 
bouquets. Excellent to grow on short trellis or 
plant to cascade form containers, baskets, and 
window boxes.

2.7g Pkt
WET91669-65 UPC 049961916692
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sweet Peas Late Spencer Mix
Strong slender stemmed, vigorous plants that can be trained as cordons 
on supports for high quality blooms or allow them to grow freely to 
make a colorful screen. The late Spencer Mix includes a random mix 
from the entire range of the Spencer types in shades of pure white, 
dainty bicolor pinks and salmons, scarlet, burgundy and midnight 
purple producing multitudes of fragrant blooms. 
The blooms produce multitudes of larger than 
average pea-like flowers with heavily ruffled, frilly-
edged petals are renowned for their deliciously 
strong scent. Attractive to bees and butterflies. 
Excellent as cut flowers, or mass planted in beds, 
borders containers, window boxes or climbing on 
trellises and arbors.
2.7g Pkt
WET91639-65 UPC 049961916395
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sweet Peas Old Spice Mix
Plant is climbing type with weaker stems (that should be trellised) than 
the modern hybrid varieties however perfume is better than that of any 
modern sweet pea around. This ornamental pea plant grows to about 
7-8ft and will be literally smothered with beautiful small flowers with 
an intense orange-jasmine-honey scent. The pea-
like flowers come in shades of white, cream, pink, 
rose, scarlet, and purple. This variety was bred 
for good heat tolerance, is attractive to bees and 
butterflies and makes an excellent cut flowers, 
or planted in beds, borders containers, window 
boxes or climbing on trellises and arbors.

2.7g Pkt
WET91689-65 UPC 049961916890
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sweet Peas Royal Scarlet
Plant has a vigorous climbing habit with long, sturdy stems. The vines 
can grow up to 10ft and the large blossoms are carried well out from 
the vine on strong stems. The vines produce 
an abundance of bright and graceful scarlet 
large blooms that have a lovely fragrant scent. 
Attractive to bees and butterflies. Vines can be 
trained to climb fences, trellises, screens or light 
posts or plant to cascade from containers and 
hanging baskets. Perfect as a cut flower too.

2.7g Pkt
WET91659-65 UPC 049961916593
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sweet Peas Supersnoop Mix
A “bushy” dwarf plant with a compact, non-climbing, border-type habit, 
growing only 2-2.5ft at the most, needing little or no support. The 
plants has deep green foliage and has no tendrils, 
so it stays low and compact. The plant produces 
wonderfully scented flowers that are clustered 
tightly on  lush stems in shades of scarlet, rose, 
blue, white and pink. Attractive to bees and 
butterflies. Ideal for low hedging in beds, borders 
or along walkways, in containers or as a cut flower.

2.7g Pkt
WET91649-65 UPC 049961916494
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Sweet William -  Tall Double Mix
Also known as Sweet William. The plants will spread and become 
clumps, each with many strong stems. Each stem forms clusters of 
small, fringed, double blooms in shades of red, pink and white. The 
colorful, densely packed 3-5in flower heads cover 
plants with showy, sweetly scented and long 
blooming flowers. Flowers have and are beautiful 
in arrangements. during late spring and early 
summer. showy, fragrant and long blooming. This 
easy to grow plant is excellent in borders, mass 
plantings and containers.

470mg Pkt
WET91559-80 UPC 049961915596
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Texas Blue Bonnet
Texas state flower. A dainty little plant looks like 
sheets of royal-blue in the early spring. Attractive 
to bees and butterflies. Although it is an annual 
it can reseed itself. It may take several years to 
establish a good stand of bluebonnets but once 
they are established, bluebonnets will reseed and 
reappear each spring.

1.7g Pkt
WET54199-80 UPC 049961541993
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Thunbergia -  Alata Mix
Commonly known as Black Eyed Susan Vine. The medium green leaves 
are a little coarse and grow opposite one another in a heart-shaped or 
a kind of lanced arrowhead shape. The fast-growing slender vine can 
grow up to 6-8ft and produce hundreds of 1.5in 
long-flowering, blooms in shades of yellow and 
orange with contrasting dark centers. The blooms 
look daisy-like from a distance, but are actually 
five over-lapping petals surround a brownish-
purple center tube which appears as a center 
disk. Perfect for hanging baskets, trellis, arbor, in 
window boxes and patio containers.
470mg Pkt
WET92109-80 UPC 049961921092
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Verbena -  Mixed
A vigorous spreading plant with a compact 
mound forming growth habit. Countless clusters 
of dainty showy blooms ranging from deep violet 
through lavender, red, pink, cream and white, 
flower freely on spreading compact fragrant 
plants. Ideal for cascading over retaining walls, 
edgings, beds, rock gardens, ground covers, 
containers, and in mass plantings.
590mg Pkt
WET92219-80 UPC 049961922198
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Viola -  Johnny Jump
Also known as wild pansy being a smaller relative of the pansy. A clump 
trailing plant with heart-shaped deep green leaves. Once established 
it can spread rapidly but is not invasive. The 
abundance of 2in tricolored blossoms are small 
and delicate with cheerful bright purple and 
yellow with a white ‘face,’. Violas withstand cold 
and heat better than pansies and bloom longer 
on neater plants. Lovely to plant in beds, borders, 
edging and rockeries and filling in under trees or 
in between larger shrubs.

235mg Pkt
WET92439-80 UPC 049961924390
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Wild Flowers Of North America
Wildflower mix made up of 29 species, approximately 60% annuals and 
40% perennials. Mix is formulated to bring color 
right away and to also permanent color with 
selected perennials that increase over the years 
and grow well in most areas. The seeds in the mix 
are coated with a colorful coating, allowing you to 
see where they have been sowed. The coating also 
absorbs water helping to ensure a quicker start 
and better germination.
470mg Pkt
WET59559-80 UPC 049961595590
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59

Zinnia -  Cactus Flower Mix
The species is native to Mexico, and plants are fast-
growing and long-blooming. Colors in our mixture 
include pink, purple, red, salmon, white and yellow. 
Zinnias are excellent for pollinator plantings and 
are especially attractive to butterflies.
590mg Pkt
WET93179-74 UPC 499619031794
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.49

Zinnia -  California Giant Mix
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect 
stem with opposite leaves. Plant grow quickly, and 
bloom heavily on stems as tall as 4ft with huge 6in 
blooms on long, graceful stems. The flat-petaled 
semi-double flowers with petals rounded on 
the end in colors of cherry, orange, pink, purple, 
scarlet, yellow and white. Attractive to butterflies. 
Ideal for beds, borders and containers.
590mg Pkt
WET93089-65 UPC 049961930896
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Zinnia -  Canary Bird
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect 
stem with opposite leaves. Plant grows quickly, 
and blooms heavily with huge 4-5in blooms 
on long, graceful stems. The flat-petaled semi-
double flowers with petals rounded on the end in 
brilliantly-yellow blooms. Attractive to butterflies. 
Ideal for beds, borders and containers.

590mg Pkt
WET93039-65 UPC 049961930391
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Zinnia -  Cherry Queen
4-5 inch wide flowers that are fire engine red. This 
species is native to Mexico, and plants are fast-
growing and long-blooming. Zinnias are good 
cut flowers. In addition, they are excellent for 
pollinator plantings and are especially attractive 
to butterflies.

590mg Pkt
WET93289-74 UPC 499619032890
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.49

Zinnia -  Cut & Come Again
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect stem with opposite 
leaves. The more you cut, the more they bloom, and they keep 
blooming from midsummer until frost. Plant 
grows quickly, and blooms heavily with 2-3in 
blooms on long, graceful stems. The flat-petaled 
semi-double flowers with petals rounded on the 
end bold, vibrant color of pink, bright scarlet, 
yellow, salmon, white and more. Attractive to 
butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers.

590mg Pkt
WET93059-65 UPC 049961930599
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29
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Zinnia -  Envy
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect 
stem with opposite leaves. A truly unusual flower 
that will make guests “green” with envy when they 
see it. Plant grows quickly, and blooms heavily with 
3-4in blooms on long, graceful stems. The flat-
petaled semi-double flowers with petals rounded on 
the end bold, vibrant bright green color. Attractive 
to butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers.
590mg Pkt
WET93049-65 UPC 049961930490
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Zinnia -  Lilliput Mix
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect 
stem with opposite leaves. Plant grows quickly, 
and blooms heavily with 1-1.5in blooms on long, 
graceful stems. The flat-petaled fully-double 
flowers with petals rounded on the end in a wide 
range of bright colors of dark red, pink, purple, 
and white. Attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds, 
borders and containers.
590mg Pkt
WET93119-65 UPC 049961931190
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Zinnia -  Luminosa Pink
4-5 inch wide flowers that are a medium pink. This 
species is native to Mexico, and plants are fast-
growing and long-blooming. Zinnias make good 
cut flowers. In addition, they are excellent for 
pollinator plantings and are especially attractive 
to butterflies.

590mg Pkt
WET93159-74 UPC 499619031596
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.49

Zinnia -  Purity White
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect 
stems with rich green foliage. Plant grows quickly, 
and blooms heavily with 4-5in blooms on long, 
graceful stems. The fluffy fully-double flowers with 
petals in beautiful white blossoms. Attractive to 
butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers.

590mg Pkt
WET93279-65 UPC 049961932791
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Zinnia -  Purple Prince
4-5 inch wide flowers that are a medium purple. 
This species is native to Mexico, and plants are 
fast-growing and long-blooming. Zinnias are 
good cut flowers. In addition, they are excellent 
for pollinator plantings and are especially 
attractive to butterflies.

590mg Pkt
WET93299-74 UPC 499619032999
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.49

Zinnia -  Swirls
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright erect 
stems with rich green foliage. Plant grows quickly, 
and blooms heavily with 4in blooms on long, 
graceful stems. The bi-colored or tri-colored 
blooms, some semi-double, fully double or ruffled 
come in bright colors of red, orange, hot pink and 
yellow. Attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds, 
borders and containers.
590mg Pkt
WET93149-65 UPC 049961931497
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.29

Zinnia -  Thumbelina
Dwarf bushy, vigorous plants with singly short stems on top of low, 
mounded rich green leafy plants. The plant grows 
quickly with lots of button like charming blooms 
that are “scarcely half as long as a thumb” on this 
truly dwarf zinnia variety. The single to semi-
double blooms in a brightly colored array of 
vibrant colors include pink, orange, red, magenta, 
and white. Attracts butterflies. Ideal for beds, 
borders and containers.
590mg Pkt
WET93169-80 UPC 049961931695
Min. Buy 5 EA Retail $1.59
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Beans

Blue Lake 274
1/2oz TERR40014-132 Retail $1.96
1lb TERR40012-993 Retail $15.62

Beets

Detroit Dark Red
1/2oz TERR40024-221 Retail $3.30
1lb TERR40022-2535 Retail $39.91

Broccoli

Calabrese
1/2oz TERR40034-230 Retail $3.45
1lb TERR40032-2707 Retail $42.60

Cabbage

Golden Acre
1/2oz TERR40044-240 Retail $3.60
1lb TERR40042-2878 Retail $45.30

Carrots

Red Acre
1/2oz TERR40054-240 Retail $3.60
1lb TERR40052-2878 Retail $45.30

Danver Half Long
1/2oz TERR40074-380 Retail $5.69
1lb TERR40072-5279 Retail $83.08

Little Finger
1/2oz TERR40084-528 Retail $7.92
1lb TERR40082-7850 Retail $123.56

Cucumber

Marketmore 76
1/2oz TERR40104-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40102-3565 Retail $56.10

Straight Eight
1/2oz TERR40094-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40092-3565 Retail $56.10

Endive

Broad Leaf Batavian
1/2oz TERR40134-478 Retail $7.17
1lb TERR40132-6993 Retail $110.06

Kale

Red Russian
1/2oz TERR40144-380 Retail $5.69
1lb TERR40142-5279 Retail $83.08

Lettuce

Beefsteak
1lb TERR40632-12136 Retail $191.02

Bibb
1/2oz TERR40174-329 Retail $4.94

Black Seeded Simpson
1/2oz TERR40184-329 Retail $4.94
1lb TERR40182-4421 Retail $69.59

Muskmelon

Hales Best Jumbo
1/2oz TERR40204-260 Retail $3.90
1lb TERR40202-3221 Retail $50.70

Charter
1/2oz TERR40214-260 Retail $3.90
1lb TERR40212-3221 Retail $50.70

Parsley

Moss Curled
1/2oz TERR40254-182 Retail $2.71
1lb TERR40252-1850 Retail $29.11

Peas

Oregon Sugar Pod II
1/2oz TERR40264-132 Retail $1.96
1lb TERR40262-993 Retail $15.62

Peppers

California Wonder
1/2oz TERR40294-776 Retail $11.64
1lb TERR40292-12136 Retail $191.02

Jalapeño M
1/2oz TERR40284-776 Retail $11.64
1lb TERR40282-12136 Retail $191.02

Pumpkin

Jack-O-Lantern
1/2oz TERR40334-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40332-3565 Retail $56.10

Small Sugar Pie 
(Also Known “New England Pie”)
1/2oz TERR40344-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40342-3565 Retail $56.10
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Radish

Cherry Belle
1/2oz TERR40384-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40382-3565 Retail $56.10

Long White Icicle
1/2oz TERR40394-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40392-3565 Retail $56.10

Sparkler White Tip
1/2oz TERR40404-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40402-3565 Retail $56.10

Spinach

Bloomsdale Long Standing
1/2oz TERR40454-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40452-3565 Retail $56.10

Squash

Black Zucchini
1/2oz TERR40504-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40502-3565 Retail $56.10

Butternut Waltham
1/2oz TERR40494-380 Retail $5.69
1lb TERR40492-5279 Retail $83.08

Golden Crookneck (Zucchini)
1/2oz TERR40514-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40512-3565 Retail $56.10

Swiss Chard

Ruby Red
1/2oz TERR40704-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40702-3565 Retail $56.10

Fordhook Giant
1lb TERR40712-2707 Retail $42.60

Tomato

Beefsteak
1/2oz TERR40634-776 Retail $11.64

Roma VF
1/2oz TERR40604-776 Retail $11.64
1lb TERR40602-12136 Retail $191.02

Turnip

Purple Top White Globe
1/2oz TERR40684-142 Retail $2.11
1lb TERR40682-1199 Retail $18.32

Golden Globe
1lb TERR40692-2707 Retail $42.60

Watermelon

Jubilee
1/2oz TERR40734-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40732-3565 Retail $56.10

Sugar Baby
1/2oz TERR40754-281 Retail $4.20
1lb TERR40752-3565 Retail $56.10
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Artichoke

Green Globe
1/2oz DSI11014-177 Retail $2.99
1lb DSI11012-3814 Retail $60.04

Arugula

Rocket
1lb DSI45022-643 Retail $10.11

Asparagus

Mary Washington
1/2oz DSI11044-365 Retail $5.23
1lb DSI11042-3196 Retail $50.15

Beans

Black Provider - Treated
1/2lb CHAR1421-259 Retail $3.99
1lb CHAR1422-359 Retail $5.58
25lb CHAR1426-5266 Retail $82.64
50lb CHAR1427-194 Retail $3.04

Blue Lake FM1
1/2lb CHAR2011-287 Retail $4.43
1lb CHAR2012-411 Retail $6.38
25lb CHAR2016-6372 Retail $100.00
50lb CHAR2017-236 Retail $3.70

Blue Lake 274
1/2lb CHAR1341-259 Retail $3.99
1lb CHAR1342-344 Retail $5.37
25lb CHAR1346-5266 Retail $82.64
50lb CHAR1347-194 Retail $3.04

Bronco
1lb SVS1532-826 Retail $13.00
80M PETO1538-33610 Retail $530.00

Burpee Stringless
1/2lb CHAR1031-259 Retail $3.99
1lb CHAR1032-359 Retail $5.58
25lb CHAR1036-5266 Retail $82.64
50lb CHAR1037-194 Retail $3.04

Contender Stringless
1/2lb CHAR1061-248 Retail $3.84
1lb CHAR1062-327 Retail $5.10
25lb CHAR1066-4867 Retail $76.39
50lb CHAR1067-179 Retail $2.80

Fava Broad Windsor
1/2lb CHAR1501-318 Retail $4.91
1lb CHAR1502-468 Retail $7.28
50lb CHAR1507-283 Retail $0.00

Greencrop (Treated)
1/2lb  CHAR1111-259 Retail $3.99
1lb CHAR1112-359 Retail $5.58
25lb CHAR1116-5266 Retail $82.64
50lb CHAR1117-194 Retail $3.04

Jade
1/2lb SYNGS1381-378 Retail $5.85
1lb SYNGS1382-557 Retail $8.68
25lb SYNGS1386-10972 Retail $171.21
80M Seeds SYNGS1385-19647 Retail $308.50

Kentucky Blue 
(Kentucky Wonder & Blue Lake)
1/2lb SYNGS2091-639 Retail $9.90
25lb SYNGS2092-1020 Retail $15.91
50lb SYNGS2097-829 Retail $13.82

Kentucky Wonder 125
1/2lb CHAR1251-261 Retail $4.03
1lb CHAR1252-362 Retail $5.64
25lb CHAR1256-5355 Retail $84.03
50lb CHAR1257-197 Retail $3.10

Kentucky Wonder Brown
1/2lb CHAR2031-283 Retail $4.38
1lb CHAR2032-404 Retail $6.28
25lb CHAR2036-6239 Retail $97.92
50lb CHAR2037-231 Retail $3.62

Kentucky Wonder Wax
1/2lb CHAR3031-284 Retail $4.39
1lb CHAR3032-406 Retail $6.31
25lb CHAR3036-6284 Retail $98.61
50lb CHAR3037-232 Retail $3.65

Mountaineer White Half Runners
1/2lb CHAR1161-252 Retail $3.91
1lb CHAR1162-335 Retail $5.22
25lb CHAR1166-5045 Retail $79.17
50lb CHAR1167-186 Retail $2.91

Pencil Pod Black Wax 
(Also known as “Eastern Black Wax”)
1/2lb CHAR3021-251 Retail $3.89
1lb CHAR3022-346 Retail $5.38
25lb CHAR3026-5000 Retail $78.47
50lb CHAR3027-184 Retail $2.88

Pinto
1/2lb CHAR1361-231 Retail $3.56
50lb CHAR1367-307 Retail $4.77

Rattlesnake
1/2lb CHAR3041-283 Retail $4.38
1lb CHAR3042-404 Retail $6.28
25lb CHAR3046-6239 Retail $97.92
50lb CHAR3047-231 Retail $3.62

Red Kidney
1/2lb CHAR1181-269 Retail $4.17
1lb CHAR1182-379 Retail $5.90
50lb CHAR1187-210 Retail $3.31

Red Peanut 
(Also known as “Pink Half-Runner”)
1/2lb CHAR1211-263 Retail $4.06
1lb CHAR1212-367 Retail $5.70
25lb CHAR1216-5443 Retail $85.42
50lb CHAR1217-201 Retail $0.00

Roma II
1/2lb CHAR1191-252 Retail $3.91
1lb CHAR1192-349 Retail $5.42
25lb CHAR1196-5045 Retail $79.17
50lb CHAR1197-186 Retail $2.91
50lb Treated CHAR1487-170 Retail $3.29

Scarlet Runner
1/2lb CHAR2071-377 Retail $5.83
1lb CHAR2072-578 Retail $8.98
50lb CHAR2077-372 Retail $5.85

Royal Burgundy
1/2lb CHAR1241-277 Retail $4.27
1lb CHAR1242-376 Retail $5.87
25lb CHAR1246-5974 Retail $93.75
50lb CHAR1247-221 Retail $3.47

Slenderette
1/2lb CHAR1171-258 Retail $3.98
1lb CHAR1172-343 Retail $5.34
25lb CHAR1176-5222 Retail $81.94
50lb CHAR1177-192 Retail $3.02
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Beans

State Half Runner
1/2lb CHAR3091-249 Retail $3.86
1lb CHAR3092-342 Retail $5.32
25lb CHAR3096-4912 Retail $77.08
50lb CHAR3097-181 Retail $2.83

Strike
1/2lb CHAR1511-263 Retail $4.06
1lbs CHAR1512-367 Retail $5.70
1lbs Treated CHAR1517-201 Retail $3.15
25lbs CHAR1516-5443 Retail $85.42

Taylor’s Dwarf Horticultural 
(Also Known as “Cranberry Bean”)
1/2lb CHAR1081-251 Retail $3.89
1lb CHAR1082-333 Retail $5.19
25lb CHAR1086-5000 Retail $78.47
50lb CHAR1087-183 Retail $2.88

Tenderette
1/2lb CHAR1121-256 Retail $3.96
1lb CHAR1122-341 Retail $5.31
25lb CHAR1126-5177 Retail $81.25
50lb CHAR1127-190 Retail $2.99

Tendergreen
1/2lb CHAR1101-252 Retail $3.91
1lbs CHAR1102-335 Retail $5.22
1lbs CHAR1107-186 Retail $2.91
25lbs CHAR1106-5045 Retail $79.17

Small White Navy
1/2lb CHAR1351-264 Retail $4.08
1lb CHAR1352-369 Retail $5.74
50lb CHAR1357-203 Retail $3.18

Top Crop
1/2lb CHAR1141-256 Retail $3.96
1lb CHAR1142-341 Retail $5.31
25lb CHAR1146-5177 Retail $81.25
50lb CHAR1147-190 Retail $2.99

Top Notch Golden Wax
1/2lb CHAR3011-251 Retail $3.89
1lb CHAR3012-346 Retail $5.38
25lb CHAR3016-5000 Retail $78.47
50lb CHAR3017-184 Retail $0.00

Volunteer White Half Runner
1/2lb CHAR3071-259 Retail $3.99
1lb CHAR3072-359 Retail $5.58
25lb CHAR3076-5266 Retail $82.64
50lb CHAR3078-186 Retail $2.91
50lb CHAR3077-194 Retail $3.04

White Half Runners
1/2lb CHAR1151-252 Retail $3.91
1lb CHAR1152-335 Retail $5.22
25lb CHAR1156-5045 Retail $79.17
50lb CHAR1157-186 Retail $2.91

White McCaslan
1/2lb CHAR2061-288 Retail $4.44
1lb CHAR2062-344 Retail $5.39
25lb CHAR2066-6417 Retail $100.69
50lb CHAR2067-238 Retail $3.73

Beets

Bull’s Blood
1/2oz DSI12064-162 Retail $2.49
1/2lb DSI12061-812 Retail $12.73

Chiogga
1/2oz VEG12024-272 Retail $3.99

Early Crosby Egyptian
1/2oz DSI12054-174 Retail $2.48
1/2lb DSI12051-567 Retail $8.78

Cylindra
1/2oz CHAR12004-167 Retail $2.38
1/2lb CHAR12001-511 Retail $7.91

Detroit Dark Red
1/2oz CHAR12014-161 Retail $2.68
4oz CHAR12016-390 Retail $6.49
1/2lb CHAR12011-572 Retail $9.54
25lb CHAR12017-18292 Retail $304.86
50lb CHAR12018-725 Retail $0.00

Early Wonder Green Top
1/2oz CHAR12054-148 Retail $2.47
1/2lb CHAR12053-474 Retail $7.89

Golden Detroit
1/2oz VEG12094-409 Retail $6.82

Lutz
1/2oz SBD12074-166 Retail $2.77
1/2lb SBD12071-614 Retail $10.23

Hybrid Beets
1000 Ct SSA12080-358 Retail $5.64
10000 Ct SSA12082-2114 Retail $33.33

White Detroit
1/2oz VEG12104-700 Retail $10.03

Broccoli

Calabrese
1/2oz DSI13014-181 Retail $2.49
1lb DSI13012-904 Retail $14.29

Raab
1/2oz SSA13084-250 Retail $3.58
1lb SSA13082-1760 Retail $27.62

Waltham
1/2oz CHAR13074-176 Retail $2.52
1lb CHAR13072-959 Retail $14.91

Brussel Sprouts

Long Island
1/2oz DSI14034-184 Retail $2.64
1lb DSI14032-948 Retail $14.87
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Early Jersey Wakefield
1/2oz DSI15054-188 Retail $2.69
1lb DSI15052-993 Retail $15.58

Early Round Dutch
1/2oz DSI15084-156 Retail $2.59
1lb DSI15082-1028 Retail $17.13

Golden Acre
1/2oz DSI15074-181 Retail $2.59
1lb DSI15072-903 Retail $14.16

Late Flat Dutch
1/2oz WWS15094-188 Retail $2.69
1lb WWS15092-993 Retail $15.58

Chinese Michihili
1/2oz DSI15134-155 Retail $2.22
1lb DSI15132-587 Retail $9.20

Red Acre
1/2oz DSI15144-202 Retail $2.89
1lb DSI15142-1164 Retail $18.27

Chinese Tatsoi
1/2oz DSI15114-185 Retail $2.49
1lb DSI15112-754 Retail $11.99

Wisconsin All Season
1/2oz DSI15214-299 Retail $3.31
1lb DSI15212-1533 Retail $24.05

Cabbage

Charleston Wakefield
1/2oz WWS15024-100 Retail $1.69
1lb WWS15022-903 Retail $14.29

Chinese Pak Choi
1/2oz DSI15064-157 Retail $2.24
1lb DSI15062-605 Retail $9.49

Danish Bullhead
1/2oz WHS15014-343 Retail $4.90
1lb WHS15012-2759 Retail $43.41

Early Flat Dutch
1/2oz WHS15034-165 Retail $2.75
1lb WHS15032-848 Retail $14.13

Carrot

Chantenay
1/2oz CHAR16014-216 Retail $3.11
1lb CHAR16012-1546 Retail $24.05

Danver Half Long
1/2oz DSI16034-216 Retail $3.08
1lb DSI16032-1456 Retail $22.71

Imperator 58
1/2oz CHAR16074-230 Retail $3.28
1lb CHAR16072-1721 Retail $26.78

Little Finger
1/2oz WWS16094-242 Retail $3.47
1lb WWS16092-1670 Retail $26.20

Nantes Coreless
1lb CHAR16102-1721 Retail $26.78

Tendersweet
1/2oz CHAR16114-230 Retail $3.28
1lb CHAR16112-1721 Retail $26.78

Cauliflower

Snowball “Y” Improved
1/4oz CHAR17063-205 Retail $2.93
1/2oz CHAR17064-294 Retail $4.20
1lb CHAR17062-2627 Retail $40.89
50lb CHAR17068-2044 Retail $32.17

Celery

Golden Self Blanching
1/2oz WHS18054-397 Retail $5.69
1lb WHS18052-3410 Retail $53.67

Tall Utah Improved
1lb VEG18062-2357 Retail $37.10

Morris Heading
1/2oz CHAR20044-159 Retail $2.27
4oz CHAR20046-315 Retail $4.83
1lb CHAR20042-630 Retail $9.88
50lb CHAR20048-472 Retail $7.44

Vates
1/2oz DSI20034-155 Retail $2.22
4oz DSI20036-315 Retail $4.83
1lb DSI20032-587 Retail $9.20

Collards

Champion
1/2oz CHAR20024-168 Retail $2.40
4oz CHAR20026-368 Retail $5.66
1lb CHAR20022-739 Retail $11.58
50lb CHAR20028-570 Retail $8.97

Georgia
1/2oz CHAR20014-151 Retail $2.17
4oz CHAR20016-299 Retail $4.59
1lb CHAR20012-618 Retail $9.62
50lb CHAR20018-406 Retail $0.00
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Corn

Ambrosia
4oz CRO10010-679 Retail $11.31
1/2lb CRO10011-1083 Retail $18.05
1lb CRO10012-1674 Retail $27.90
25lb CRO10016-34701 Retail $578.36
50lb CRO10017-1323 Retail $0.00

Argent
4oz CRO10190-667 Retail $11.09
1/2lb CRO10191-1060 Retail $17.67
1lb CRO10192-1637 Retail $27.28
25lb CRO10196-33881 Retail $564.68
50lb CRO10197-1291 Retail $0.00

Avalon Triplesweet™
4oz SYNGS10020-750  Retail $11.52
1/2lb SYNGS10021-1189  Retail $18.42
1lb SYNGS10022-1992  Retail $31.09
25lb SYNGS10026-37441Retail $591.42
50lb SYNGS10027-1425  Retail $22.55
100M SYNGS10028-80708 Retail $1345.13

Bodacious
4oz CRO10100-653 Retail $10.88
1/2lb CRO10101-1037 Retail $17.29
1lb CRO10102-1599 Retail $26.66
25lb CRO10106-33060 Retail $551.00
50lb CRO10107-1260 Retail $0.00

Butter & Sugar
4oz AGS10300-390 Retail $6.50
1/2lb AGS10301-637 Retail $10.61
1lb AGS10302-1122 Retail $18.70
25lb AGS10306-24627 Retail $410.45

Delectable
4oz CRO10570-676 Retail $11.26
1lb CRO10572-1667 Retail $27.76
25lb CRO10576-34515 Retail $575.25
50lb CRO10577-1316 Retail $0.00

Early Sunglow
4oz SYNGS10030-558 Retail $8.57
1/2lb SYNGS10031-853   Retail $13.22
1lb SYNGS10032-1398   Retail $21.82
25lb SYNGS10036-25630 Retail $404.85
50lb SYNGS10037-973   Retail $15.40

Golden Queen
4oz SYNGS10050-622   Retail $9.55
1/2lb SYNGS10051-965   Retail $14.95
1lb SYNGS10052-1596   Retail $24.91
25lb SYNGS10056-29567 Retail $467.04
50lb SYNGS10057-1124   Retail $17.79

Honey Select Triplesweet™
4oz SYNGS10650-756   Retail $11.62
1/2lb SYNGS10651-1199   Retail $18.59
1lb SYNGS10652-2013   Retail $31.40
25lb SYNGS10656-37835 Retail $597.64
50lb SYNGS10657-1439   Retail $22.79

Honey ‘N Pearl
4oz SSC10260-1079 Retail $17.99
1/2lb SSC10261-1688 Retail $28.14
1lb SSC10262-2547 Retail $42.45
100M SSC10265-77785 Retail $1296.41

Illini Xtra Sweet
4oz SSC10410-907 Retail $14.15
1/2lb SSC10411-1520 Retail $23.85
1lb SSC10412-2734 Retail $43.04
100M SSC10415-74173 Retail $1169.64

Incredible
4oz CRO10180-651 Retail $10.85
1/2lb CRO10181-1034 Retail $17.24
1lb CRO10182-1594 Retail $26.57
25lb CRO10186-32948 Retail $549.13
50lb CRO10187-1256 Retail $0.00

Iochief
4oz CHAR10070-391 Retail $5.99
1/2lb CHAR10071-558 Retail $8.66
1lb CHAR10072-913 Retail $14.20
25lb CHAR10076-15277 Retail $241.29
50lb CHAR10077-578 Retail $9.14

Hickory King
1/2lb SSC9011-160 Retail $2.66
1lb SSC9012-207 Retail $3.45
25lb SSC9016-2808 Retail $46.79
50lb SSC9017-106 Retail $1.77

Ornamental Fiesta
50lb WET10627-1018 Retail $16.12

Jackpot
4oz SYNGS10270-705   Retail $10.99
1/2lb SYNGS10271-1110   Retail $17.99
1lb SYNGS10272-1854   Retail $28.99
25lb SYNGS10276-34685 Retail $547.89
50lb SYNGS10277-1319   Retail $20.88

Kandy Korn EH
4oz SYNGS10230-635   Retail $9.99
1/2lb SYNGS10231-988   Retail $15.99
1lb SYNGS10232-1637   Retail $25.99
25lb SYNGS10236-30355 Retail $479.48
50lb SYNGS10237-1154   Retail $18.26

NK 199
4oz CHAR10380-461 Retail $7.09
1/2lb CHAR10381-684 Retail $10.60
1lb CHAR10382-1144 Retail $17.80
25lb CHAR10386-19686 Retail $310.95
50lb CHAR10387-747 Retail $11.81

Ornamental
1/2lb SSC10251-283 Retail $4.71
1lb SSC10252-437 Retail $7.28
25lb SSC10256-8022 Retail $133.71
50lb SSC10257-301 Retail $5.02

Peaches & Cream
4oz SYNGS10120-607   Retail $9.99
1/2lb SYNGS10121-937   Retail $14.99
1lb SYNGS10122-1547   Retail $24.99
25lb SYNGS10126-28584 Retail $451.49
50lb SYNGS10127-1086   Retail $17.19

Providence Triplesweet™
1/4lb SYNGS10610-811   Retail $12.45
1/2lb SYNGS10611-1295   Retail $20.06
1lb SYNGS10612-2181   Retail $34.03
25lb SYNGS10616-41182 Retail $650.50
50lb SYNGS10617-1568   Retail $24.81
50lb VEG10619-1875   Retail $29.42
100M VEG10615-85894   Retail $1348.06
100M VEG10618-88904   Retail $1395.28

Serendipity Triplesweet™
4oz SYNGS10640-756   Retail $11.62
1/2lb SYNGS10641-1199   Retail $18.59
1lb SYNGS10642-2013   Retail $31.40
25lb SYNGS10646-37835 Retail $597.64
50lb SYNGS10647-1439   Retail $22.79

Silver King
4oz SYNGS10390-722   Retail $11.08
1/2lb SYNGS10391-1138   Retail $17.64
1lb SYNGS10392-1904   Retail $29.70
25lb SYNGS10396-35670 Retail $563.43
50lb SYNGS10397-1357   Retail $21.48
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Silver Queen
4oz SYNGS10110-612   Retail $9.41
1/2lb SYNGS10111-948   Retail $14.69
1lb SYNGS10112-1567   Retail $24.44
25lb SYNGS10116-28977 Retail $457.71
50lb SYNGS10117-1102   Retail $17.43

Sugar Buns
4oz CRO10470-726 Retail $12.11
1/2lb CRO10471-1167 Retail $19.45
1lb CRO10472-1812 Retail $30.20
25lb CRO10476-37724 Retail $628.73
50lb CRO10477-1439 Retail $0.00

Sweetie 82
4oz SUNS10450-568 Retail $8.89
1/2lb SUNS10451-973 Retail $15.26
1lb SUNS10452-1715 Retail $26.98
25lb SUNS10456-37205 Retail $587.69
50lb SUNS10457-1415 Retail $22.40

Temptation
4oz PETO10540-1251   Retail $20.86
1/2lb PETO10541-2028   Retail $33.79
1lb PETO10542-3354   Retail $55.90
100M PETO10548-105169  Retail $0.00

Trucker’s Favorite
1/2lb SSC9021-160 Retail $2.66
1lb SSC9022-207 Retail $3.45
25lb SSC9026-2808 Retail $46.79
50lb SSC9027-106 Retail $1.77

Xtra Sweet 82 (Improved Illinichief )
4oz CHAR10080-1078 Retail $16.56
1/2lb CHAR10081-1763 Retail $27.32
1lb CHAR10082-3132 Retail $48.75
25lb CHAR10086-57677 Retail $911.07
50lb CHAR10087-2197 Retail $34.79

Cowpeas

California Black Eyes
1/2lb CHAR6021-265 Retail $4.10
1lb CHAR6022-395 Retail $6.11
25lb CHAR6026-5531 Retail $86.81
50lb CHAR6027-204 Retail $3.20

Queen Anne
1/2lb CHAR6041-251 Retail $3.89
1lb CHAR6042-368 Retail $5.71
25lb CHAR6046-5000 Retail $78.47
50lb CHAR6047-184 Retail $2.88

Cress

Upland
1/2oz DSI21014-86 Retail $1.32
4oz DSI21016-363 Retail $5.57
1lb DSI21012-723 Retail $11.33

Bush Crop
1/4oz DSI24093-230 Retail $3.49
1/2oz DSI24094-399 Retail $4.99
1lb DSI24092-8572 Retail $134.92

Bush Pickle
1/2oz DSI24084-301 Retail $4.69
1lb DSI24082-7791 Retail $122.64

Dasher II
1/2oz PETO24134-1304 Retail $21.73
1lb PETO24132-23562 Retail $392.70

Burpless #26
1/2oz SSA24074-1917 Retail $31.95
26lbs SSA24078-42085 Retail $701.41
5,000 Ct SSA24075-15308 Retail $255.14
1M SSA24076-3304 Retail $55.06
15M Treated SSA24077-42085 Retail $701.41

Ashley
1lb WWS24022-1204 Retail $18.99

Boston Pickling
1/2oz CHAR24034-202 Retail $2.90
1lb CHAR24032-1340 Retail $20.84

Cucumber

Long Green Improved
1/2oz CHAR24234-213 Retail $3.05
1lb CHAR24232-1494 Retail $23.25

Long Marketer
1/2oz CHAR24244-228 Retail $3.26
1lb CHAR24242-1700 Retail $26.46

Marketmore 76
1/2oz CHAR24284-212 Retail $3.03
1lb CHAR24282-1474 Retail $22.93

National Pickling
1/2oz CHAR24314-202 Retail $2.90
1lb CHAR24312-1340 Retail $20.84

Pointsett 76
1/2oz CHAR24374-210 Retail $2.99
1lb CHAR24372-1432 Retail $22.29

SMR 58 (Early Green Cluster)
1/2oz CHAR24154-202 Retail $2.90
1lb CHAR24152-1340 Retail $20.84

Spacemaster
1lb DSI24222-1418 Retail $23.63

Straight Eight
1/2oz CHAR24404-207 Retail $2.95
1lb CHAR24402-1399 Retail $21.65

White Spine Improved
1/2oz WWS24494-114 Retail $1.99
1lb WWS24492-1204 Retail $18.99

White Wonder
1/2oz CHAR24524-174 Retail $2.49
1lb CHAR24522-1236 Retail $19.99

Eggplant

Black Beauty
1/2oz CHAR26024-338 Retail $4.83
1lb CHAR26022-3246 Retail $50.51

Endive

Broad Leaf Batavian
1/2oz DSI26314-182 Retail $2.49
1/2lb DSI26311-761 Retail $11.81

Green Curled Ruffec
1/2oz DSI26334-166 Retail $2.77
1/2lb DSI26331-614 Retail $10.23
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Gourds

Birdhouse
1/2oz SBD26554-439 Retail $6.28
1/2lb SBD26551-2608 Retail $40.41
1lb SBD26558-3603 Retail $56.82

Long Handle Dipper
1/2oz WWS26514-468 Retail $6.70
1/2lb WWS26511-2832 Retail $43.88

Luffa 
1/2oz WWS26574-468 Retail $6.70
1/2lb WWS26571-2832 Retail $43.88
1lb WWS26578-3929 Retail $61.95

Large & Small Mixed
1/2oz WHS26534-344 Retail $5.74
1/2lb WHS26531-2039 Retail $33.98

Early Curled Siberian
4oz DSI27016-271 Retail $4.15
1/2oz DSI27014-146 Retail $2.08
1lb DSI27012-460 Retail $7.22
50lb DSI27018-320 Retail $5.03

Hanover Salad (Winter Rape)
1/2oz CHAR27034-133 Retail $2.22
4oz CHAR27036-239 Retail $3.98
1lb CHAR27032-525 Retail $8.74

Premier
1/2oz WWS27084-148 Retail $2.12
1lb WWS27082-496 Retail $7.79

Red Russian
1/2oz DSI27024-184 Retail $2.49
1lb DSI27022-906 Retail $14.29
50lb DSI27028-917 Retail $0.00

Tall Spring
1/2oz CHAR27074-133 Retail $2.22
1lb CHAR27072-525 Retail $8.74

Vates Blue Curled Scotch
4oz DSI27096-289 Retail $4.44
1/2oz DSI27094-149 Retail $2.14
1lb DSI27092-512 Retail $8.07
50lb DSI27098-368 Retail $5.80

Kale

Kohlrabi

Early White Vienna
1/2oz DSI27204-160 Retail $2.66
1lb DSI27202-823 Retail $13.71

Early Purple Vienna
1/2oz VEG27214-167 Retail $2.38
1lb VEG27212-723 Retail $11.33

Leek

American Flag
1/2oz DSI27304-283 Retail $4.72
1lb DSI27302-2321 Retail $38.69
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Bibb
1/2oz DSI28024-160 Retail $2.66
1/2lb DSI28021-562 Retail $9.37

Black Seeded Simpson
1/2oz CHAR28044-171 Retail $2.43
1/2lb CHAR28041-539 Retail $8.34

Buttercrunch
1/2oz CHAR28064-175 Retail $2.50
1/2lb CHAR28061-578 Retail $8.95

Grand Rapids
1/2oz CHAR28104-176 Retail $2.51
1/2lb CHAR28101-583 Retail $9.04

Great Lakes Premier
1/2oz SBD28124-294 Retail $4.20
1/2lb SBD28121-1490 Retail $23.08

Green Ice
1/2oz DSI28134-178 Retail $2.96
1/2lb DSI28131-708 Retail $11.79

Hanson Improved
1/2oz DSI28144-184 Retail $2.49
1/2lb DSI28141-479 Retail $7.59

Iceberg
1/2oz CHAR28164-188 Retail $2.69
1/2lb CHAR28161-679 Retail $10.51

Ithaca
1/2oz SBD28154-332 Retail $4.89
1/2lb SBD28151-2384 Retail $36.94

Mesclun Salad Mix
1/2oz WET28174-264 Retail $4.39
1/2lb DSI28171-1394 Retail $23.23

Oak Leaf
1/2oz DSI28184-158 Retail $2.64
1/2lb DSI28181-552 Retail $9.19

Paris Island Cos
1/2oz CHAR28204-175 Retail $2.49
1/2lb CHAR28201-573 Retail $8.86

Red Sails
1/2oz PETO28214-413 Retail $5.92
1/2lb PETO28211-2411 Retail $37.36

Red Salad Bowl
1/2oz DSI28234-173 Retail $2.88
1/2lb DSI28231-669 Retail $11.10

Salad Bowl
1/2oz CHAR28224-188 Retail $2.68
1/2lb CHAR28221-672 Retail $10.42

Summertime
1/2oz SBD28354-433 Retail $7.22
1/2lb SBD28351-2746 Retail $45.77
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Limas

Burpee Improved
1/2lb CHAR7011-298 Retail $4.62
1lb CHAR7012-416 Retail $6.49
25lb CHAR7016-6859 Retail $107.64
50lb CHAR7017-255 Retail $4.00

Cangreen Thorogreen
1/2lb CHAR7021-241 Retail $3.73
1lb CHAR7022-316 Retail $4.91
25lb CHAR7026-4602 Retail $72.22
50lb CHAR7027-169 Retail $2.65

Dixie Butter Pea Speckled
1/2lb CHAR7031-242 Retail $3.75
1lb CHAR7032-317 Retail $4.94
50lb CHAR7037-170 Retail $2.67

Fordhook 242
1lb CHAR7072-412 Retail $6.42
1/2lb CHAR7071-296 Retail $4.58
25lb CHAR7076-6770 Retail $106.25
50lb CHAR7077-251 Retail $3.94
50lb Treated CHAR7407-261 Retail $4.10

Giant Calico
1/2lb CHAR8071-297 Retail $4.60
1lb CHAR8072-414 Retail $6.46
50lb CHAR8077-252 Retail $3.97

Green Seeded
1/2lb CHAR7051-242 Retail $3.75
1lb CHAR7052-317 Retail $4.94
25lb CHAR7056-4647 Retail $72.92
50lb CHAR7057-170 Retail $2.67

Jackson Wonder
1/2lb CHAR7091-241 Retail $3.73
1lb CHAR7092-316 Retail $4.91
25lb CHAR7096-4602 Retail $72.22
50lb CHAR7097-169 Retail $2.65

King of the Garden 
1/2lb CHAR8031-297 Retail $4.60
1lb CHAR8032-414 Retail $6.46
25lb CHAR8036-6815 Retail $106.94
50lb CHAR8037-252 Retail $3.97

Henderson Bush White Seeded
1/2lbs CHAR7081-241 Retail $3.73
1lbs CHAR7082-316 Retail $4.91
25lbs CHAR7086-4602 Retail $72.22
50lbs CHAR7087-169 Retail $2.65

Large Red Speckled
1/2lb CHAR8021-297 Retail $4.60
1lb CHAR8022-414 Retail $6.46
25lb CHAR8026-6815 Retail $106.94
50lb CHAR8027-252 Retail $3.97

Thorogreen Treated
1lbs CHAR7417-177 Retail $2.78

White
1/2lb CHAR7041-242 Retail $3.75
1lb CHAR7042-317 Retail $4.94
25lb CHAR7046-4647 Retail $72.92
50lb CHAR7047-170 Retail $2.67

Willow Leaf
1/2lb KIMS8081-241 Retail $3.73
1lb KIMS8082-273 Retail $4.29
25lb KIMS8086-4370 Retail $68.73
50lb KIMS8087-163 Retail $4.29

Wood’s Prolific
1/2lb CHAR7101-241 Retail $3.73
1lb CHAR7102-316 Retail $4.91
25lb CHAR7106-4602 Retail $72.22
50lb CHAR7107-169 Retail $2.65

Mixed Greens

Various Varieties
1/2oz WET28404-90 Retail $1.79
1oz WET28405-129 Retail $2.15

Muskmelon

Ambrosia
15M PETO28507-155367  Retail $0.00

Aspire
1/2oz SBD28524-1129 Retail $18.99

Edisto 47
1/2oz WHS28614-197 Retail $2.81
1/2lb WHS28611-745 Retail $11.53

Hales Best Jumbo
1/2oz CHAR28674-193 Retail $2.74
1/2lb CHAR28671-707 Retail $10.94

Hearts of Gold
1/2oz CHAR28694-192 Retail $3.20
1/2lb CHAR28691-822 Retail $13.70

Honeydew
1/2oz CHAR28724-207 Retail $2.95
1/2lb CHAR28721-819 Retail $12.68

Honey Rock
1/2oz CHAR28744-222 Retail $3.16
1/2lb CHAR28741-931 Retail $14.41

Minnesota Midget
1/2oz VEG28814-164 Retail $0.00

Rocky Ford 
1/2oz CHAR28654-222 Retail $3.16
1/2lb CHAR28651-931 Retail $14.41
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Mustard

Florida Broadleaf
1/2oz CHAR29014-147 Retail $2.11
4oz CHAR29016-280 Retail $4.29
1lb CHAR29012-556 Retail $8.66
50lb CHAR29018-355 Retail $0.00

Mizuna 
1/2oz DSI29024-180 Retail $2.49
1lb DSI29022-937 Retail $14.79

Old Fashion
1/2oz DSI29034-135 Retail $2.25
1lb DSI29032-545 Retail $9.08

Red Giant
1/2oz DSI29064-182 Retail $2.49
1lb DSI29062-926 Retail $14.57

Southern Giant Curled
1/2oz CHAR29054-147 Retail $2.11
4oz CHAR29056-280 Retail $4.29
1lb CHAR29052-556 Retail $8.66

Tendergreen 
1/2oz CHAR29074-151 Retail $2.15
4oz CHAR29076-292 Retail $4.49
1lb CHAR29072-598 Retail $9.30

Clemson Spineless Tall
1/2oz CHAR29104-145 Retail $2.07
4oz CHAR29106-267 Retail $4.10
1lb CHAR29102-516 Retail $8.01

Okra

Red Burgundy
1/2oz WWS29154-127 Retail $1.99
1lb WWS29152-618 Retail $9.79

Long Pod Green
1/2oz DSI29124-135 Retail $2.25
4oz DSI29126-245 Retail $4.08
1lb DSI29122-476 Retail $7.93

Perkins Long Pod 
1/2oz SBD29144-136 Retail $2.27
1lb SBD29142-492 Retail $8.20
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White
1/2oz DSI29364-374 Retail $6.24

Onion

Japanese Bunching
1/2oz DSI29314-162 Retail $2.49
1lb DSI29312-2911 Retail $45.99

Yellow
1/2oz DSI29366-342 Retail $5.70

Parsley

Hamburg Rooted
1/2oz VEG29654-121 Retail $1.99

Plain (Single)
1lb CHAR29632-704 Retail $11.73

Moss Curled (Triple)
1lb DSI29612-758 Retail $12.64

Parsnips

Harris Model
1/2oz DSI29514-173 Retail $2.46
1lb DSI29512-795 Retail $12.46

Hollow Crown
1/2oz CHAR29524-157 Retail $2.62
1lb CHAR29522-789 Retail $13.14
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Peas

Cascadia Sugar Snap
1lb CHAR5042-254 Retail $3.99
50lb CHAR5047-134 Retail $0.00

Dwarf Grey Sugar
1/2lb CHAR4051-235 Retail $3.63
1lb CHAR4052-336 Retail $5.20
25lb CHAR4056-4336 Retail $68.06
50lb CHAR4057-158 Retail $2.49

Early Alaska 62
1/2lb CHAR4011-231 Retail $3.56
1lb CHAR4012-327 Retail $5.06
25lb CHAR4016-4160 Retail $65.28
50lb CHAR4017-152 Retail $2.38
50lb Treated CHAR4467-160 Retail $2.51

Early Frosty
1/2lb CHAR4141-235 Retail $3.63
1lb CHAR4142-336 Retail $5.20
25lb CHAR4146-4336 Retail $68.06
50lb CHAR4147-158 Retail $2.49
50lb Treated CHAR4427-169 Retail $2.65

Knight (Treated)
1/2lb CHAR4411-242 Retail $3.75
1lb CHAR4412-351 Retail $5.43
25lb CHAR4416-4647 Retail $72.92
50lb CHAR4417-170 Retail $2.67

Green Arrow
1/2lb CHAR4071-235 Retail $3.63
1lb CHAR4072-336 Retail $5.20
25lb CHAR4076-4336 Retail $68.06
50lb CHAR4077-158 Retail $2.49
50lb Treated CHAR4078-169 Retail $2.65

Laxton Progress #9
1/2lb CHAR4091-238 Retail $3.68
1lb CHAR4092-342 Retail $5.30
25lb CHAR4096-4469 Retail $70.14
50lb CHAR4097-164 Retail $2.57
50lb Treated CHAR4407-172 Retail $2.70

Lincoln
50lb  Treated CHAR5067-169 Retail $2.65

1/2lb CHAR4101-234 Retail $3.61
1lb CHAR4102-334 Retail $5.16
25lb CHAR4106-4293 Retail $67.36
50lb CHAR4107-157 Retail $2.46

Little Marvel

Oregon Sugar Pod II
1/2lb CHAR4471-178 Retail $2.79
1lb CHAR4472-254 Retail $3.99
25lb CHAR4476-3462 Retail $0.00
50lb CHAR4477-134 Retail $0.00

Snak Hero
1/2lb SYNGS4551-407 Retail $6.39
1lb SYNGS4552-662 Retail $10.41
25lb SYNGS4556-13897 Retail $218.92
50lb SYNGS4557-532 Retail $8.38

Maestro (Treated)
1/2lb KIMS4451-230 Retail $3.84
1lb KIMS4452-306 Retail $5.09
25lb KIMS4456-4583 Retail $76.39
50lb KIMS4457-168 Retail $2.80

Sugar Snap Anne
1/2lb KIMS4201-235 Retail $3.92
1lb KIMS4202-315 Retail $5.25
25lb KIMS4206-4792 Retail $79.86
50lb KIMS4207-176 Retail $2.94

Sugar Snap
1/2lb CHAR4131-242 Retail $3.75
1lb CHAR4132-351 Retail $5.43
25lb CHAR4136-4647 Retail $72.92
50lb CHAR4137-170 Retail $2.67

Thomas Laxton
1/2lb CHAR4111-239 Retail $3.70
1lb CHAR4112-345 Retail $5.33
25lb CHAR4116-4514 Retail $70.83
50lb CHAR4117-166 Retail $2.59
50lb  Treated CHAR4447-174 Retail $2.73

Sugar Sprint
1lb SYNGS4232-618 Retail $9.71
50lb SYNGS4237-490 Retail $7.72

Super Sugar Snap
1/2lb SYNGS4151-421 Retail $6.52
1lb SYNGS4152-549 Retail $8.63
25lb SYNGS4156-11135 Retail $175.27
50lb SYNGS4157-425 Retail $6.69

Wando
1/2lb CHAR4121-233 Retail $3.60
1lb CHAR4122-332 Retail $5.13
25lb CHAR4126-4248 Retail $66.67
50lb CHAR4127-155 Retail $2.43

California Wonder
1/2oz CHAR30104-457 Retail $7.62
1/2lb CHAR30107-2671 Retail $44.52
1lb CHAR30102-4707 Retail $78.45

Cubanelle 
1/2oz CHAR30114-555 Retail $7.95

Emerald Fire
250 Seeds PETO30022-3261 Retail $50.38
1000 Seeds PETO30020-10685 Retail $166.76

Gold Calwonder
1/4oz WWS30163-421 Retail $7.02
1/2oz WWS30164-591 Retail $9.84
1lb WWS30162-8379 Retail $139.65

Habanero Orange
1/2oz VEG30304-1435 Retail $23.91
1/2lb VEG30301-13614 Retail $226.90

Hungarian Hot Wax
1/2oz CHAR30224-526 Retail $7.53
1/2lb CHAR30221-3279 Retail $50.81
1lb CHAR30222-5925 Retail $92.21

Jalapeño M
1/2oz CHAR30254-613 Retail $8.78
1/2lb CHAR30252-3950 Retail $61.21

Keystone Resistant Giant #3
1/2oz WHS30284-819 Retail $11.73
1lb WHS30282-8381 Retail $131.92

Long Red Cayenne
1/2oz CHAR30314-541 Retail $7.74
1/2lb CHAR30311-3391 Retail $52.54
1lb CHAR30312-6130 Retail $95.42

Pimento 
1/2oz WHS30344-901 Retail $12.92
1lb WHS30342-8766 Retail $138.46

Sweet Banana
1/2oz CHAR30374-555 Retail $7.95
1/2lb CHAR30371-3503 Retail $54.28
1lb CHAR30372-6090 Retail $95.04

Yolo Wonder
1/2oz DSI30404-420 Retail $7.00
1/2lb DSI30401-2202 Retail $36.69
1lb DSI30402-4021 Retail $67.02

Peppers
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Popcorn

White Perdue 305
1/2lb SSC10311-445 Retail $7.42
1lb SSC10312-740 Retail $12.33
25lb SSC10316-15000 Retail $250.00
50lb SSC10317-569 Retail $9.48

Yellow Perdue 410
1/2lb SSC10201-432 Retail $7.20
1lb SSC10202-715 Retail $11.92
25lb SSC10206-14440 Retail $240.67
50lb SSC10207-547 Retail $9.12

Red Strawberry
1/2lb CRO10321-982 Retail $15.21
1lb CRO10322-1408 Retail $22.15
50lb CRO10327-1147 Retail $18.14

Yellow Dynamite South American
1/2lb SSC10441-251 Retail $4.18
1lb SSC10442-377 Retail $6.28
50lb SSC10447-249 Retail $4.14

Dill’s Atlantic Giant
1/2oz CHAR30684-654 Retail $10.90
1/2lb CHAR30681-5016 Retail $83.59

Baby Pam
1/2oz AGS30874-148 Retail $2.47
1/2lb AGS30871-1587 Retail $26.45

Big Max
1/2oz CHAR30714-199 Retail $3.31
1/2lb CHAR30711-971 Retail $16.19

Connecticut Field
1/2oz CHAR30734-184 Retail $2.64
1/2lb CHAR30731-651 Retail $10.08

Green Striped Cushaw
1/2oz CHAR30724-179 Retail $2.98
1/2lb CHAR30721-798 Retail $13.30

Pumpkin

Howden
1/2oz CHAR30894-205 Retail $3.42
1/2lb CHAR30891-1029 Retail $17.15

Jack-Be-Little
1/2oz CHAR30774-425 Retail $6.08
1/2lb CHAR30771-2496 Retail $38.68

Jack-O-Lantern
1/2oz CHAR30764-184 Retail $2.64
1/2lb CHAR30761-651 Retail $10.08

Lumina
1/2oz HCI30884-563 Retail $9.39
1/2lb HCI30881-3155 Retail $52.58

Mammoth Gold
1/2oz CHAR30834-199 Retail $3.31
1/2lb CHAR30831-971 Retail $16.19

Small Sugar Pie
1/2oz CHAR30824-166 Retail $2.77
1/2lb CHAR30821-682 Retail $11.37
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Daikon Microgreens
1/2oz VEG31224-133 Retail $2.22
1lb VEG31222-460 Retail $7.66

Sparkler White Tip
1/2oz CHAR31194-151 Retail $2.17
1lb CHAR31192-618 Retail $9.62

Radish

Champion
1/2oz CHAR31034-151 Retail $2.17
1lb CHAR31032-618 Retail $9.62

Cherry Belle
1/2oz CHAR31054-151 Retail $2.17
1lb CHAR31052-618 Retail $9.62

China Rose
1/2oz DSI31174-151 Retail $2.17
1lb DSI31172-542 Retail $8.50

Early Scarlet Globe
1/2oz CHAR31074-153 Retail $2.19
1lb CHAR31072-639 Retail $9.94

Easter Egg Blend
1/2oz WWS31094-213 Retail $3.05
1lb WWS31092-1309 Retail $20.54

French Breakfast
1/2oz CHAR31114-151 Retail $2.17
1lb CHAR31112-618 Retail $9.62

Long White Icicle
1/2oz CHAR31154-151 Retail $2.17
1lb CHAR31152-618 Retail $9.62

White Chinese Celestial
1/2oz DSI31214-136 Retail $2.27
1lb DSI31212-492 Retail $8.20

Rhubarb

Victoria Seeds
1/2oz WHS31434-128 Retail $1.99
1lb WHS31432-3207 Retail $50.59

Rutabaga

American Purple Top
1/2oz DSI31304-149 Retail $2.49
4oz DSI31306-267 Retail $4.10
1lb DSI31302-429 Retail $6.74

Salsify

Mammoth Sandwich Island
1/2oz WWS32014-104 Retail $1.99
1lb WWS32012-1919 Retail $30.29

Spinach

Bloomsdale Long Standing
1/2oz CHAR33014-157 Retail $2.24
4oz CHAR33016-322 Retail $4.93
1lb CHAR33012-605 Retail $9.49
50lb CHAR33018-450 Retail $7.08

Early Hybrid #7
1/2oz WHS33034-188 Retail $2.69
1lb WHS33032-942 Retail $14.81

New Zealand
1/2oz WWS33054-202 Retail $2.90
1/2lb WWS33051-791 Retail $12.24
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Squash

Benning’s Green Tint (Patty Pan)
1/2oz DSI34064-239 Retail $3.42
1/2lb DSI34061-1070 Retail $16.58

Black Beauty (Zucchini)
1/2oz CHAR34074-187 Retail $2.66
1/2lb CHAR34071-662 Retail $10.25

Burgess Buttercup
1/2oz DSI34084-176 Retail $2.49
1/2lb DSI34081-835 Retail $12.94

Acorn Table Queen
1/2oz CHAR34024-199 Retail $2.85
1/2lb CHAR34021-763 Retail $11.81

Butternut Waltham
1/2oz CHAR34124-213 Retail $3.05
1/2lb CHAR34121-875 Retail $13.54

Early Cocozelle (Zucchini)
1/2oz WHS34174-200 Retail $2.87
1/2lb WHS34171-698 Retail $10.87

Dark Green (Black) Zucchini
1/2oz CHAR34104-184 Retail $2.64
1/2lb CHAR34101-651 Retail $10.08

Early Prolific Straightneck
1/2oz CHAR34364-184 Retail $2.64
1/2lb CHAR34361-651 Retail $10.08

Golden Summer Crookneck
1/2oz CHAR34164-184 Retail $2.64
1/2lb CHAR34161-651 Retail $10.08

Early White Bush Scallop (Patty Pan)
1/2oz CHAR34214-184 Retail $2.64
1/2lb CHAR34211-651 Retail $10.08

Hubbard True Green Improved
1/2oz DSI34284-176 Retail $2.49
1/2lb DSI34281-863 Retail $13.37

Turk’s Turban
1/2oz SBD34444-159 Retail $2.49
1/2lb SBD34441-2154 Retail $33.89

Vegetable Spaghetti
1/2oz CHAR34414-186 Retail $3.09
1/2lb CHAR34411-770 Retail $12.83

Swiss Chard

Lucullus
1/2oz DSI35034-136 Retail $2.27
1/2lb DSI35031-375 Retail $6.25

Northern Lights Mix
1/2oz DSI35074-241 Retail $4.01
1/2lb DSI35072-1212 Retail $20.20

Ruby Red
1/2oz DSI35054-176 Retail $2.52
1/2lb DSI35051-589 Retail $9.12
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Tomato

Beefsteak
1/2oz CHAR36024-628 Retail $10.47
1/2lb CHAR36021-4306 Retail $71.77
1lb CHAR36022-7859 Retail $130.99

Brandywine Pink
1/2oz VEG36124-1199 Retail $0.00

Chef’s Choice Orange
1/2oz SBD36174-4499 Retail $0.00

Cherokee Purple
1/2oz VEG36154-1199 Retail $0.00

German Johnson
1/4oz SBD36583-899 Retail $0.00
1oz SBD36585-2299 Retail $0.00

Golden Jubilee
1/4oz CHAR36333-366 Retail $6.10
1/2oz CHAR36334-628 Retail $10.47
1/2lb CHAR36331-4306 Retail $71.77
1lb CHAR36332-7859 Retail $130.99

Hillbilly Potato Leaf
1lb VEG36554-1199 Retail $0.00

Marglobe
1/16oz CHAR36392-146 Retail $2.43
1/4oz CHAR36393-366 Retail $6.10
1/2oz CHAR36394-628 Retail $10.47
1/2lb CHAR36397-4306 Retail $71.77
1lb CHAR36396-7859 Retail $130.99

Homestead #24
1/2oz CHAR36344-628 Retail $10.47
1/2lb CHAR36347-4306 Retail $71.77
1lb CHAR36342-7859 Retail $130.99

Lemon Drop Grape
1/16oz SBD36641-1090 Retail $17.99
1/4oz SBD36643-4326 Retail $67.99
1/2oz SBD36644-8621 Retail $135.99

Mountain Pride
1/16oz SBD36402-1079 Retail $0.00
1/4oz SBD36403-2799 Retail $0.00
1/2oz SBD36404-4499 Retail $0.00

Mr Stripey
1/4oz SBD36523-899 Retail $0.00
1oz SBD36525-2299 Retail $0.00

Oxheart
1/2oz WHS36414-962 Retail $15.00
1/4oz WHS36413-1578 Retail $21.68

Red Cherry
1/2oz DSI36494-446 Retail $7.43
1/2lb DSI36491-2375 Retail $39.58
1lb DSI36492-4345 Retail $72.42

Roma VF
1/4oz CHAR36513-366 Retail $6.10
1/2oz CHAR36514-628 Retail $10.47
1/2lb CHAR36511-4306 Retail $71.77
1lb CHAR36512-7859 Retail $130.99

Rutgers
1/2oz CHAR36534-563 Retail $9.39
1/2lb CHAR36537-3786 Retail $63.10
1lb CHAR36532-6897 Retail $114.95

Sugar Plum Grape
1/16oz SBD36631-1090 Retail $17.99
1/4oz SBD36633-4326 Retail $67.99
1/2oz SBD36634-8621 Retail $135.99

Yellow Pear Cherry
1/4oz WWS36723-157 Retail $2.49
1/2oz WWS36724-282 Retail $4.49

Turnip

Golden Ball
1/2oz VEG37092-149 Retail $2.49

Purple Top White Globe
1/2oz CHAR37054-134 Retail $1.91
4oz CHAR37056-220 Retail $3.36
1lb CHAR37052-361 Retail $5.61

Seven Top Foilage
1/2oz CHAR37074-149 Retail $2.49
4oz CHAR37076-212 Retail $3.27
1lb CHAR37072-283 Retail $4.49

White Lady
1/2oz SSA37144-889 Retail $14.82
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Watermelon

Allsweet
1/2oz WHS37494-105 Retail $1.99
1/2lb WHS37491-952 Retail $14.99

Black Diamond
1/2lb CHAR37481-791 Retail $13.18

Charleston Grey #133
1/2oz CHAR37514-192 Retail $3.20
1/2lb CHAR37511-822 Retail $13.70

Congo
1/2oz CHAR37534-228 Retail $3.26
1/2lb CHAR37531-987 Retail $15.28

Sugar Baby
1/2oz CHAR37734-213 Retail $3.05
1/2lb CHAR37731-875 Retail $13.54

Crimson Sweet
1/2oz CHAR37544-258 Retail $3.68
1/2lb CHAR37541-1210 Retail $18.74

Dixie Queen
1/2oz WWS37554-95 Retail $1.49
1/2lb WWS37551-968 Retail $15.29

Florida Giant
1/2oz CHAR37594-219 Retail $3.14
1/2lb CHAR37591-919 Retail $14.24

Jubilee
1/2oz CHAR37604-213 Retail $3.05
1/2lb CHAR37601-875 Retail $13.54


